Not Cricket •••

Or so it may seem when you have to make a claim on your
insurance and get hit for six by the small print!

Of course if you're with a reliable team I:ike Mowbray Vale who
play it straight, (no googlies or bodylines), you won't be caught out.
So if you're stumped about insurance for your glider (or car, house
or boat), why not bowl over to Mowbray Vale? - We can match
anyonel

Contad Carol Tay/or or Stephen Hill on Thirsk (0845) 23078 24 Ansaphone Service
Or write to:

MOWBRAY VALE INSURANCE
8 Castlegate, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07 1HL.
Represented at Lloyds

Telex 587470
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AUSTIN
AVIATION

GLASER - DIRKS
SAILPLANES

122 Main 5t,reet,
Still in,gton,
York Y06 1JU

UK Agent Since Inception

00·101

00·300
THE ONLY STANDARD CLASS AIRCRAFT WITH ALL THE FOLLOWING FEATUREs.
1. 'Boundary layer blowing lurburators, on trailing edge, under surface.
2. Water ballast tank in lin for optimum C of ,0 selectit;>n.
3. All controls. auto connect on rigging.
4. 42:1 Glide ratio al66 tnots
5. 11571bs Max all up weight - 420lb or 286lb H,ll bags at choice.
6. 5x5.1111 mainwheel, wen sprung with generous ground clearance.
7. Besl Visibility 10 be found in any glider.
OM 41.300 Approx. £12,000
Short DelivlJ'Y at Present

Well known and loved Slandard Class .ircralt for club or competition usa.
00·101G CLUB
with fixed whaal and no ballast.
OM 37,100 Approx. £10,000
00·101G STANDARD CLASS
wilh sprung relractable mainwheel and
H,O ballast of 2201bs.
Glida ratio 39: 1 at 57kls.
OM 38,200

Telephone Easingwo'ld (0347) 810-255
24hr Ansafone takes 2 min message

THE COMPLETE
SOARING GUIDE
Ann Welch

~ComPletJ

SOARING

L.._--------Guide

Special,lyaimedafthenewcomertoSQOfing, Ann Welch's new book
gives full and superbly iillust,rofed coverage on every aspect of this
exhilarating sport. Sheexplainsin detail how to fly and soar a glider,
launching, navigatlon, cross-country flying, maintenance, air low
and competition flying.
Ann We'lch Is Preslden' ot the FAI Internotional Microlight
Committee, the ~ritlsh Mlcro'light Aircraft Associa,tion and the British
HangGliding Association. Her publicati.ons Include The Complete
Micf,oJight Guide also published by A & C Block.

£12.50

A&C BLACK
Send for our
programme.
Informat,ion in
German and
English

Segelflugschule Oerlinghausen, Flugplatz, 0-4811 Oerlinghausen 106

Tel: 0049-5202-72323
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

McLEAN AVIATION .ll-G' Powered Sailplanes UK
THE AERODROME, RUFfORTH,
YORK V02 30A. 0904·83653

*

*

*

Solle UK factory approved
repair agent for maser-Dirks
DO Sailplanes and Powered
Sailplanes

B-C-4!717-

Self-launching, SaHplane
enquiries and demonstration

~--.....:

Telephone:

BOB McLEAN 0904·83653
JOHN ELLlS 0765·89431

ASW-20 - complete, with i,nstruments and glass-fibre trailer .. £18000 ono
PIK 200 - complete, with instruments and trailer
£10000 ono
Jantar (Standard) - complete with aluminium trailer
£10000 ono
, SOLE AGENTS FOR UK AND EIRE FOR O/K CLOCKWORK BAROGRAPHSPLEASE ASK FOR DETAILS
For D-G New Sailplanes telephone: 0347-810255 (Austin Aviation - Ansaphone)
June/July 1986
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SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LTD
SPEC.ALlST GLIDER REPAIRERS SINCE 1954

NOW APPOINTED OFFICIAL REPAIR AGENTS BY
ROLLANDEN SCHNEIDER GmbH
FOR THEIR LS RANGE OF GLIDERS
REPAIRS AND C OF A INSPECTIONS UNDERTAKEN
ON ALL MAKES AND TYPES

THERMAL EaUIPMENT LTO
WINTER AND SECONDHAND AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS

SOUTHDOWN AEROSTRUCTURE LTD
CAA approved to build the GRP microli.ght PIPSTRELLE

2e

LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HANTS GU34 5SR
Telephone HERRIARD (0256 83) 359

The World's No,. 1

SPECIAL OFFER
SPECIAL LOW PRICE

LS-6
1st & 2nd: Rieti
1st: British National
etc etc
or Standard Class L-S4
Now with improved performance
Early Delivery
Details from:

SPEEDSOARING

6 LASHLAKE RD, THAME, aXON
084421 4132 or 08692 42691
24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE
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Representing famous names~.. .
:. .' :.
carries a lot of responsibility.
"' "...
~~/'
So when we were appointed l
~~"
Licenced Repair Agents by
Grob and ,awarded an exclusive
spare parts franchise for their gliders, motor gliders and light aircraft,
it was 'a time for celebration, reflection and considerable investment.
Similarly, being stockists for Tost launch equipment and exclusive agents
for their winches, gave us a bit ofa lift.
Having the bits and the responsibility is now a pleasureand ifyou ever have
aforced landing, it's comforting to reflect that Chiltern can take care ofthe problems
of getting, your aircraft back to base or into our fully-equipped workshops.
Our large stock ofparts, repair material and accessories
then comes into play. Whether you repair it yourself
or use our expertise, you can be sure that you're
getting the best.
Every repair by Chiltern is backed by a
customer protection policy with full product
liahility cover - a mark ofconfidence in their
products and our workmanship.
A telephone call will bring our recovery
trailer to your aid and all the backing you need.

L\"

Licenced to repair all Grob pro4ucts.
Sole Concessionaires for spare parts for ,
gliders, motor gliders and light aircraft.

GROB

Booker Airfield, N r. Marlow, Bucks, SL 7 3DR.
0494445854 (works) or 0865890517 (outside office hours).
Access and Barclaycard accepted with pleasure.
Grob demonstration and sales - Tel: 049137184
June/July 1986
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PZL-WILGA

• minutes to tow • glider to 100Qm
l' minute to descend from 100011'1
5 minutes for the whole towll19 operation

SZD-50 PUCHACZ
Two-seater all glass-fibre training
glider
GLIDE ANGlE 1:30
F"ULt¥ AEAOBATIC

MAY BE :BOUGHT,
HIRED OR LEASED

GLIDERS
MOTOR GLIDERS
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
AGRICULTURAL AlC
HEliCOPTERS
ENGINES
INSTRUMENTS
SPARE PARTS

~

NEW
15 METRE CLUB GLASS
SZD 51-1 JUNIOR

FROM FIRST SOLO
UP lO DIAMONDS

ANGLO-POLlSH SAILPLANES LTD

JANTAR STD 3 SZD-48-3
Glide ANGLE 1:40

TH E PI K 30

Wycombe Air Park· Booker . Marlow ' Bucks
(0628) 39690 (0494) 40911' Telex: 8483411 CHACOM G

HIGH PERFORMAN'CE SAILPLANE with retractable power plant
NEW - BY SIREN-FRANCE

SIREN has now in productior), a new improved versiofl of the very well known motor glider PIK 20E 2 F.
The 17m span PIK 30 is going to become your best choice. It will offer you top performance, wit" all qualities of the original
PIK 20E and the best price for a motor glider of high technology (including carbOn fibre).
You can fly either Open Class or 15m Class
So you get new oppol1unities with all the advantages of the auxiliary engine
Your besl choice will be PIK 30, already on order for THE FRENCH AIR FORCE

TECHNICAL DATA OF THE 17
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wing Span
Wing Area
Wing loading
Aspect Ratio
Maximum L/D
Min Sink
Weight Max.

• VNE

m

=17 m
=10,63 m' (114,4 sq.ft.)
=36/43 (7.42 to 8,86 Ib/sq.ft.)
=27,2
=45 at 110 Kmlh
=0,54 m/s
=460 Kg
=200 KmJh

ELECTRIM SAIL'PLANES
THRUXTON RACING CIRCUIT, THRUXTON, ANOOVER, HANTS

Telephone: Weyhm 2089 STD 0264-77
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-

NEGUS
--+--

* COME AND INSPECT

OUR NEW PREMISES
AT SHENINGTON

37 THE LEVS
UPPER HEVFORD
OXON.
OX53LU
Tel: 086982 2142

* ,QUALITY YOU CAN

Sailplane Repairs & C's of A (All Types)
Composite Fabrications

BE SURE OF

M. L. ALLFORD
D.E.M., T.Eng., M.I.M.G.Tech.E.

* MOTOR GLIDER &
LIGHT AIRCRAFT ENGINE OVERHAULS

PEGASUS 101 CLIUB TIRAINER
A SIMPLIFIED VERSION OF THE HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL PEGASUS 101 STD, AT THE VERY ATIRACTIVE PRICE
OF 1.22,000 FRANCS EX WOF:!KS
PILUS UNBEATABLE DEFERREO PAYMENT TERMS

*

SUITABLE FOR FIRST SOLO OR EXPERIENCED PILOTS
GLIDE ANGLE 40:1 (WHY SETTLE FOR lESS?)
STURDY SPRUNG UNDERCARRIAGE WI,TH FIXEO 500
MAINWHEEL

x5

EXCELLENT GROUND CLEARANCE AND HANDLING
AOCOMMODATES ;PILOTS UP TO 6' 6" and 250 LB
SUPERB IN FLIGHT HANDLING AND DOCILE STALL
POWERFUL DOUBLE P,A;ODLE AIR BRAKES FOR
EXCELLENT APPROACH CONTROL
AUTOMATIC CONNECT'ING ELEVATOR AND FRONT TOW
HOOK AS STANDARD
INTEREST,ED7 FOR FURTHER DETAILS OR TEST FLIGHTS
OF THE PEGASUS RANGE OF SINGLE SEATERS OR
MARIANNE TWO SEATERS

Ring Steve White on 0494 36888 or
Alister Key on 02406 2491. or write to

NINE FOUR AVIATION LTD
2 Hazlewood Cottage, Horns Lane
Marlow, Bucks SL7 3DU
June/July 1986
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London Sailplanes Ltd
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A. SCHLEICHER GLIDERS AND SPARES: SOLE U.K. Agents
TOST WHEELS, TYRES (inc. 400 x 4), INEAK LINKS, .RELEASE HOOKS (new and factory exchange units)
PRINTA NEOGENE DOPES AND PAINTS: Main stockists
Agent for WINTER INSTRUMENTS. Most other instruments and radios available
MATERIALS FOR REPAIRS AND :REBUILD$
GLI FINNISH BIRCH PLY in a range of thicknesses from 0.8 to 6.0mm
GERMAN STEEL TUBE 'or GLIDERS: Com.prete range
INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION AND REPAIRS
And hundreds of other items available from stock -

us'

'phoc:e" dt:
'"

Or

All at competitive prices

~~~~~:'~:~:~~:L~~~:ED
Telephone:. Duns·table (0582) 62068

Open Monday to Satt:lrday: 9.00 - 1.00 and 2.00 - 5.00

r---~,Mg RI i:J t:I:1::

Introduces the N e w - - - - - - - - .

M NAV 50 NAV/VARIOMETER
PRICE REDUCTION
SYSTEM
Ch~k

these features:

* IOMETER.
Altitude-(;ompensated NAVandVAR* lE Compensation by lE Probe.
* All
VARIO and NAV electronics in the
NAV unit.
* 58mm.
VARIO Readout Available in 80 or
* Vario
scale change and dual sensitivity switches.
* Computer.
Final-Glide and Distance Navigation

* loading
Bug Polars, and Variable
- adjustable in flight.

* Fun 4·Function Audio.
* Speed Oir~tor.

* Digital Alferager.

PRICE REDUCTION! £810+ VAT 1£931.50t
Cambridge
Aero
Instruments

<3 D

Cambridge Aero Instruments, I'nc.
6A Dunham Road, Billerica, Massachusetts 01821
Tel. l617) 275-0889: Telex 948503

Access & Visa Accepted
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Contact your local
Cambridge Dealer.

Wing-

The Cambridge MARK 4M has
been develo~d from the welleStablished MKIV Variometer and
MKIV NAV. It combines the latest
in Micro-eomputer technology
with the philosophy ofthe original
MKIV system, to offer a reliable,
affordable system for Competition and Cross-country pilots.
Cambridge Systems have been
used by Winners at each World
Championship for the last 11
years, including Rieti.
The Record speaks for itself.

RD Aviation Limited

Telex 265871
John Delafield,
MONREFG
Cotswold House,
(Quote MAG 10189)
Mill Street. Islip,
Oxon OX5 2SY
Tel: Kidlington (08675) 2357

Dickie Feakes,
11 The Poplars,
Launton,
Bicester, Oxon
Tel: Bicester (0869) 245052

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Britain's
fastest selling
. sunglasses

Choice of 4 typesall at the amazingly low
price of £7.95
last year a staggering 4 out of
10 sunglass wearers chose Reactolite
Rapides.
This year, as an extra bonus, we are
offering the Ireaders of this magazine
the opportunity to buy directa massive saving of [5 on the
n.armal retail price of [12.95.
All 4 models have beautifully
designed frames and genuine.
optically ground. Reactolite
Rapide lenses - the fastest
reacting photochromic glass
in the world I
E,3PiiotShape The
'cut-away' sporting look.
Superbly designed and
bUilt incorporating soft,
flexible nose pads for
total comfort and optical ..
quality hinges (illustrated),
Framesavailable in 3 colours.
E94 Square Shape High
quality specification as above
but with a more classical shape.
E80 Unisex Top of the fashion
range with a beautifully sculptured
'tortoise shell' type plastic frame in
brown and crystal.
E117 Clip-On Add Reactolite
Rapide sunprQtection to prescription
lenses. Desigoed to fit almost any
spectacles.
June/July 1986

Crushproofcase
with every

~O'd"ed'

I~CH==~
1

:===============! :~:~elOIlOWingp.i'(SI

at £7.95 plus85p P, P & Ilnsut.
per pair.
REQ~~AED

E80 in 'Tortoise Shell' frame

0
0
0

El17 in Gilt frame

0

E93in Gilt/NickellBrac!<* frame

I

E94 in Giilt/Nickel'/Bfacl<* frame

1
1

• Please delete.

1enclose cheque/P.a. for £
made payable to CHEIRON PRESS LTO

I
I
I
1

I

I
I
1 - - - 11
Name

A~dd::.:r-=e::..:ss=---~

~_

Post Code

I

I

NO QUIBBLE MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE!!

1.-_
Allow up to 14 days for delivery.

I
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CHRIS NICHOLAS

UPPER
EYFORD
Chrls, Chairman of the BGA
Airspace Committee, gives
an update

Most glider pilots will by now be aware
that a Mandatory Radio Area was imposed
at Upper Heyford, replacing the previous
Rad'ar Advisory Service Zone, fora oneyear trial. The new airspace, effective Monday to Friday except for UK and USA
public holidays, has been defined in
NOTAM A H4/1986, together with its
rules. The BOA has circulated all clubs with
advice as to how to use the airspace, for
those who have rad,io with the Upper
Heyford channel (128.55 MHz).
For what it is worth, the only possible
concession we could obtain was the use of a
gliding frequency, probably 130.1 MHz, to
gain entry to the MRA during the first three
months of the trial. This would be conditional on relinquishing use of that frequency
for any other purpose within 105nm of
Upper Heyford. We have not taken up that
option at the time of writing. The majority
of clubs replying to our questionnaire would
not agree to thisrestriction (so far, weighted
by numbers of members, responses are 345
would agree, 1965 would not).
There is little point new in issuing a
blow-by-btow account of how the MRA
came to be brought in, except perhaps to
learn some lessons for the future. What we
certainly have to consider is the progress of
the trial, and what may happen afterwards.
The trial. We now have to hope that the trial
will be as realistic as possible, and that sufficient evidence of its success or otherwise
will be obtained, in spite of the small
number or gliders which will actually be
able to use the MRA by first (courteously!)
making the obligatory radio call.
The success of the trial seems likely to be
measured by the authorities in terms of air
safety in the Upper Heyford area. In gliding
terms, the reSults must also include the
114

effect on flights which would have been
made, and now either are modified or are
carried out in altered circumstances.
This includes fligbts made by gliders
without the ability to call Upper Heyford; in
spite of our failure to convince the
authorities that this is a real problem, most
gliders simply do not have the UH frequency, and we believe that most are
unlikely to be legally able to use it during
this season.
It follows that there will probably be consequent effects outside the MRA itself, particularly in the narrow gap between the
MRA and Brize Norton.
Monitodng. National Air Traffic Services
(NATS) has advised that Upper Heyford
will be making reports each month. NATS
has asked other air users to provide feedback too, preferably monthly also. A report
will be compiled and issued to tbe BOA
(among others) after six months. There may
be a possibility of modifications to the terms
of the trial if early comments suggest that
improvements are called for.
The BGA has issued three requests to
clubs for feedback. The first is applicable to
pilots equipped for using the MRA, and
provides for reports of each flight intended
to transit the MRA, covering whether
access (by radio) is easy or has problems.

Several possible outcomes _
with undesirable
_
consequences
_
The second questionnaire is aimed at the
other affected pilots, those who would have
selected a task routed through the MRA,
but have instead to adopt a different plan
due to lack of the radio frequency. Their
obvious options include trying to maintain
course but keeping above the MRA if conditions permit, 'going round the side, choosing another task less suitable for their
experience or the day's conditions, or possibly not undertaking a cross-country flight
at all. For most of these options, there are
several possible outcomes with undesirable
consequences. It is probably not feasible to
devise a simple questionnaire covering
every possibility, so we hope that all pilots
will provide brief notes to amplify anything
significant not covered on the report form.
The third area of inquiry concerns radio
equipment in gliders, and is more general
than just the Upper Heyford issue.
Glider radios. We are asking all clubs to
survey the gliders based! at each site, to
establish how many radios are available,
and how many frequencies they cover.
There are several reasons for requiring this
information. The most immediate is to

establish whether a previous survey of
seven clubs is representative of the wbole,
which showed that only 20-30% of gliders
could contact Upper Heyford.
In the longer term, however, it is apparent that some organisations who pass COIUment on gliding, and indeed ha e influence
on Oul activities, either do not believe we
have a preblem or simply cannot understand w'hy radios should not be standard
equipment. Whatever debate might take
place, it will be heIpful for the BOA to be
able to consider the implications - for
instance, if airspace is accessible only by Use
of non-gliding frequencies, what would be
the cost to members of re-equipping. We
therefore need to know the present 'situation.
Liaison with other air users. The Upper
Heyford discussions involved other sportj,ng aviation bodies of course, and it bec~me
apparent to us at a late stage that while we
were hearing similar disquiet from many of
them, somehow an impression that we were
isolated in our opposition was communicated to the authorities. At the time of writing we do not know how this happened. To
prevent misunderstandings in the future,
however, we plan to liaise more with our
fellow national associations. It may not
always lead to unanimity, but if not we
should at least know and understand where
any differences lie.
••• ****.*.*****.*

Whither now? It an depends on how the
trial is perceived by the authorities. Besides
complying with the NOTAM, the only
action we can take at present is to do an
honest job of reporting what is really happening, and to make sure that BOA input is
as complete as possil>le. We hope that all
the other civilian users will do the same, and
that the total response to NATS will therefore reflect the real experience of pilots
leading to alleviation of the current restrictions. So, please teIl it the way it is - and fill
in those forms!

NEW!
from J'SW SOARING
Flight plannin9.folding ruler:
- miles & kilometres
- turn point template
- metric conversions
- cross-country check list
Only £2.50
Also JSW Calculators
£5.50 & £9
'Dolphin' Vario conversions •.•. £30 & £48
Vario test kits ......•....... ,
£2.50
Soaring Game (48K Spectrum)
, £8
+ tubes, connectors, valves etc. for
fastidious fettlersl

clo LASHAM GLIDING SOCIETY,
LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HANTS.
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PHIL TURNER

1984?
The threatened future of gliding

Oe

of the most engaging things about
glider pilots is their apparent monomania, the
only thing that they usually talk about is flying.
Other subjects of conversation d0 crop up
from time to time; the quality of the beer, the
standard of .clubhouse catering or the
behaviour of certain members oftheclubwhen
under the influence of alchohol, but serious
issues connected with gliding do not often get
an airing,
I usually findl this wholly desirable, as Jimmy
Edwards once said; "I can gel all the sex .and
violence I want at home" and' as one who has
day to day contact with politicians the last
thing I usually want to ,talk about is politics. It
does seem however that the climate of government in this country is beginning to seriously
impinge on our ability to enjoy our flying. The
freedom to fly gliders across country or indeed
to fly at all in some areas, is in some dmger of
being taken from us.
if we do not take some notice of the
economic and military assumptions that seem
to be influencing the- actions of ·our government, and by extension the regulations governing aviation, we could find ourselves virtualty
squeezed out of the air.
One could start by examining the apparent
uncritical governmental assumption; that any
commercial air carrier, however peripheral its
operations may be, or however flimsy its objections to sharing airspace appear, has an
absolute right of veto over private air sport in
its vicinity.
To give an example. The struggling Albatross GC near Plymouth at last managed to
find a site which placed them within easy reach
of the wave and thermal possibilities of Dartmoor. The landowner was enthusiastic, the
local community raised no objections and a
public inquiry established that it posed no
threat to the environment.
Unfortunately Brymon Airways, operating
out of the tiny adjacent airfield at Roborough,
objected violently on the grounds that the site
would present a serious danger to their commercial operations. They flatly refused to have
anything to do with an agreement, drawn up by
the club in conjunction with the BOA, which
would have ensured that operations would not
conflict.
The CAA, shifting its ground from bene-
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volent neutrality, to oULright hostility and then
to a less benevolent neutrality again, appeared
10 have been manipulated by the airline. What
is more, having been caught in the act and
having reversed their decision for the second
time in the face of a local politkal furore, they
proved immune to reprimand by the Ombudsman as he has no power over that particular
statutory body.
The Brymon operation is miniscule, and as
gliders are unlikely to be flying in IFR
conditions their complaint that the proposed
gliding club circuit might interfere with Instroment approaches was frankly risible,
Their refusal to ~~xist with a small gliding
club looks equally ridiculous when one oonsideFs that this very same Brymon Airways is
proposing to operate STOL aircraft out of
London's Dockland, squarely under the
London Airport TMA and at the intersection
of the London helicopter and light aircraft
transit routes.

The Inquiry eventually _ _
ruled against the club _ _
To add insult to injury, despite the fact tbat
the Brymon case was largely argued by their
managing director, an accountant with no
knowledge of flying, and Albatross GC was
able to field IIi team including a posili<ve bevy of
aviation experts, the inquiiy eventually ruled
against the club.
The reasoning wasbeautifuUy simple; without some sort of liaison between Brymon and.
the gliding club there was a possibility that an
accident might occur. Brymon would not even
discuss the mauer, therefore the club could not
,be permitted to operate.
The airline won despite the blatantly unIreasonable nature of their case It would appear
that in the field of <Civil aviation, commerce is
unquest,ionably ICing!
We could also start questioning the assumption that the UK lies under a military threat so
serious, that it justifies Ithe government in
removing our civil liberties at will.
Military aviation appears to be making
major new incursions into the airspace
available to glider pilots and ot'her private
flyers.
Readers of S&O aFe no dou ht only too weU
aware of the new restrictions which will
effec,tively exclude gliders from over 200 square
miles of airspace around the USAF base at
Upper Heyford.
This is a classical example of how the magic
wOfd "defence" enables restrictions to be
bulldozed through without any objective
justification and if they get away with it at
Upper Heyford how long can it be before other
military zones are extended in a similar
fashion?

So far as I know there is no recorded instance of a cQllision between a glider and a
military aircraft in the UK and the statistical
probability of a glider being involved in a collision in the vicinity of Upper Heyford has been
calculate<! as 'being one every 850 years.
Military aircraft however are constantly involved jn collisions with other military aircraft!
Acasual glance at the accident reports shows
that the RAF has lost eight aircraft in air to air
collisions with its own machines in the last two
yellfS in Oreat Britain alone, while the USAF
lost Iwo in similar fashion over the UK and no
less than 14 elsewhere.
These figures are justified on the grounds
that realistic training demands that military aircraft operate in dose proximity and at low
altitude. "Military necessity" legitimises the
acceptance of an admittedly high level of risk.
I fail to follow the logic ,that accepts risks of a
very high order of magnitude when it is convenient to the Ministry of Defence or the
USAF and rejects the statistically insignificant
ones allegedly <=reated by ordinary citizens
pursuing a harmless, aesthetically pleasing and
environmentally neutral sport.
What is more to the point, what is the
evidence for ,this apparent need for greater
levels of militafYactivity? The Russian menace
seems less Ihan credible.
I confess that I don't much care for the
Soviet system but I don't see the remotest
possibility of ever being compelled to live
under it. As a graduate economist and historian with a ~ong standing interest in military
matters I can', see that they have e·ither the
motivation or the ability to threaten Western
Europe.
So, back to the conversations in the club
bar!
Our government appears to hold at least two
opinions Ghat are serIously damaging the
interests of glider pilots.
First, that in some way people who fly fare
paying passengers enjoy an absolute j)riority
over all other users ofthe sky.
Second, that an objective view of the world
justifies a growing extension of military monopolisation of our airspace.
Perhaps they are right, perhaps "father
really does know best" but I don't think so.
Perhaps however we need, temporarily at
least, to turn our attention to the boring world
of politics and tell our representatives to reestablish control over these commercial and
military interests. Some of them might make a
start by ceasing to accept fat "consultancy"
fees from those very same interests and start
concentrating on representing us, their constituents.
At the moment it appears that the criteria
adopted by government is, "if it can't earn
money or kill anybody it has a diminishing
right to be in the sky".
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RHODA PARTRIDGE

I'm

glad 1 thought of asking for hilarious
happenings - gliding certainly does throw
them up.
Piease, contributors, forgive savage compr;ession: Eo wouldn't alfow me to take
S&G over;. Of ,course, as "Platypus" (why
the pseudonym?) rather tetchily pointed
out, 1 can't promise purest truth, but then,
neither can the national dailies -let's, not be
beavy about it!
"Banana skin" to me means someone
having a bad time ~ but not disaster. Here's
the first.
It had aI:! gone well. Splendid downwind
dash across Ifeland. Kind farming family.
When the family retired to bed (where was
his trailer?), a walk to Fermoy. When the
pubs closed, a chat and a warm at the police
station. When that closed (where was his ..
.1), sitting sadly at the foot (,)f the maFket
cross where they couldn't miss him - cold,
tired, bored and unsuitably dressed. Three
am - the trailer! He sprang up and rushed
towards it, waving 'lVild1y. It swept past and
straight out of town. After sit,ting back at
the foot of the mark,et cross for what
seemed like all night, fhe trailer returned.
"Why didn't you stoP?, (by now totally
undone), 1ran out and waved". "Oh", said
his wife, "was that you? I thought it was a
drunk".

*

*

*

*

*

Proudly and happily fettling his cockpit:
all finished. Closed the canopy - horrors! a
crack. Sadly he drilled the little hole to stop
it running. As he turned away his sjeeve
brushed the "crack" - it moved. He lifted it
off - a filament of glue. So he had a perfect
canopy with one small, round hole.

*

*

Pilot and wife didn't think it funny when
it happened - but that's "banana skins" for
you. Trailing back from Italy they came to a
French gliding club at lunch time. Hot and
sticky - no one about. They rigged their
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This article Is the result of Rhoda asking In the October Issue,
p224, for readers to tell her about the crazy happenings at
their clubs
immaculate bird and went off for a sandwich and a briefing" As they walked back to
the glider they realised it had been wrecked!
Wingtips broken, tail twisted - consternatron! Then an explosion of capering young
French pilots. They had tenderly wheeled
the rigged glider round behind the hangar
and, (chuckling horribly), had carefully and
artistically replaced it with one that had
recently landed ,in some trees.

*

*

*

Here's a beautiful vintage "banana skin".
Pre-war Slingsby had a splendid Buick for
towing, romplete with long-range tanks. It
set off before dawn from Kirkbymoorside
to coUect Kit Nicholson's glider in southern
England. Arrived before ,the family was up,
but no problem because the Slingsby trailer
was all ready for him tn the drive, so he
hitched up and roared back up north. Next
morning they opened the trailer and discovered Mr Greig's glider. Kit Nicolson's
trailer was behind the house - Mr Greig was
visiting. The "theft" was reported to the
police but the Huick wasn't stopped. Maybe
they couldn't catch it!

*

1 know I shouldn't include Tiger Moths,
but I can't resist this one. It happened a long
time ago. Pupil fost, on his first cross,country. Landed in a field. 'Phoned airfield
for help - not sure about take-off. Another
Tiger Moth with two instructors on board
finds the field. It looks very small - but
there's the lost Tiger Moth with waving
pupil. If he can get in so can they. Side
slipping with great skill, they approach,
touch down, streak across the field and land
in a heap in the far hedge. They clamber out
and walk back to the pupil. "How did you
get into this field?". (I censored that). "Oh,
1 didn't land in this field - I landed in that
one and bounced".

*
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*

•

*

A large club. The winch launches got
worse and worse. Finally the instructor said,
"I'm going 10 have a SQrt out this winch
driver", and sprang into his car. He oomplained long arid loud. "Not much good?"
More' loud complaints. ''I'm interested in
machinery", said tbe 'driver'. "I parked my
car and came over to have a look. After
watching a few launches the chap who was
working the winch said, 'OK, you take over,
I'm off down 10 have my lunch'. I'v'e never
seen one of these things before". They were
being launched by a passer-by!

*

*

*

Now a bit about bewilderment. The general public have no idea what we're up to.
'We've all had the, "Where's your
engine?", "Why did you crash in this field?"
sometime. We rather like to add to the mystification.
My undercarriage warning was designed

to make a strange warbling sound, (the
designer said he wanted to make it sound
like me). When on its belly trelley [needed
a bungy to stop' 'fhe brake lever slipping
back and settin,g off the waming. Trailing up
a slope 1stopped with a jerk when the lights
changed. After a w,hite a mal) on the pav,ement, who had been looking puzzled, came
across. "Excuse me, I don't know what
you've got in that trailer, but it's making a
very odd noise". "How kind of you to tell
me - but I'm nearly home now, then 1 can
feed it" ... and the lights changed.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

On this occasion bewilderment was compounded by language problems. The field
was English, the farmer German. The pilot
apologised for landing his glider in a newly
sown maize field. Asked to speak more
slow!y, he explained that a glider was an
aera,plane without an engine. "What has
happened to your engine?" "Nothing happened to it. I just didn't have one to start
with". "And you do this for fun?" - the
farmer was horrified. "But it's done a lot in
Germany too, you know", said the pilot.
"My glider was made in Germany".-This
really upset the farmer. "Dear God, made
in Germany, and you must land in my
fie'ld". "Please don"t worry, there's nothing
wrong with the glider, it's really very w,eU
made". "Ab", said the fanner, realisation
dawning, "There is then something wrong
with you".
He landed downwind in a small Cornish
field - 1 forget his excuses. It was not a nice
experience - but nothing was broken. A
family party having a picnic by the hedge.
Father gets up and walks towards him. Pilot
prepares for the "have you run out of
wind?" routine. "Young man", says Father
sternly, "do you realise you just landed that
glider downwind?". A radio-controlled
aeroplane enthusiast.
So there your are. There's one thing for
sure - I'd much rather have told you over a
pint in the bar.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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l ere comes a time in everyone's logbook
when you get that sinking feeling.
Another page has been filled and stili no
sign of that illusive flight!
Well, one night, I picked up my logbook
and flicked through it (always good for a
laugh). I'd got to the end of a page, so out
came the pen, calculator and back of.
envelope. Add it up three times and pick
the largest PI, lowest P2 times, then bung
them in ... Yippee, for the first time ever
PI time had exceeded P2. OK so I've stil
got a long way to go before I've had more
PI flights, but who cares? (Me!) So out
came the yellow hlghlighter pen ... "PI
exceeds P2!!". Great.
Allyway to cut a long story short I
flicked back through the rest of my logbook, and each page had at least one highlighted flight. OK, so some of them were
pretty tenuous - First flight K-6
First
field landing (200yds from club)
First
flight new club - but nevertheless highlighted they were! Happily I went to sleep
secure in the knowledge that statistically
at least my next page of logbook would
also have a yellow smudge across it.

'Apart from an hour on the
ridge nothing looked worthy
of the yellow pen treatment'

Well, a few weeks went by and apart
from an hour on the ,ridge (albeit my r.,st
hO\.lr on the ridge) nothing looked worthy
fA the yellow pen treatment. Not to worry
thought I, I'm off into Myndland for a
week's soaring, bound to be something
there - Diamond height in wave ... First
7S0km diploma in K-8 ... First 3min circuit at Mynd - who knows? Who cares!
So one rainy Sunday morning (aren't they
all) I set off in DOllY (my car) in search of
sun, wave and Myndland.
It has to be said that Myndland was not
quite as sunsoaked as it might have been;
the closest we got to wave was watching
ripples in the puddles! Cloud base was
about 100ft below the site - still, as people kept telling me, "You should have
been here on Saturday, could have got
Diamond height from the winch, no problem". Great, I thought, absolutely ruddy
marvellous.
Monday morning arrived. You couldn't
see your hal1d in front of your face. Still,
never mind, t mean the chances are that at
least one morning will be rained off. Ran
(our long suffering instructor) did his best
to keep us amused and informed, and I
June/JulY 1986

YELLOW PEI STUFF
A trip to the Long Mynd in search of logbook material and a
five-hour attempt
Ihoroughly recommend you see his impression of a sheep running from a winch
cable - but still no flying. At 6.30
everyone crowded into the telly room to
see what Ian wotsisname had to say about
the weather. "Good evening, well as you
can see this s-I·o-w moving low is centred
somewhere approximately over the windsock at the Long Mynd. "Thanks Ian.
Only one thing for it, pile down the pub
... roll on Tuesday.
Tuesday morning did one of the best
impressions of Monday that I have ever
seen. Well that was me finished. Now I'm
not one to give up without a struggle (you
ask any of my instructors and they'll tell
you how trying I am), but there's only so
much "Oh look it's clearing, you can
almost see the windsock" I can take,
so off I went in DOllY to discover the wild
delights of Shropshire.
Sitting down in a Shrewsbury cafe with
my apple pie, slurping my coffee, I looked
out of the window ... wait a minute, the
sun was shining, and the c1ag was not
there, in fact it was looking f1yable (ish). I
was gone.
I arrived back al the Mynd five minutes
before lunch, quickly wolfed ,jt down and
set about the task of unpacking the hangar; well not me by myself but you get the
gist of it. Fifty minutes later I was airborne, so the ridge wasn't working, and
the sun had gone back into hiding, but it
was f1yable, and fly we did. "First flight
K-21 and Mynd", well not quite yellow
pen stuff but It's a start. After a few K-8
circuits and tea, Tom and Robin took me
up in their Superfalke and I actually navigated without getting too lost. Thanks
lads.
The evening was spent playing cricket
with the Wednesday mob from Hooker
(no they can't play cricket either!) and
everyone went to bed tired but happy.
Breakfast on Wednesday was quite a
happy affair, basically because you could
see the windsock and the valley beneath.
I decided to take the barograph with me
today (more out of sarcasm than anything)
the idea being that if the worst came 10
the wOrst I could always enter "'Third
flight with barograph" and yellow pen
that. The only trouble with this is that 10

get a big barograph into a smal K-8 you
need to take the fairing off, and to take
the hiring off you need to take off the
wing nuts, and if you drop the wing nuts
under the seat ... Half an hour later I was
ready, canopy closed, brakes open, cloSed
and locked ... cable on please, cable ...
cable break. Another half hour and we
were ready. Piece of cake this, short winch
launch onto ridge, ridge up to 1200ft then
connect with the wave ... great. All out I
cried, short winch launch (400ft), straight
onto ridge - ridge isn't working. "Oh
that is a shame" I said to myself (well
words to that effect), picked my field and
pushed on (the ridge is fairly reliable up to
200ft so I'm told).
It was an hour before I had enough
height to do a circuit, damn this I thought,
I'm not stupid, land while you've got the
chance ... woosh 4 up ... on the other
hand! At this point two things struck me,
first that although the ridge wasn't working, I might just be able to get my five
hours, and secondly I only had one cushion with me and my backsi<1e was beginning to complain! Did the Wright brothers
complain when they got their Silver? I
asked myself ... go for il!
The next low point {for me and the
K-8) was after about two and a bit hours.
Great, I thought, this is now my longest
flight to date. Only another two and a bigger bit hours to go. Five hours is a pretty
long time when you need a pee, it's even
longer when you see the rest of the course
trooping in for their chicken and chips,
cup of steaming tea, nice warm ... At this
point my audio would have started whining at me if the K-8 had had one, but it
didn't, so my backside chipped in to
inform me that I'd hit lift.
This cycle of climb, sink, dream of tea
and loo (not necessarily in that order),
prepare to land, hit lift, climb ... continued. All the old "comments" that have
ever been shouted at me from the back
seat of the K-13 came back to me
.
"Get that nose down, you're in sink
.
No don't circle in the stuff, look fly the
thing, don't wander like a deranged fairy
...". By the time four hours had passed
(Continued on p149.)
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JUSTIN WILLS

A GLIDING
ETHIC
'0

The lowing is a transcript of
a presentation given by Justin
at the BGA Conference.

I

n the second part of my address today I
would like to give you a personal view on the
role and responsibility of the pedormance pilol
in the development of gliding. I want to start by
suggesting the, adoption of a "Gliding Ethic"
against which the actions of the various
gliding communities can be measured.
The Ethic I would like to propose is as
follows:
"A responsibility to uphold the freedom
whereby enthusiasts from any walk of fife
can explore the ocean of the air howsoever
and wheresoever they choose, with the
minimum of constraints other than those
imposed by the laws of nature."
Underlying this ethic is a belief in the
intrinsic value of the sport and that it enriches
the lives of those who participate in it.
Performance flying, be it for badges, records
or competitions, is the most publicised part of
gliding and thus should bear its full share of
this responsibility. However, modern trends in
performance flying are showing signs of
running contrary to this ethic.
I have two specific grounds for concern: the
first is the introductioolast year of the new FAI
rules permitting flights encompassing
multiple TPs to qualify for badge and distance
diploma flights. I am not alone in this concern,
and I would like to read you excerpts from a
letter printed in. the February issue of Soaring
magazine:
"Once upon a'time, flying a sailplane cross'
country was a horizon-expandlng experience.
But all that is changing, The latest revision to
the FAI Sporting Code drastically reduces the
minimum distance a pilot has to Ily from hIs
home base to complete the distance require·
ments for Gold, Diamond and '1000km badge
legs. And while there was jubilation In the
clubhouse at the prospect of completing
Diamond distance without rIsking even a
WO-mile retrieve, I was caused to wonder If the
challenges of soaring cross-country are not
being over-diluted.
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"Twenty-Jive years ago, flying Skylark 3s
with an average cross-,country speed of
25-35mph, we attempted Gold and Diamond
distance. Landing ouJ was often a foregone
conclusion, as was a lengthy retrieve. In this
fashion I recalfdriftingBway from sites as soon
as the first buzzard was aloft and soaring the
entire breadtl'1 of the state of Maryland from
Cumberland to the Chesapeake Bay - even
crossing it on one- occasion.
"Now we fly fiberglass beauties with crosscountry speeds twice that, yet our globetrotting has become restricted to a much
narrower region. Diamond distance can be
achieved by'zipping up and,down a mini-course
to points only 52 miles from the center. Meanwhile, our dinky littfe oomputers are telling us
how fast to fly, how high to climb, what course
t9 head, etc, etc, after we've punched in our
data on the ffightline.
"Are we becoming a bunch of armchair
pilots? Have the demandS for comfort and
convenience taken over the soaring
fMvement? If so, where will it end - in the
total simulation of the cross-country
experience?
"I'm not at all sure that we're ntJt going too
lar. My guess is that.J shall never again 100R
down on the Chesapeake Bay. Or open the
canopy and ask the farmer, 'What state is
this?' Or set up my approach In the last
glimmer of gloaming. Of course, I could do
these things, but if the rules say I don't have to,
chances are, I won't. I question whether a
52-mile return ticket excursion is worthy of that
prized Diamond in the pin. What should we aim
for - absolute fairness and ultimate safety?
Or tasks that challenge the pilot to make
creative decisions and extend him to the limit
- even at some risk?"
I agree with the sentiments expressed, and I
believe that the reasoning behind this change
is not only mistaken, but runs contrary to the
gliding ethic.

The previous rules provided
an acceptably consIstent
measure of achievement
within the country concerned.
1. The first reason advanced Is that this change
enables such flights to be performed in coun·
tries where geographical limitations rendered
them impossible under t!:le prevlolJs rules.
However, this .reason is based on the falfac,¥
that there is an equality between the achievement of a given task In diflereni countries. In
facl, we are all perfectly aware that t:he
achievement Qf, say, a 750km triangle in
Australia is far easier than a similar 'light In the
UK, and that in Denmark It may be Impossible.
That hasn't prevented a Dane from being a
recent World Champion! What the previous
rules did provide was an acceptably eonslstMt
measure of achievement wit!:lln ,the country
eoncer,ned. A change Irl the rules Will' destrOji

this, whilst ma'king such flights perhaps
ludicrously easy In Australia.
2. The second reason advanced is one of
safety. I want to cover this more ,fully in a
moment, but at this point would simply state
that a skilled pilot must be capable Of ,meeting
the demands of the laws of nature, and
attempts 10 inslJlate him (rom such demands
are not only cont~ary to the gliding: ethic, but
could also be counter-productive.
3. T,he third reason is one ot cOlilvenience. This
is unarguable If you accept that the length of
retrieve determines its inconvenience. I don't,
but realise this Is a subjective view.
However, surely it is ludr,icousto devalue Ihe
achievement of long established standards at
a time Ihat has seen enormous improvements
in glider performance. Furthermore, in Britain
we have been par,ticu'larly fortunate that the
ultimate badge requirement has always
provided a tremendous challenge; it used to be
5OOkm; now three 7SOkms have been achieved,
and many of uS believe in tl1e possibility of
1000km all under the previous rule. Surely there
is no case to alter tlie basis of these achievements and aspirations.
And, If this were not reason enough, even
more important is 'the likely eltect 01"'1 the future
of gliding. Once it is generally perceived that
the 'ultimate ,goals of performance flying can
be fulfilled within a corridor 50-90 miles either
side of the base air,field, we will lose not only
the interest of the publiC Ibut also a crucial
argument in our eUorts to keep reasonable
amounts of free airspace available for our
sport.
In other words, acceptance of these rules
nms conlrary to the gliding ethic. I feel stroogly
that the BGA should not recognise claims for
flights submitted under the new rules. Let such
flights be seen for what they are - an interest·
ing way to spend a day. perhaps competing
with others, when the weather precludes flying
over a wider geographical area. The principle
could evenl be extetlded to K-8 pilots flying
locally - Who can clock up the highest reading
on an instrumeJ'lt designed to record air
distances covered at speeds in excess of, say,
SOkt.
My second specific concern relates to
potential developments in competitive gliding,
and has ,been focused by M article in the
November Issue of Australian Gliding by 1090
Renner~ ERtltled "To crash or not to crash,lhat
was the question", the article inc'Judes the
following excerpts:
"One cannot overlook the fact that the sport
ofgliding went for a nose dive during the recent
Italian World ChampiOflships. I see the reasOfl
for this debacle in the Change from the
traditional flat country sites for World Comps
to the mountain site of Rieti . .. The difference
between racing gliders Over f'/at country and
over mountains Is hIghlighted by the lact when
taking risks on fla.t terrain a pilot fsees a
normsl outfMding, find in the mountains he
faces a crash . .. At the end of this 19th World
ChampIonships, 22 gliders wer, pranged, of
whIch seven were written off. Of these latter
prangs the pilots were extremely lucky that
theY were not injured nor klf1ed ... I always
thought that in World ChampionshIps we were
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looking for the best glider pilot and not the
most courageous fool . ..
"AI/ these problems could be avoided if the
CIVV delegates would use some common
sense and ban mountain flying for all future
World Camps, in the same wayas they banned
cloud flying after the disastrous 1972 World
Camps in YugoslavIa.
"The 1989 World Comps should be changed
from Austria to a flat country, and the CIVV
should ask the Soaring Society of America to
change the venue of the 1991 World Comps
from Minden to a flat countryside of the USA.
"Now the whole gliding world is looking
towards Benal/a. With all their heart the international competition pilots prefer to race in flat
country."

'His argument rests on the
safety factor. The assessment
of risk is a very personal
thing'
Obviously, when a pilot of Ingo's ability puts
fOfWard such a case it must be given every consideration. His argument rests on the safety
factor. The assessment of risk is a very
pe(sonalthing, and having been a pilot at the
Rieti Championships. I would like to express
my views. After reading Ingo's article, I asked
myself the following three questions:
t. Did I feel at any time during the contest that I
was exposed toan unusually high orunacceptable level of risk? The answer is no. I believe I
flew my aircraft within reasonable safety limits
throughout.
2. Did I feel other pilots gained a competitive
advantage through being prepared to accept a
higher level ot risk than was? Again, the
answer is no. The pilots that beat me did so by
taking better in-flight decisions, as usual!
3. Would I have done better If I had steeled
myself to take greater risks? Certai nly not. I am
quite certain that the resultant fear would have
greatly handicapped my performance.
Of course, one can envisage a situation
where the above answers would be different,
eg a TP in a valley unexpectedly filled with
cloud, or being faced with a short cut through
an area known to be strewn with unmarked
cables. But none of these situations occurred
in Aieti.
I certainly would not regard the successful
pilots at Rieti as "the mostcourageous fools".
and I'm sure lngo shares my view - after all, he
won!
However, there is the fact that 22 gliders
were damaged during the practice and contest
period. An Important point is that about half of
these accidents occurred in siluations unrelated to the presence of mountains, eg leutenegger's accident.
Only six gliders were unflyable,at the end of
the contest. No one was hurt.
That stllll leaves a fair number of aircraft
broken by pilots of considerable experience.
There Is no denying that field landing, In Italy
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does require more care than in certain other
parts of the world. Nonetheless, I simply do not
believe it Is intrinsically dangerous - the
accidents occurred through pilot misjudgment, among pilots who should have
known beller. Of course, we can all make
mistakes, and awareness of this is a vital part
of our safety consciousness. Bul likewise we
should always be ready to take the responsibility for the safe outcome of every flight and
handle every situation that arises accordingly.
We must never rely on a benign tasksetter or
weather conditions to insulate us horn the
fundamental reality of the constraints of the
laws of nature
Thus I do not concur with Ingo's assessment
of the risks incurred flying at IRieti. Andl I am
evell more strongly in disagreement with his
suggestion that henceforth the World
Championships should boycott any contest
area that is not flat.
First, I think it essential that successive,
World Championships should test competitors
in as many varied conditions and terrains as
reasonably possible.
secondly, they should be held in as many different countries as possible in order to
promote the sport of gliding In those countries.
Thirdly, the effect of such a restrictive
boycott as lngo suggests could have a disastrous effect on the gliding movement in the
country concerned. Once the authorities
perceive that, internationally, gliding in their
country is regarded as unacceptably
dangerous, what chance does the local gliding
community have of defending itself against
well meaning "it's for your own good" type
Justification of further restrictions.
In short, Ingo's proposal runs contrary to the
gliding ethic.
But this view raises the question of why a
pilot of Ingo"s extraordinary abi Iity has fai led 10
see this: I would like to offer the following possible explanation. Ingo flies ·n, a country whicn
arguably suffers the most unreasonable 'constraints on its gliding activities of anywhere.
Cloud flying is forbidden throughout Australia:
commercial airports are surrounded by vast
chunks of forbidden airspace; mixed operations are either not permitted, or, where they
have histor,ically developed, greatly discouraged. If the same level of restrictions were
applied to the UK, gliding would effectively
cease. Therefore. I believe that Ingo may
simply not perceive the gliding ethic as I have
defined it.
And despite this "safety at any cost"
approach, gliding in Australia is nol particularly safe. The blue conditions that occur so
frequently lead to a lot of gaggle flying, and
collisions occur - we had one at Austraglide
that damaged one glider very badly. Dehydration and heat stroke are serious
considerations, as is the temptation to 'continue flying very low fully tilallasted - tbermals
can be very strong right down to 300ft.
Furthermore, some of the rules applied to
promote safely can have the opposite effect the low flying rule at Austragllde was the cause
of IwO major accidents, one of them fatal.
ThUS, ~ven 81 Benalla, with its smaller ,entry
than Rleti, we suffered over half a dozen

accidents, three aircraft were unflyable at the
end of the contest and one pilot was killed.
I can only refer once again to the gliding
ethic.
I believe we performance pilots should
recognise our good fortune to fly in the UK with
its comparative lack of restraints and do all we
can to defend and even improve the situation.
Above all we should avoid changes in our own
regulations that could have a contrary effect.
These may well be initiated overseas where
they have lost the freedom we take for granted.
But we must not follow suit. In my opinion we
should reject Ingo's suggestion to limit the
venues for future World Championships.
Within the UK we should promote the awareness of performance gliding among the
general public - not with a view to recruiting
more enthusiasts, though this may occur, but
with the purpose of informing them what wedo
and how we do it. Our failure to do this is
repeatedly evidenced by the first question we
are asked after a field landing, "Did the wind
stop?" I suggest we try to get one of the TV
channels to do a feature on gliding, like a mini
"lifeon Earth" series. I'll volunteer to be David
Attenborough.

'If they can televise darts,
bowls, golf, skIIng and
yachting we can certainly do
It for gliding'
We should design our gliding competitions
to provide an interesting media spectacle. If
they can televise darts, bowls, golf, skiing and
yachting we can certainly do it for gliding. This
may require a change in the way we run competitions, perhaps involving group starts. maximum altitudes at TPs and even carrying transponders so that our relative positions can be
relayed to spectators. If so, so be it, as long as
we use it to promote the gliding ethic.
I am convinced that to support this gliding
eth ic we need enterprise and charisma. It is the
ultimate challenge we face; success in this endeavour will enable us to continue describing
gliding in the terms so well expressed by
• Frank Irving:
"Our vision of gliding is an exalted one: we
see it as one of the finer fJowerings of this
century's civilisation. Unlike the monuments of
earlier times It relies on technology (initially
more a craft than a scienCe) to expose people
to natural beauty, perhaps to stirring
endeavour, and to truth about themselves. It
can exalt the spirit. it demands the taking 01
decisions, the cultivation of' competence, a
deep understanding of wind and weather and It can have Its frights and real dangers. For
those who practice it to the limit 01 their capabilities the rewards are great indeed: unforgettable visiOns of this lovely planet and perhaps
Inslghts of an even deeper and more subtle
nature."
Thank you.
Tribute to Phl/lp Wills, Lasham magazine, No, 178.
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BOB FOX

For the last 15 years the Wolds GC has been
flying from the old wartime airfield at Pocklington
alongside the main road (A1079) between York
and Hull, some 20 minutes drive from York. We
are in good soarable country at the foot of the
Yorkshire Wolds with no airspace problems. A
few years ago we started to think seriously about
owning our own site because we were becoming
uneasy. The farmer would only renew our lease
on an annual basis and anyway the lease gave
us very little security.
We had alsoheard,rumouns that other airfields
in the area were being sold at very profitable
prices for the tlardcore from the old runways. The
biggest problem was we couldn" p1an,8head with
any certainty because of the lack of security'.
Whenil was IprOposed that we should start a
site fund and lOOk for a site, some oommittee
members thought it would be too expensive and
we would never raise the capital. However, the
more enthusiastic agreed to look Into the feasibility of the :project.
Then started a long trek round farms for sale In
the area. Also negotiations with the Sports
Council and various local councils for planning
permission possibilities for the different sites we
looked at. When it was decided there was a
chance we, might achieve our goal, a site fund
was set up.
We were lucky that our chairman, Les Cooper,
had recently retired from the police force and had
time to spare to act as co-ordinator and was able
to attend the daytime meetings.
While we had a disappointment over one
promising site, we had negotiated a very substantial grant from the Sports Council and it
became known in the area that we had qUite an
impressive amount to spend if we could find the
right land at the right price.
The solution tumed out to be on our doorstep.

Our landlord suddently realised that we had cash
available (we had approached him in previous
years and been brushed aside) and offered to
sen us the two runways we had previously leased
plus enough land for full length grass runways
alongside, a 60ftx 60ft hangar, a perimeter track
and entrance and about four acres for a clubhOuse and caravan park. He wanted £1 00 000 for
the lot! We therefore knew that we needed to
raise £160000.
By salting away money in the site fund over the
two previous years and asking members to make
a £200 loan we accumulated £30000. Then
came the Joyous day when the Sports Council
made us a £50000 grant, which really made the
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SITE SUCCIESS
FOR WO,LDS
We have another encouraging account of a club buying their
own site

A view of the site.

project possible (thank you Mr Villiers). Without it
we would have been too alarmed at going too
heavily in debt to have attempted It.
We also had smaller, but still very useful,
grants from local and regional authorities.
Because of legal fees and other incidentals, we
still had to ask the bank manager for a £36000
loan. This he agreed to and we knew we were
home and dry.
Bul while raising ,he money is important,
public relations comes a clOse second. Buying a
gliding site Involves the help of' many peop'le.
L.ocaland county councillors, MPs, planning
authorities, grant aid authorities etc. This help is
more likely to be forthcoming if the ,club follows
an active and, positIVe policy towardS pubflC relati()ll$. At PockJingtonwe make great effQrts in fhis
direction and as I write arrangements are being
made to entertain five county councillors and
gIVe them a flight 11\ the Falke (after afl, they did
help us to buy the place I).
The BGA (in the forml()f Bill SCull) is another
valuable :resourcewhlch should not be forgotten.
It can provide much needed information and
help, especially on the site suitability, planning
and grant aid aspects, and has a team of experts
to help with any particular problem - a great help
when you are starting from scratch. In February
1983 we signed the appropriate papers, drank
the appt~riate champagne and the site was
ours. Then the hard work really started. We level-

led the four acre site, dug foundations, put In
services, lakl concrete and built an aocess road
and clubhouse. By dOing the wOr1( ourselveS wt
kept Ihe bank loan within reason and it's truly
amazing the amount of expertise thaf can be
found within a gIlding club.
We rlCfoN lhave a good clubhouse1lnd bar with
toilets and showers, video and lecture room,
offICe fOt the airfield manager and a large tret
lined tent and caravan site. We are just about to
extend the hangar and build a larger workshop.

Hoping to buy more
land on the airfield

_
_

After three seasons the £36000 bank loan is
down to £QOOO and should be paid' off Ihis year.
We run holiday courses and employ a course
Instructor and winchman, a full time airfield manager whO lives on the site and a BGA inspector
for most the winter. Our grass runways have
been seeded andare in regular use, being one of
our best assets. We are now looking to buy more
land on the airtield.
Tlhe key to expansion and, advan<::ement for
any gliding cfl,lb Is security and utilisation. WIthout security you carl't plan ahead - vital 'or a
growi'ng club - and without utilisation you can't
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progress because you don't have the cash. So
why not give the matter of buying YOlW own site
some more thought. All you .need is enthusiasm

III1IIII THE

and perseverance.
.
If B small club like ours can do It (we only had
just over 100 members when we bought the site)
so can you. I wish you lots of luck and here ere a
few do's and don'ts to help you along the way.
P.S. Land prices have gone down drastically
recently so this could be a good time to get the
machine moving. If you want any help or advice
why not ring Les Cooper, our airfield mal'l8ger
(~ was the co-ordinator for the project) on

07592 3579.

DO
· .. maximise the utilisation of your facilities and
charge reasonable prices so that you save for
yWl site fund.
· .. operate reasonable performance machines
whleh don" make a massive annual loss.
· .. make up a proper explanation, past record
and ''why you need the money" pack to take to

lhEI Sports Council.
· .. appoint one person to organise the project preferably someone who Is available dlXing the
day - anc;I give him the authority he needs to act
on your behalf. This means, of course, that you
roost trust his Judgment.
· .. create gOOd relations with lOcal and regional
authorities:even if this means giving away a little
free IIyIng occasionally.

DON'T

·.. go to the Sports Cou.ncil"cap in 'hand" unless
you have aOClimulatedsome capital of YOUI' own.
·.. be put off by1he enormityof the project - it can
be very rewarding.
· .. be put off the "doubting Thomas" elemenl
within the club.
· .. be persuaded that you need a lot of luck to be
able to buy your own site. You have to make your
own lucId

gliding holidays
for both beginners and expel·lB.
Professional instruction, full ground
crew, tropital sun and superb soaring,
loge~her with excellent accommodation
and food. from £15 per day.
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MAliC BACK
Paul, a Booker 'GC Instructor with some 1000hrs, two
Diamonds and a PPL, has some good advice for the
disheartened pilot
W e r e has all the magic gone? This is a
question Ihat many plt'ots ask themselves a
while aUer gaining their Silver C, for part of the
gliding magic Is thesenseof achievement after
hurdling each test or badge. The sort of day
required to complete a Silver distance, duralion or height appears quile regularly during
Ihe spring and summer at most sites. Pilots
with sufficient spare time and money,
adequate Iraining and a certain amount of
"go" often achieve their Silver C within a year
of going solo.
The first solo, Bronze and Silver C all
represent numerous langib'le achievements,
each 'one spurring the pilot onto tne next. But
after the Silver, the badge awards become
considerably more difficult and sometimes
more expensive to get. Unless a competent
cloud flier, the Hat-site pilot will often have to
travel hundreds of miles in the hope of finding
wave 10 gain Gold andl Diamond heights and
Ihe 300km and 500km badge flights normally
require much beller than average days. Consequently the badges - and as a result the
apparent achievemel1ts - are less frequent
and the pilot becomes disheartened.
Ask your club pundits about their most
satisfying, cross-country flights of the season.
After the one or t\'fO obvious ones on cracking
days, reflection might lead them 10 mention a
flight possibly inconspicious by its actual
distance (100km maybe) but highly satisfying
because they had made the most of what was
Qffered. A 100km or 200km which produces no
badge can be far more meritorious in cerlain
conditions than a 300km romp in ideal conditions. And certainly the elation of crossing
Ihe finish line after a 100km completed is far
greater than that of silting, in a field after 120 of
a failed 3OOkm. Good cross-country flying
comes from a sense of purpose, practice and
the right mental allilude.
There is a great tendency amongst pilots
waiting for their Gold dislance to waffle around
within twenty miles of home and then saunter
back claiming they have gone round places
they could see inlhe distance and which they
never declared beforehand. For the' purposes
0'1 a Diamond goal this achieves nothing. First,
Ihe 300km Diamond is a declared flight and
secondly ill requires photographic and
barographic evidence. I know many pilots
(including myself) who have had biller
experiences of losing badge claims and Comp
days on bad TP photography or poorly set-up
barographs. It all needs lhoughl and practice.
Setttng the right tasK for the day is another

problem so practise it. Get help at first - often
it pays to ask the pundits what they're doing. If
it's a 750km day then you might consider a 300
or 500km allempt! If they're trying to do a
smallish task very fast then declare it yourself
- they'll mark some thermals and with luck
you may be able to follow for a while (avoid
doing this in competition or badge flights
because it isn't only unsporting and irritating
for the leader but can be dangerous if you are
directly on their tail without their knowing).

'Don't let the desire to get
round reduce your
acceptable safety standards'
Even if it takes all day, make a proper start,
stagger round, go through the photographic
sectors (take pictures if possible to examine
afterwards) and make a safe final guide. Don't
let the desire to get round reduce your
acceptable safety standards.
If you have the opporlunity to fly a high
performance glider, get help in declaring a
suitable task. Crosswind legs in a light,
wooden glider can be soul-destroying and impracticable in a strong breeze.
However impressive it may sound, getting
away from 300ft is more often the result of a
tactical mislake or poor airmanship than
supreme competence. Generally the lower you
get, the weaker the thermals become and the
fewer your options, so don't glide too fast
because you'll come down much quicker. Look
at the sky. Fly where the lift is even if it is a lillle
off track. Avoid obvious areas of sink. Be
prepared to change gear with varying conditions and if it all goes to worms fly anywhere
to stay up.
And when you land out time after time, ask
yourself why. Look at the barograph trace,
examine the photographs. Ask advice. In the
end perserverence will bring results, if slowly.
Feel your sense of achievement and the return
of the magic - even if you land oul.
If you are content with your gliding whatever form it takes - then be grateful for
the magic. This arlicle is not adig at non crosscountry pilots. It is an attempt to encourage
those who think gliding has losl some of its
charm to get out and feel the great sense of
achievement from cross-country flying. Don't
worry about badges. They'll come in good time.
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Overheard ,in clubhQuse, "How much
oxygen does a ~rson heed 10 survive?" "About
250 millilitres or.a quarter of a litre eacl:l minute,
of which the brain takes 20"/0". "Then why do I
have to have such a high flow of oxygen in the
glider? If there is still some oxygem lin the air I
shotJld be able to manage with much less than 2
litres a minute."
Unfortunately, glider and hang glider pilots do
not have a good reputation with regard to the use
of oxygen. Recenlly criticiSm was levelled in the
British Medical JoiJrnal <tl at a hang glider pilot
who had taken small puffs of oxygen from a tube
In his mouttf 2) 'While attempting -a high altitude
cross-country flight. It is a sad reflection that the
BGA had to· introduce tI'!elrecommendation(SI that
no Gold height could be accepted lKlless oxygen
had been used.
II,-Why are risks taken? PrObably the two
rea~s are enthusiasm and Ignorance. Along
with ignorance goes the Inability to recognise the
onset of the effects of lack of oxygen (hypoxia).
Enthusiasm results on the one hand in stories of
makeshift equipment and on the other of "pressing on". I recently heard of the episode where
an oxygen mask was left behind, but a replacement fabricated, from a cut-down SQuash bottle.
All very fine, in times of war but nolfor a sporting
pastime. Does this· approach also apply' to
repairs to the glider itself? The successful return
to earth does not negate the ancient phrase
"lack of oxygen not only stops the engine, but
also wrecks the machinery".
The conversation in the clubhouse demonstrates one of the more confusing aspects of the
use Of Oxygen. If there is enough volume of
oxygen in the inspired air, why is it not necessarily sufficient to support life? The answer lies in
understanding that the'pressureof oxygen is just
as important. perhaps more so, than the quantity.
It does seem strange that despite the presence of apparently enough oxygen, if it is not at
sufficient pressure It may not support life. This
situation can be better explained by describing
fizzy drinks which owe their fizz to dissolved carbon dioxide. Although the proportion of carbon
dioxide in the air is very low the average room
contains aboUl 1000 litres of carbon -dioxide.
Despite this enormous volume there is no way
that this can be made into a fizzy drink unless
pressure can force it into solution. A Sodastream
injects only half a litre but does SO at high pressUre. II'! the same way the oxygen we breath has
to be at sufflC8flt pressure to force, it into solution
in the blood.
The atmosphere. Atmospheric pressure falls
with increasing altitude. but the proportion of the
gases' in the atmosphere remains constant,
Table 1. The fall is rapid at lower altitudes and

The Atmosphere
Nitrogen
78%
Oxygen
20.9%
Carbon Dio~dde
0.3%
Rare gases
0.9%
Table 1
then slower (Fig. 1). Pressure at sea level is
variOUSly described as· 1 Atmosphere,
I0132mb, or approximately 100 kilopascals
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(kPa). Near sea level the pressure talls by onethousandth of an Atmosphere. approx 1mb, for
~ach 33ft. At 18500ftthe pressure isone half an
Atmosphere, (SOkPa) and at 37000 It is one
quarter (25kPa). Each gas present exertS a
pressure proportiona" to its concentration. As
oxygen occupies at all times one fifth of the
atmosphere, its partial pressure is one fifth of the
atmospheric pressure. Thus at sea level, oxygen
pressure is one-fifth of an Atmosphere, or
2OkPa. At 18500ft (his has fallen 10 1OkPa.

Or MU"By Wllson Is consultant anaesthetist in me
Sh.ffI.ld Children's
Hospital and Plastic
Surgery UnJI ."cl has •
qua1iffcatlon In aviation
medicine. He took up
gliding six yean ago and
Is tr,asurer 01 the Sum
GC where he fries a PfrBt
within easy range of the
a/rife/d.

ressive fall In OxYgen presslle, known as the
Oxygen Cascade, ,is shown in Fig 2. Normal val~
ues are the solid line. ,From the left to right the
oxygen level is shown in the blood in veins returning to the heart and lungs. In the lungs the
oxygen pressure rises sharply to just above thaI
found in the arterial blood. The fall ,fron; the level
in the lungs. to that in the arteries, is normaJly,low
but increased in any lung disease. This illCludes
even the common cold. As oxygen is given up the
pressure falls to the venous level. Diffussion eat-

Altitude

Inspired air is diluted in the lungs, and oxygen
is takenout. Thus itspressure in the lungs is less,
abOut 14kPa, the normal at sea level. Oxygen is
carried to the tissues where it is consumed, and
so the lowest pressure is found here. This prog14OC--,---...----,-----,-----,~
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ries oxygen into the lissLieS where it is COO$UlTled
and the pressure tails further. It is this lowest
tissue level that is actually, sustaining life.
Nothing In this field is simple, and the amount
of oxygen taken up by the red pigment, haemog\9bin, of·theblood has acomprex relationship to
the pressure. fig 3 shows on the vertical axis the
amolKlt of oxygen taken up at the pressures
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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shown on the lOwer horizontal axis. It can be
..." that the amount absorbed does not fall
much as the pressure Is at first reduced from the
normaJ 14kPa. Then from about 9kPa downwards the amount absorbed, and therefore the
IImOUnt available to be used by the body, is markedly less. The values shown are for a normal
person. If you have anaemia, even that produced
t¥ gIVIng blood on the previous day, you are able
10carry less oxygen, and will be more affect$(! by
altilude. Smoking, by con~rting the normal
haemoglobln to an unreaeting compound, reproduces the effect·of anaemia. The haemoglobin
takes day$ to be reoooverted after a last
cigarette.
.

PrecIpitous '811 In
absorbed oxygen will
start at 12000ft

_

_
_

The upper horizontal axis of Fig 3 shows the
altitudes equivalent to the pressures shown
below. This demonstrates that the precipitous fall
in abSOltled oxyQ$n will start at 12000ft. The
effect of breathing air at 12000ft on the Oxygen
Cascade is shown in Fig 2, dotted line.
VoILmeS of breathIng. While at rest we breathe
about 16 times per minute laking about 400 millitres per breath. So we breathe about 6.4 litres.
d Which 4 litres reach the luogswhere gas
exchange takes place. Thus we take In about
four times as much oxygen as we need. This is
IypIcaI of the "safety margin" that is found in the
body. It is this safety margin that we start to erode
at altitude. M the pressure falls, only a small
increase in respiration is needed to maintain. an
adequate 1IOIume intake. This argunent must not
be taken as reducing the need fO( oxygen. The
following example will demQnstrate. At 37000ft
the total pressure is a quarter of an atmosphere,
25kPa. By over-breathing to 12 litres a minutes.
not at all difficult, we oould take In 600m1 of
oxygen or twice the' required amount. This
sounds fine until it is remembered lIlat an oxygen
pressure of 5kPa will not support life, however
hard we breathe. Additionally this extra breathing,
ilself oonsumes <lxygen.
EIfecta of hypoXia. The most important point
about the effects of hypoxia is that they are
insidious. lice the effects of a1ooho1 they areleS$
apparent to the sufferer than to an observer.
SImHarIy the effects may not be unpleasant.
Up to 10000ft a normal fit person will feel no
effects. Passenger airliners are routinely pressurised to a cabin altitude equivalent to around
6000ft. Research has shown that there is some
inpairment of vision at as low as SOOOft, and of
complex mental activity al»ve SOOOft..
AJxNe 1OOOOft effects of which the subject is
II'laWaI'9 progressively increase. The most obvious sign is an Increase in respiration. As Ills can
occur also because of anxiety, fright, oold or
8Clivity it is by no means a specific sign. Above
15000ft symptoms occur even at rest. Coonltnation Is reduced, but as loss of critical judgment Is also a feature, the subject is unable to
judge how sellefely he Is affected. Watch for
light-headedness, tingling of fingers anditoes, 01'
around 1he mouth. Visual effects Include haziness, loss of ooJour perception and general dimming. Headache mayoccur. Waiting! for the nails
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10 beoome blue (cyanosis) is to allow hypoXia 10
reach a very dangerous stage. Nearly all of the
signs and symptoms described can be produoed
by over-breathing. If there is any doubt about the
cause of any symptom always assume hypoXia
Is present Checkyour oxygen system is running;
use it if you are not already doing so; and
descend. Forget the task, restore your oxygen
pressure as soon as possible, and return to earth
to investigate the cause.
Above 20000ft symptoms occur qUite rapidly
and this may include 'sudden loss of conciousness. This unoonciousness may be followed by
convulsions.
VarIations from normal. The foregoing refers to
the effects expected In a normal person. Many
factors Influence individual tolerance :but all of
them reduce it. Reference has already been
made to anaemia, Including that produced by
smoking. Any Chest disease adversely influences oxygen uptake. Physical activity
increases the need for oxygen, as does cold,
which in itself clouds mental judgment. At
18000ft the outside temperature is -2(fC, and
shivering can double oxygen oonsumption. All
sedative drugs increase the effect of hypoxia.
These ir'lClude tranquillisers such as valium,
antihistamines for hay fever and colds, and, of
course. alcOhol. Alcohol is a depressant drug
and cJouds judgment A really heavy night at the
bar can leave a SignifICant alcohol level during
the following morning.
The process of acclimatisation or becoming
\lSed to low oxygen levels takes weeks or
months, and cannot be achieved even in a Silver
duration flight.
Oxygen equipment. The function of oxygen
equipment is to ensure that the inhaled oxygen
pressure in the lungs never goeS below that
fOU'ld when breathing air at 10000ft. Military
equipment is precisely controlled and provides
an accurate increasing, concentration up to pure
oxygen at 37000ft, ancl increased pressure
above that. Glider equipment which must be
(:heap and light, aims only to ensure sufficent
oxygen. Any error should be of over supply, the
only disadvantage of this beil19 a less-thaneoonornic use of oxygen.
Oxygen is recommended at 10000 teetl·>, and
mandatory at 12000. Does pressing on "just
another thousand feef' matter? The result Is
shown in Fig 4. The oxygen oontent is shown as

where the c1ev8$tating fall in oxygen at altitude
can be seen, (dotted line in Fig 2). To complete
the story, It is important to watch the quantity of
oxygen remaining in your cylinder as the human
body stores enough oxygen for only about 4
minutes. Descent after exhaustion of the cylinder
could not be sufficiently rapid to avoid the effects
of hypoxia.
Referenc:et. (1) Harding, R. M. & Mills, F. J.
British MedIcal Jouma/1983., p277; (2) Pollard,
M. Rendezvous with a glider. WIngs! 1982;
March, p20-22 and (3) BGA Laws & Ruin for
Glider Pilots 8th edition, RP26.
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before. The vertical bars demonstrate lIle fall in
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available oxygen. The answer is in the Cascade
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ANGELOS YORKAS

RAIDOM
'HOUGHTS
Angelos reveals a glider
pilot's secret thoughts. As he
puts It, "to word the
unutterable and mention the
things we know we
shouldn't".

lease God just one more climb, just one
more. Is that really too much to ask? It's funny
how most of us only pray when we desperately
need something. Gnthi$ occasion I couldseemy
goal but my glider needed another tantalisIng
500ft to make-It for sure. If I didn't make it this
would be my fourth 50Qkm attempt to complete
the dreamed of "all Three."
What it ,is ElboUt those· 1tv'ee Diamonds that
make them so Inuch more attractive than the
Gold or even the 750km diploma? Not that Iwon't
try for one this year.
There is something magical about all three
Diamondsthat 'haven't experienced since going
solo or when I felt like a pundit when my Silver C
was completed in an old OIy. It must have something to do with the old wood days.
There is 110 question, thoUgh It still remains an
achievement, glass gliders make the 500km
much easier. Why else create the UK 750km or
the FAI1 000km? So what Is so great about the
SOOkm, even with the super ships?
I suppose it has something to do with the
sense of retraciOQlhe steps of the old greats, you
know, Phllip Wills and that lot. A bit like getting in
a souped up' Range 'RQver and tracing the route
of Scott in ttile AntarctiC, easier blJ'l nostalgic, It's
a sense of zipping around the country seeing
what used to. be seen alll;l knowing that only
those others who have done a SOOkm have seen
what you have seen in atl'J fl~ht. It's diffICUlt to
put into words but hopefully YQu know what I
mean.
My first SOOkm started on a less than classic
day. I suppose I was desperate. I say less than
classic day because it wasn't all easy. I got very
low twice. I suppose it shouldn't be all easy, after
all a SOOkm goes through an awfl,lllot of climate
and in England you are bound to hit some grot
somewhere. The trick is 10 fly around 'it or very
carefUlly through it.
Have you noticed how long you had to wait for
your Silver or Gold or both? It's the same with the
Diamonds. It's funny but as soon as you get that
Diamond badge flight over not only do you end
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up doing a string of them on subsequent days but
faster al'so<. Is it experience or is it just our
Heavenly Father letting us know who's boss?
What I'm trying to oonvey Is the glider pilot;s
secret thoughts. We all wonder if it is just coincidence In being held up in badge oompIetion or
when It rains on just your days for the glider, why
the seoond 300km Is much easier etc. Is there a
God? ,Is he a sadist?
Pemaps we are just selfish superstitious dum
dums and vet my prayer was answered. The
vane peeped and slowly, yet surely, I not only got
theSOOft I needed but 1500ft and my last climb
had a Diamond sitting on top of it. So off I set on
final' glide saying to myself "Gosh that was
luel<y." I really am a selfISh little drip. Next time
God will make me crash. :Not even a thought of a
thank you, "but It was myskill8!ldjudgment and
it had nothing 10 do with old what's-his-name."

•

•

Competition pilots hate 'losing. Don't let all that
dribble about "winning doesn't matter, it's the
competing" fool you. Comp pilots just want to
win. It's all aboUt treading on your friend's face
and letting your faithful and trustworthy friend
know that ~you are 'better than him.
You' ihear plenty of "Oh bad luck old chum.
looks like you 'had some hard lines" with the
reply of: "It's the way the cook~ crumbles. Congratulations on winning old sport"
The truth, is more like, "Ha! I beat you - yet
again. Why don't you just pack it in?" And the
more truthful retort is something like "You lucky
bastard. If it wasn't for that ti'mely stubble fire you
would have been massacred".

Man really Is a
two-faced swine

_

All good stuff though for without competitions
gliding would stagnate. Man really Is a two-faced
swine. Corneoo, ypu'r~ jusUhe same. Every one
likes to fly faster than their pal, climb higher than
their mates, aerobat cleaner than their buddies,
instruct more effICiently than their colleagues etc.
It's all competition but 1guess it's all good stuff.
Can you imagine never trying to compete? Of
course I am committing a form of sacrilege by
uttering the unutterable.

•

•

It took me six years but now I own my own glider

and I don't have to deal with syndicate partners
any more. I used to share a Jantar with John
Bridge. We were a great syndicate. I hated him
and he hated me. We really understood each
other. We both knew how we understood.each
other but we never admitted it.
When he had the glider I would stay at home
and bawl my eyes out, praying he wouldn't,crash
the glider. He would do vast cross-countries and
remain airborne from dawn to dusk. When I had
the glider it always rained. I could never figure out
how our annual' hours and kilometres were
always the same. I would always congratulate
him and he me. The truth was I always ,hoped a
bus would knOCk him dOwn so that I could have
the glider to myself and he 00d the same "Ians
for me.

I hear many pilots wiShing their syndicate partners well and good flying. Pardon me while I
choke. The best sy,ndicate is made up of four
members. Number one works abroad during the
summer. Number two suffers from summer ail·
ments, particularly hay fever, and can only fly in
the winter. Numoer thrH isn't too keen on flying
but likes to own a glider and number four is you
who complains because ,you have to share the
glider in the winter,
The other problem with syndicates is that the
glider is always left In a dirty condition for you.
The seat is inthe wrong position. The oxygen has
run out'. The wing spar lever has been misplaced
and the trailer tyres. ,and batteries are flat.

...

...

...

Launch time is always interesting. No one likes to
go first. The club fleet is taken out and the grid
looks like the Nationals but launching' doesn't
start until the Iwo-seater 'is visibly going IUP. The
excuses range from "the time lsn'l optimum yet"
to "I haven',t finished my 01" but What we really
want is for sorneonetogo first and risk making a
fool of themselves. SO we all stand around wearing sun glasses and floppy hats waiting tor the
right time.
Actually, us clever ones ~ually,con some poor
novice into spending his life'S savings on a tow.
"What are you waiting for?" we aSk: "It's cracking. If you don't go !'lOW you,'II never get your
SilVer." Ten minutes later he's back and we
decide that 9.30 ,isn'ltrigger time so we have to
wor\( on someone elSe. Meanwhile the poor
chap, lhaving, ftown, is ban'ished to the winch for
the rest of the momingwith absolutely no sympathy from the rest of us.
Next OQl'I'le$ pandemonium. The two-seateris
thermalling and everyone fights to get into the
launching queue. The tug pilot Is J)Ulled out of tie
toilet and we beCome a mass of hissing teeth,
clenched fists and genenilly unsporting types.
Oh, how I love this sport.
F,inally some cretin i$ towlngl you Iowards a
sink hOle instead of a clOud street. Even though
you hate himyou make a point of thanking him on
the ,radiO at release. If you don'l he miglt not tow
you again.

...

...

...

All glider pilots like their eFls when face to face
with them. We crllCk jokes and tisten attentively.
When the CFI isn't around we always hate him,
especially because he (or she, sorry Ruth Housden) is always fight.
Mine stopped me doing beat-ups. I lOVe doing
beat-ups. I love soakinQ the launch point and
pulling up at the last moment .causing everyone
10 duck for cover. Why did he have to make me
see it was dangerous? Now I come screaming il
at 500ft keeping a good look out. Boring!
Actually have you noticed how many glider
pilots come in with their wings screaming doing
the old beat-up? Gilder pilots love to waste ,time
and climb a little higher in the last thermal. This Is
'Usually followed by a SUpposedly thoughtful
radio call on final glide SO you could be advlsed
on base traffic and 10 keep gliderS out Of yoII'
way.
Search deep in your mind and lhEl,truth is more
like "~inal glide, five minutes so getout your
,(Contirwd On nexr page,)
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YES, YOU'RE IORMAL
Harold, of Bartdale Ltd, gives the results of an interesting
exercise which shows amateur aviators are slightly more
stable than the rest of the population

From

time to time'l have prevailed upon,
members Q' the YOr1<shire GC and some unsuspecting visitors to fill in questionnaires or to <:omplate personality Inventories. (My presence iB
!he cl'lJlhouse is really a part of a management
scheme to ensure there are plenty of hands at
(QJnIInued hom pteYlous page.)

cameras, stop whatever you are doing and watch
me ~ress you." Why else subject yourself to
smashir"(g through thermals at VNE, watching
food, drink and mints fly around. Go on, admit itto
yourself if not to others. You love to show off.
>I<

>I<

>I<

You know,we glider lpilots have large egos. We
don't admit i1 but we believe we are an elite. Not
evetj'on,e can hack gliding after all. ~1 people
have the ability to learn to fly b!J1 they CM'l stand
!he waiting around, cold days, heights, flying
wIthoUt an engine" etc. Most people think there Is
something unusual about gilder pilots and we
take that as a compliment. We make ourselves
believe we are en some higher understanding
than most o' the earth bound. They dor!'1 know
what they are missing,.
It may be true that there ate probaly hundredS
who don'1 know what they are missing, but mil.lions don'1 care. They have interests tIlat we
don't understand. Mention gliding to them and try
10 describe its wonders and you'll send them 10
sleep. I can hear you screaming at me now ·You're not much help in promoting gliding." Oh
but I have tried and had some success, 'but the
faetismostcouldn't care less. We are a minority.
>I<

>I<

>I<

So !here you have it. Some of the most secret
truIhs about glider pilots. When you neKtsee me I
shaD deny all knowledge of this article. BuUet me
leave you with some sobering thoUghts.
Though you may kid yourself your gilder is an
In\l8Stment, It isn't. It'$ a pure luxury. Money
spent Just fOr fun. It can', be for physical fitness,
not cooped up like that. At best you ge1 dehydration practice or bladder enlargement. Is it the
view? Surely you can get tha1QO top of a mouotan. Is It the age old desire to fly like fhe birds?
Maybe" 1(Ion't really know.
I my know that I sink hundreds of pounds a
year Into the sport, get'nothing material in return'
but while my money has gone for ever I know it
isn't wasted. 1don't know why it's not wasted, I
just know that it isn't 'I love to soar up there on my
own. You see, we are romantics but 'or heavens
sake donl admit to it.
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the launch point.) R8C$f1t1y some of my victims
have reappeared to ask what became of their
efforts. This pieco explains what one exercise
was about.
Over th~ last few years 1have been involved in
attempts to improve the selection tests 'or mill~
tary pilots. The aptitude tests used by all three
armed services are administered by the RAF at
SWin Hill. l1'1ey were origirlally devise<;J during
World War 11. Military flying has changed quite a
lot since then, so it is not surprising that they do
noI necessarily predict as well as they might.
There Is therelore a move afoot to develop new
tests.
During the post-war years various attempts
have been made to supplement the aptitudelest
battery. In the 1960S it was thought that the personality of the students has an influence upon
their Mrformance and should be considered in
addition to aptitUde. COnsequently a research
, programme waslnitlated irl the RAF to assess
the utility Of personality "tests", some specially
c;lesigned, others standard instruments. Only one
0' the tests used held anypromise asa selection
. tool, the Eysenck Personality Inventory, or EPI
, for short. Derived from wartime tests used to
screen "shell-shocked" service personnel. Ihe
'fPI has two scales. One, the E scale, measures
Introversion-t:xtraverslon, the higher the, score
the, greater the degree of extraversion. The
other, the N scale, measures StabilityNeuroticism. a high'score indicating neuroticism.
Persons with high scores on the neuroticism
scale are ,relatively susceptible to stress.

These cadets appeared _
to be rather 'extraverted' _
In the pilot section trials the EPI had been
administered to cadets while they were undergoing "officer training" at Henlow. They therefore
knew they had been selected as potential pilots,
but they had,notbegun flying training. The results
are shown in the 1ahle. Compared with the geoeralpopulation these cadets appeared to be
rather 'eKtraverted'. This probably reflects the
influence of the selection irlterviews at Biggin
Hill. The most ioteresting-observation. though, is
that theirchances of passing basiC flying training
and getting their "wings" was (elated to their
scores on the N scale. The successfUl ones had
lower scores; le appeared 10 be more "stablel '.
Similar trials 'had been instigated in the Army
Air Corps during the early 1970s. The records at

Middle WallOp show that the~ gave the same
sort of .results, except that the Anny's student
pilots were less extraverted. Taken together the
RAF and the Army trials indicated that men most
likely to suooeed ;in military flying training appear
on the EPI scales as "stable".
Taken at their face value, these results suggeSt that successful military aviators as a group
have distinctive personality characteristics,
There are some reasons for doubting whether
the answers given to the questionnaire really
reveal the respondents' tNe personality, since
faking, cannot be ruled out. Nevertheless it
seemed interesting to check whether civilian
amateur aviators would show the same characteristics if they were given the same test. Persons who take no interest in flying sometimes
remark that there must be something peculiar
about those of us who do and it could just be that
they are correct!
I sought oul a broadly based sample of
amateur aviators taking a note of their level of
experience, Altogether 114 Obliged by completing two EPI forms. In addition to the gliding types
I aocosted at Sutton Bank there were some
members Qf power flying clubs who I caught in
their crewrooms on Wet Saturday afternoons.
These included some instructors. Finally there
were 18 members of a Yor1<shire hang gliding
Club IJured to their monthly club night by promise
of a flying film. Forty-five of the total sample had
PPls (some of these being from the hang,gliding
club).

A PPL not related
_
to higher level of stability _
The bottom two rows of the table show the N
and E scale scores for the amateur aviators. As a

group they are slightly more stable than a normal
sample of the population at large. The acquisition
of a PPL, though, Is nol related to a higher leveliof
stability. So it does not parallel t/l('l pass/fail difference shown In the sample of military pilots,
At this stage various speculation can, be made.
My pet idea is that military flying training is stressful, so that a stable personality Is needed to surviVe, Civilian training, by contrast onlv strains the
pocket. There is no time pressure or competition,
nor is there any expectation that some students
will be failed.
Whatever the truth, the results provide food for
thought and lwould like ,to take this opportunity of
thankilllQ all those whO participated in the exercise. iIf your friends and relations accuse you of
being odd feel free to quote these results. Better
still roll S&G round' a lump of lead and strike them
over the head with it.
TABLE

NonnaJ population
RAF cadets

Army pilots UIT
Amateur aviators

PPLs

Neuroticism
(range 0-48)

Extraversion
(range ()"48)

19.6

26,2

Pass

FaH

15,4
13.1

19,3
15.4

17.5
18,2

Pass

Fail

30.3
27.9

29.9
26.2

26.7
26.6
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At last, a subject on which
we are all experts

A truly massive; indeed gargantuan,
mailbag fonowed "Mentioning the Unmentionable" in the February issue, 1'16.) Well,
eight letters and three free samples. free
samples of plastic gadgets, I mean, not fluid,
silly.
The first sample comes from RAFGSA
Dishforth: this is a pretty simple and brutallooking piece of Service equipment (male only"
designated 8465 99 137 6876 BAG CREW
RELIEF ALEXANDER PLASTICS 1985),
'best employed in smooth wave. "Effective
use", says Paul Whitehead I , "requ'ires the
,pilot to I) Undo seatstraps 2) Undo Parachute
straps and 3) Turn body through 90 degrees.
The old problem of pushing water uphill otherwise applies".
.

Please adjust your dress affer
leaving
As long as one does not get into the rotor at the

You can bash away at your typewriter, or more
r,ecently (he word'processor, for years,
pontificating Dn every subject, lambasting all
sorts of people, or nagging at respected institutions like the· BOA Comps Committee,
and get what lord George-Brown used to call a
total ignoral. "Are glider pilots completely
dozy except wl)en the thermals pop?" one
begins to ask. (Well, some of them are pretty
dozy eyen when the thermals are popping, but
that has nothing to dQ with this piece.) But I
Seem to have found a deep well of passionate
interest in the bosoms, or maybe the lower
pans" of the fraternity of glider pilots. And
indeed in the sorority of soarerS. 1 refer to the
hot, or at least warm, topic of having a pee in a
planeur. (I did that last bit for alliteration, but
it occurs to me that we courd widen this whole
subject to take in the international: scene, with
contributions, from Australia, where an outlanding in the outback has actually made at
least one pilot resort to drinking his urine to
avoid death by dehydration, or Alaska, where
you could imagine the problem of having your
peebag freeze between your knees and jam the
rearward movement of the stick on the
roundout.)

Free ampl.. of plastic gadgets.
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moment critique this seems not a bad solution.
However - and although I customarily throw
howevers around like so much chaff this is a
pretty solid however - if you were unlucky
enough to hit turbulence or inadvertently jog
the stick while rolling your torso through the
requisite right angle, you would of course have
no parachute as you left the aircraft. I only
hope you would have the presence of mind to
do up your flies on ilie way down, to spare the
blushes of your next of kin.

It would probably work In any attitude.

Another male-only solution comes to me
from another north country pilot who has
connections with an old people's home, and is
designed for constant use by those w,it'h
bladdeF-Control problems. The problem of
incontinence is nG joke, and any of us could
reach that unhappy state in years to come, so
'there are strictly no laughs to be 'had here.
However; the system looks like acombination
of plumbing (similar to ordinary instrumenlpanel piping) and a device which looks like a
modified condom. Its main advantage is that it
1, pw adlJ3 a PS; 'The diameter of the bag neck was
desigTl!!dfortherealmenojtheRAFGSA. Themamifocturer
may be interested in special orders fT(Jm lhe /looker Boy
Racers." Befoff encountering the BBR at the next romp I
wtml it 10 be quite clearthatthis ,rossly offensive remark did
not come from me. Heh-heh.

would probab.ly work in any auitu<;fe. Its only
disadyantage is that it would take some effort
to overcome initial squeamishness, and could
well take your mind off aviating, not just for
part of the flight, but the whole time. No doubt
female versions exist, since sex [s no bar to the
disabilities of old age.
Lastly there is a commercially-available
solution, both f'Or men and women, by P&H
Enterprises, for use in cars and vans when there
is no opportunity to get out for relief. (If you
are a security van dr,iver you may not be
allowed out of your vehicle for fear of
robbers.) It is designed to be as ,elegant and
unembarrassing as anything doing that job can
be,and comes in a Ileat plastic bag that looks to
the inexperien~ed .eye as though it contains
your overnight toothbrush and toiletries. The
disposable bags come with self-tightening clips
that dose the neck of the bag after use, so the
bags can be stowed rather than ditched on the
countryside. Men can even get underpants that
harness to the Carloo. This looks like the best
all round answer.

'Pilots will just have to
reconcile themselves to not
wearing theIr Sunday best
while on' long flights'
While in some gliders with extremely
reclining positions water will still ,have to be
pushed uphill somewhat, so that some risk of
getting a little dampmay be unavoidable, pilots
flying such machines will just have to reeoncile
themselves to not wearing their Sunday best
while on long flights, ~nd to dousing themselves in aftershave when greeting the farmer's
daughter2• I'm glad for reasons of visibility,
more that anything else, that ultra-supine
gliders have gone out of fashion since the

19605.
That is enough of that topic for the moment:
positively the last word in the next issue. In
par1icular I'd like to cull extracts from the
letters that say "Whatever you do" don't
mention my name."

The wrong box truth revealed

Another topic ,that gets people going is
nostalgia and retrieve stories. Now there oomes
from the horse's mouth, the definitive version
2. Though unless you douse all over she may wonder about
the strange places that glider pilots shave . ..
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of what happened when an Olympia trailer set
out on a retrieve from the Mynd with another
derigged glider already in it. It was Charles
WingfieldJ who was the pilot ,in 1949' (the- date

Incidentally Charles, now back in gliding
after nearly 30 years absence for medical
reasons, landed in the same ,field again, about
tluee years ago. His last shot "The moral is
that there is no need to embroider a good story,
but if you insist Wally Kahn might oblige."
Come on Wally, send us either some embroidery or a writ.

Records for the taking
The definitive version ,from the horse',
mouth.
given by Frank l,rYing in his letter in the last
issue) and who has written to me w.ith a full
account. Having whistled up to 11 650ft in a
eu-nim, Charles got lost in cloud and when he
eventually got his bearings, was oompelled to
"land at the house of a friend, I Y3 miles short
and 700ft lower". And it Wa5 the Cambridge
mob who came on the chaotic retrieve, he says,
though Frank's statement that an Imperial
College man was at the wheel does not
necessarily conflict; this was quite a party, not

1)

them to rush up to the site, and records for
people who can't get up in tile morning, as well
as for ,people who can never lind an Official
Observer or a barograph at the right lime and
for any other group that feels life has beerlless
Ihanjust. However that is a subject for another
debate entirely.
Nearly all the straight downwind-dash speed
records are vulnerable to a bit of planning and
opportunism. Look at Justin Wills's 400km
goal at 74km/h in a Libelle in ,1976. That is
especially true of the two-seater records: the
96km/h in a pre-war Gull 2 for a straight
IOOkm has stood since 1957 - nearly 30 years.
Nobody has done a 400km goal at all in a twoseater, so any speed at all will do so long as you
get there.

"

Reaching the parts that other
pilots . ..

A stack

0' those records for little gliders.

But what, you say querulously, about Ihe
horrendous costs of getting the glider back
home? Advertising and sponsorship is the
answer. Remember, the public is naturally
more impressed by straight distance and sheer
speed Ihan by complicated triangles. "London
to Newcastle faster than the Inter-City
Express" catches the imagination and the
headlines. Any advertiser should be willing to

If you browse through tliJe United Kingdom
record list (April issue, p82) you will see' some
formidable peaks, such as Chris Garton's
801km Lasham-Durham aiR in fabled 1976
and the Ralph Jones 300km tr,jangle at
117km/h on one of the only two great days of
1985. But there are lesser peaks, which with a
Ioil\ of foresight you could scale and thus put
your name in tliJe Hall of Fame forever. Well,
for a few weeks anyway until everyone else
notices how easy it is. Some of these records are
waiting like ripe plums.

The Cambridge mob on the chaotic retrieve.

'... I happen to think that
records 01 this kind are
almost as slily as
records for women'

one of today's spartan one-man or one-woman
retrieves. "euGe arr,ived very quickly to
collect, so we all had a few drinks ... Sometime
later in the hay ,field someone mentioned a key
for the lock. 'What lock?' They had to go back
to the club (eight miles by road each way) for
the key, so it took even longer than it should to
discover the sur,plus Oly in the trailer. Thus the
whole business was even more disorganised
than today's legend suggests, apart from the
small matter of distance. No doubt it is from
this event that we derive the sacred principles of
a) checking the trailer all over and counting the
fittings be~ore rolling and Il) no drinks for
anyone till the whole thing is derigged and
stowed and safely on the road behind the car,
pointing towards home.

First of all there is a stack of those records
for litHe gliders. In spite of having a small ship I
happen to think that records of this kind are
almost as silly as records for women4 • (I'll get
those letlers pOuring in, even if I have to be
more than usually obnoxious to do it.) I think
that to be consistent we should have records for
people who can't get away on weekdays, or for
poople whose wives insist they do a tour round
Sainsbury's with a trolleY before releasing

J. NOI os Frunk lrving, exercising poeticlicence fie'lying) says
"TIle Lord Lieutenant 0/ Shropshire".

4; 11 is exactly 20 years since Anne Burns became National
Champion. Not Women's National Champion. but everybody·s. Since then il has gone very quiet. Which is sad.
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A modest trophy for any record-breaking
night.
back that, except possibly British Rail. A
sponsor only has to promise a modest trophy
for any record-breaking flight and alll'ell'ieve
cosls paid to get a whole crowd of us trying.
For bigger distances, a cross-channel retrieve
would cost the sponsor a lot more, fuut "Brit
Glides Londbn to Paris In Two Hours to take
Heineken Speed Trophy" would get a nice
Little heap of press-cuttings and be very much
worth while Cor the client.
On second thoughts, knowing at first hand
the mentality of Fleet Street - or Wappingthe fueadline most likely to be set in 24-point
type on the front page is "Gliding Blonde (see

Page Thlee) Flies London (0 Paris in· Hours".
The duration of flight would be immaterial.
Drat. r suppose we will have to retain those
women's records after all.
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ALAN SANDS

M ERA'S
FIRST
UK FLIGHT
A
fter a gestation period of several years,

the Monerai built by Ulster GC members Loudon

Blair and Mervyn Farrell became the first one in
the British Isles to take to the air when Mervyn
gave it its maiden flight on January 16.
The Monerai, of which over 100 are flying in
the United States, is a vee-tailed glider of 11
metres span with a glide angle of 28:1 at 52kt.
The structure is an metal, with a constant chord
wing, and approach control is by trailing edge
flaps. These extend up to 90' down for landing
anc:I up to f1' upwards for high speed flight.
~ing the fully completed glider rigged on the
airfield for the first time, two things strike one.
First, the.Monerai is a small-scale glider; everything looks half size, and feels it - would you
believe wings that weigh only 551bs each? Second, on this example, is the high standard of
finish and painstaking attention to detail which
has taken so many hours of work and resulted in
so few microns of free play in the control circuits
and rigging pins.

Handling pleasant
_
and controls responsive _
Under an overcast sky the Monerai took an
aerotow to 3Oooft, and was soon to be seen
soaring high above the ridge, landing after a little
less than an hour as a warm front approached.
Mervyn reported the handling to be pleasant and
the controls responsive, although the glider feels
generally very light (which indeed it is, with an
empty weight of 245Ibs). With its short span,

Loudon BI.lrls a planning engineer with Martin
Baker (who make ejector seats) and previoUSly
wof1(ed with carbon fibre composites on the
now abandoned Lear Fan project, where he
was able to obtain invaluable advice on bonding
techniques and shear strength testing during
the building ofthe MOnerai. A BGA inspector, he
has wof1(ed on even smaller aircraft, and has
represented Ireland at the World RadiocontroHed Model Championships.
Mervyn Farrell is an electronics engineerand is
ElectronIcs Superintendent for the Department
of Pure and Applied Physics at the Queen's
University of Beffast: He was wen placed to get
help from themechancialworkshop team, many
of whom have fonnerly wof1(ed with Shorts aircraft. He is also a full CBt instructor.
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The Monerai being flown by Marvyn. Photo: Alan Sands.

incursions into the tug's slipstream sound exciting, too. Performance seemed up to expectations, and the penetration at higher speeds good
for a glider with only 450lbs all up weight: the
Wing loading works out at a respectable
5.751bs1sq ft. More detailed flight testing is being
carried out in pursuance of BGA type approval.
The cockpit gives adequate accommodation
for a six foot pilot in a canvas-sling seat. There
are armrests on both sides, with the flap lever to
the. left and a side mounted stick on the right,
whICh reportedly feels quite natural in flight. A
free-standing panel has room for four 80mm
instruments and a small radio. The cockpit structure consists of a steel tube cradle, with a nonstructural GAP outer shell and an alloy tube tail .
boom, on which are mounted the two all-flying
tailplanes. Although Loudon had approval to do
the welding himself, he preferred to enlist the
help of a CAA approved professional welder in
the search for perfection. An argon arc TIG wel-

der was Used, which avoids oxydisation of the
joints.
The wings use alloy I-beam spars, with pressed alloy ribs and bonded (rather than riveted)
alloy skins, formed around the leading edge In
one piece. The tailplanes, ailerons and flaps are
also bonded. This bonding process is the most
critical in the construction of the aircraft, and
requires meticulous preparation with chemical
cleaning of the surfaces to be bonded. For the
bonding itself, atmospheric conditions are also
critical: not just the temperature which is of obYi005 importance, but also the humidity which in
our rather damp climate rarely drops to the level
necessary to achieve a satisfactory bond. With·
out humidity control the epoxy used absorbs
water while it cures, which weakens the bond
and can lead to failure. A de-humidifier was used
during the bonding process and test pieces
made at every stage, resulting in a proven aver·
age bond strength over twice the acceptable

The happy pair after the night with Mervyn in the cockpit. Pfloto: Laurence McKelvie.

IAN STRACHAN

TESTING ,HE TURBO

T

milirm,lm, whereas test pieces purposely made
with less care 'ailed wen below It: a worthwhile
ilv~tment In lpeace of mind.
With similar thQroughness aocorded to the
control circl,Jits, these operate as smoothly as
have encountered. This 'resulted from the'
replacement of all the bearings ,and pushroCt
bushes supplied with the kit by newly-made seltIlbricating nylon bearings. Particular care was
taken with the bearings In the elevator alidrudder Circuits, where the, geometry woold magnify
any play. Despite the. coupling of these circuits
through a mixer unit, the feedbaCk which is
apparent in some other vee-tailed gliders Is not
present, but since both oontTQls are se(lOUsly
k'npaired should the rl:ldder pedals fall flat, a
Itraightforward bungy/,pulley assembly was
added forward 01 the pedals to keep the cables
U1der tension.
In the aileron circuit travel-limiting stops were
added to the pushrods in the wings, and a solid
rb was added to the open inboard ends of the
wings to Jll'event handling damage. Among other
mods were additional mounting points and
strengthening :ribs for the GRP oockpit shell, and
the addition of an air vent fed from the nose.
Possible futUre developments Include self~
Iaunchingcapabllity. Amounting point ,is built into
the fuselage behind the cockpit for a selfcontained power 'unit which can be fitted in a few
minutes. The engine Itself Is a three cylinder
Koenig radial , with 22hp and a prop which folds in
grldi~ flight, resulting in a c:laimed loss of only 2

arrvl

lJO points.
In Ihe search for an increase in LID to over
30:1, the wingtips can be extendedi to give a 12
metre Bpan. Provision for this ,mod was built into
Ile trailer constructed ooncurrently with the
gilder, and surely as smanas any trailer yet builtjust 21ft long and Sft square at the :rear.
And the cost of owning a brand new 28:1
gilder? AboIA the ,same as (or 8-'2Q year-old K·6,
they say, although the ()()St of the kit - abOut three
quarters of the total - will have risen with the
dollar in the meanwhile. Needless to 88Y, there's
• hidden ()()St in terms 0' spare timeI
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he word "Turbo" is a misnomer. The
retractable 26hp Solo 2350 two-st~oke engine
,that can be fitted to the Nimbus and Ventus is
neither a turbo-supercharged piston engine
nor a turbo-jet. It is not capable of self-Iawnch
but is capable or giving you a climb of 2.4kt
30sec after deciding to use it, having just fallen·
Out of that last thermal, miles away from base.
It therefore possesses the essential character·
Istics of the high pertormance motor glider
(HPMG), a combinatlon of soaring perf0rm,ance ana the ability to save the pilot from field
landings. Unlike the more complex and more
powerful self·launching motor gliders (SLM")
such as the DG-400, PIK 20E and 30 and the
Janus CM, the self-sustaining variety (SSMG)
do ,nol have the flexibility of being able to taxi
from the trailer to the 'launch point, to take off
and climb precisely when and where the pil'ot
wants, to have a 5'6kt d 1mb und'er power, and
theabilily,tolaxiclearofthe randingarea at the
end of a flight.
Minimising field landings. Both types of HPMG
enable: yoU' to avoid tne aggro and possible
damage of field landings, and to achieve more
challenging cross-country soaring' because
judicious "pressing on" does not carry the risk
of being stl,Jck miles from base before a busy
day on the morrow. The HPMG offers you
maxi,mum soaring with minimliJm inconvenience, and in addition you should routinely

achieve the sort of cross-country that normally
needs the spur of competition (and a retrieve
crew).
Advantages of self·sustalning MGs. The SSMG
has some advantages when compared to the
Belf-Iauncher. There is no need for a PPL or
MGPPL and, as the engine operation does not
include the take-off phase, it can be made very
simple. Indeed the engine fitted to Schempp's
Mimbus and Ventus has nCl throttle and choke
levers in the cockpit, needs a mere 7sq in of
panel space for the engine controls and has no
problems In lining-up the propeller before
retracting the engine as most self-launchers
do (see the lasl issue, p78). lihe Tlllrbo's propeller mechanism was designed by Professor
Ohler and the patent tights ate Mid by
Schempp-Hirth. Also the lower powered engine
of theself-sustainet weighs much less than lhe
larger units in the StMGs and so the fixed (ie
engine) ballast that you have to carlY is some
50100 instead of the 120lbs Of so which ~is
needed to give you a take-off capacity.
The Turbo1s. engine and its controls. Having
flown and evaluated most of the SLMGs from
the K-14 to the DG·400, I was particularly
interested to fly my first self-sustainer. Ray
Foot's syndicate were brave enough to let me
fly their Nimbus 3T at lasham, The first 'Photo
sl'lows the general layout and the 'second, Ray
demonstrating thal the ,propeller blades are

Photo 1 showtnglhe general layout.
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The sec::ret

18 that
the blades
pivot at the

root, and 80
allow late pylon
retraction at any
propeller posftlon.
Photo 2. Ray Foot demonstrating the propeller blades.
two photos show the sequence which when
witnessed from the ground looks like a long
legged insect returning to its lair, folding in its
legs and pulling a cover over its head. It's weird
but it works!
Engine controls are very simple On the righthand cockpit wall (see photo 5) there is a fuel
cock and a mirror On the Inboard side of the
fuel cock is a bulb-shaped plastic container let
into the fuel line which, when squeezed by the
right thumb, acts as a fuel priming pump.

Photo 3. Going down ...

Photo 5. 1, is the fuel cock; 2, the thurntHlperated
priming pump and 31he rear-view mirror.

Photo 4. Almost gone ...
pivoted so that when the engine is stopped and
the pylon Is retracted into the fuselage, each
blade folds to allow the 33in diameter propeller
to fit Into the 10in wide stowage. The following
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Other controls are on the Instrument·sized
circular control panel shown in photo 6. The
only two switches are for Ignition (lower centre)
and a pylon extend/stop/retract switch on the
right. Three lights show battery voltage (red,
green, amber) and a green light illuminates
when the pylon is erect and it is safe to start.
Red and green lights are the only indication of
engine rpm; red for under 4000, green for over.
A pylon-drive circuit.tlreaker is also fitted.
Safety Interlocks are also very simple; the only
one ensures that pylon retraction Is inhibited if
the Ignition Is ON.
The engine has no starter motor but can be
ground-run by the use of a rope pulled round a
pulley wheel. Tbere is ono ability to tax,i and it is
not safe ·or legal to take-off. If you dId you

Photo 6. The remarkably small engine panel.

would probably be uninsured. Motor gliders
not having a C of A which shows compliance
with the CIVV definition for self-launching are
not allowed to take off and may only use their
engines in free flight after a normal launch. The
minimum take-off crileria for self·l'aunching
are a take-off roll of 600m to a height of 15m
and a rate of climbgivi~ga height increment of
300m in 4mln (246fUmln) - all at· + 15°C, no
wind and no vertical air movement. If the
machine can't meet the minimum criteria it's a
self-sustainer, the design probably will not
have the features normally required for take-off
(such as fuel booster pumps etc) and you don't
need that pilot's licence.
Using the engine in the air. While still scratch·
ing around for lift before deciding finally to use
the engine, you check the pylon-drive battery
voltage (a green light should show), put the fuel
on and prime with about ten pumps with your
right thumb. Having selected a field you make
the decision to use the engine. jf below say
1000ft you lower the undercarriage in case the
engine doesn't work. You reach forward and
flick ,the pylon-drlve switch to extend. It does
not have to be held In this position and you can
concentrate on your field as the pylon comes
up. After 19-20sec the pylon-up green light
comes on. By this time the propeller Is already
turning over slowly and making a noise like a
steam engine, presumably due to the decompression valve filled to each cylinder. You
increase speed and quite suddenly at 65-7Okt
the rpm increase markedly. You switch the
ignition on and reduce speed to climb away at
SOkt.
I carried out four starts and On each one the
response was virtually instantaneous, the rpm
running fully up in a mere 1·2sec from turning
on the ignition, a momentary flicker of the rpm
red light, then a steady green light showing
that rpm was over 4000. Height losses from
starting to extend the pylon to climbing away
were 140ft with the glider clean, 170ft in the
landing configuration with wings level and
200flln the landing configuration while turning
finals. The rate of climb averaged over 5min
was 237ft/mln". In the cockpit, however, the
engine Is noisy and a good sOundproof RIT
headset is recommended.
'Cllmb conditions were: speed 5Okt, cleen (0 flaps~ no
we terOOllast, ., litreS" .fuel, pilot's weight 12 stone.
temperature 8°C•.average height 3000ft asl (QNH

1026).
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Klaus :Hollghal:Js tells me that the latest
models have a manual decompressor, which
allows starting at 55-60kt instead! of 65-76.
The maximum speed allowed with :the
engine extended is 86kt. As .YOu accelerate, the
engine rpm andc<X;kpit noise increase. I gave
up at 80ld in level fllghl because the noise is
like a demented banshee at that speed and it
was a relief ,to reduce to SOkt again. Klaus says
that the engine is de-rated from Its maximum of
26shp so there should be no danger of over·
stressing it and that later models have
maximum rpm governed at 5000rpm (climb is
at 5100). Fuel consumptiolil is glve~ as 2.2
imperial gallonslhr, which with nearly four
gallons capacity gives 18hrs engine time anda
range of SOOkm lusing the "climb·and-glide" or
"saw-tooth" profile in still air, or 280km flying
level (if you can stand the Mise).
Slopping and retra~ting the engine. And tolding the engine away'? Simplicity itself. Lower
flap, reduce to 40kt and switch oUthe fuel. The
rpm die rapidly about 3sec later. Ignition off
and look in the mirror ontil the propeller stops.
When it does, hold the retract switch down for
15sec until you hear the second set of ",clicks"
from behind that ten you that the doors are
closed. This whole process took 36sec and
only involved a l1eight loss of 100ft from turning
off the fuel. Very impressive, and yOtJ are now a
Nimbus 3 soaring glider,albeit carrying a small
amount of fixed ballast. About afurlher 200kg
of waterballast can be car,ried up to a
maximum AUW of 7SOkg.
Recommendations. I can therefore strongly
recommend the Nimbus T and similar selfsustainers to glider pilots whQ wish to
maximise their cross-country soaring and who

Pholo 7. The fuel tank Is removed fOl' rigging and
de-rlgglng. Photos by lan Strachan.

do not want to either land out or to give up their
task early. Yes, the cos! 1$ greater than the
equivalent non-motorised glider, but yoo
simply have more shares in the syndicate In
order to afford 11. With Il.Ic'k, insurance rates will
come dQwn DeCause ihere shOUld be no field
landing damage, except In competitions where
you have to tape the engine doors closed.
Cautlonlry Notes. The self-sustainer pilot will
have to be very careful if he delays starting
until low level. AlthOugh It Is manifestly pes-
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sible to re-start on the downwind leg to a field,
or during the final turn when speed WOuld have
to be increased anyway, the pilot has to allow
for the possibility of the engine not starting
and.for the 'Iow fate of climb when it does start.
Such low ,rates of climb can be reduced to zero
DY downcurrents due to, thermals, hills or
waves whereas Ihe 5kt rate of climb from the
typical self-launcher will be less affected.
However the judgment 01 when tG extend the
pylon is easier than in a self-launcher because
of the relatively lower drag 01 the Turoosystem.
Of course with any motor glid~r it is prudent
not to delay 're-starting if It is obvious there will
be 1'10 more soaring, and so with ,common
sense, the number of low level, re-starts will be
few, and should always be with good fields.
selected.

Battery Is not
....;,..
topped up by the engine
Another point to watch is to keep the pylonmotor's battery well charged, as it is not
topped up by the engine (which has no
electrical generator).
The future. And forthe future I would liketosee
a single ,brief action to initiate the starting
cycle, an electric starter molor cutting in au,tomatically as soon as the pylon Is up, obviating
the need for speed changes and allowing the
pilot to concentrate on his potential field until
the engine power was assured'. And,personally,
I would prefer a hand throttle and a smal rpm
gauge rather than a fixed throttle and red and
green lights; but as a power pilot I suppose I
would think that! finally, It WOuld be better to
have a more positive indication that the engine
doors are fully ,closed on retraction: at least
one pilot has flown unknowingly with the doors
slightly open.
Soaring ethics. And what of the ethics €If it 8.1i1?
For years I have preached on behalf of the
HPMG, and a significant body of opinion used
10 say that it was "not the sport as wewant it",
"it ,changes your whole frame of mind w'hen
soaring", "unethical", "cheating", "not really
:proper sO<iring", and 50 forth. It Is interesting
that I have heard little of these remarkS abou1
the Turbo, indeed onl,y enthusiasm and regret
~hat new machines are costly. So perhaps
soaring ethics are not as impo.rtant as slm·
plicity in the cockpit and the fact there is no
need for a PPL. And of course since normal
launches are needed, club operations and
financial structure can carry on normally,
wneteas If a lot of self·launc'hers suddenly
displaced normal gliders at a club, wire and
aerotow facilities wo.uld become excessive for
the need.
But we are all in this sport tor &08,il'lg. The
HPMG will give you more 'soaring wHh less
inconvenience, at tile cost of I'arger syndi.
cates, a lwo needle eng'lne-recordiRg barograph andan extra BGA motor glider form to fill
in whem you claim your Gold, Diamonds/or that
re,cord. Your chances of making these achieve~
ments will be significantly Increased and I
predict your frame ot mind as yOlt soar miles

from base will be that of a normal soar,ing pilot
and Mt be altered for the worse.
Owner opinion. Ray Foot tells me that he was
en the point o,f giving up gliding atter many
years due to a combination of fack of time,
uncertain British weather and the need for a
crew standing by. By contrast, last seasoA with
the Turbo was marvellous, settlmg off on many
cress-count,ries without the usual worries. He
only had to use the engine twice to get back
home, and on one of these occasions it waste
increase speed In order to fulW an appointment. Heibelieves that his cross,couAtry flying
is now much more confident and practice in
the Turbo (note Ihis, you pundits) improved his
performance in the Nationals. He looks
forward thjs year to exploring more waves,
mountains and sea breezes.
And Annie insists on a word from the crew!
Once her pilot is launched, she has "glorious
freedom ..." (Watch it, Ray.) It's civilised family
gliding allast, without the hassle.
References. See Ihe lasl issue. p77.

5TEMME 5·10

We have news of the development of a new
two-seater 22m motor glider, the Stemme 5-10,
which Is predicted 10 muise at 198km/h, doing
75kmlgallon with the need to refuel after
2000km and a glide angle ,of 44:1.
This side-by-side aircraft is the Invention of
Or Reiner Stemme, managing partner of
Stemme GmbH 7 Co Kg of W. Germany. The
maiden flight should be by July wit,h the first
deliveries due by the end of the year.
Flying speeds are calculated 10 range from
162kt VNE to under 40kt (5talf). The revolutionary new propulsion system and twin
wheeled und'ercarriage are fully retractable.
The engine, an BOhp two titre Llmbach four
cy,llnder fOur 'stro'ke, does not fold out into the
airstream but Is mounted centrally Inside the
fuselage behind the seats and drives forward
throl'lgh a carOon shaft to a folding propeller in
thelnose.
The carbon fibre Wings are in four sections
and originate from the 00-500.
We Flops to have aA assessment of the
aircraft as soon as POssible but meanwhile
more details are available Irom Mike Jefferyes,
15 Sycamore Way, Chelmsford, Essex CM2
9LZ, telephone 0245 261145.
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TONYSEGAL

PILOT
SAFETY
Tony updates his article ot
February 1985, p12; with new
findings and conclusions

This Lasham project has t,hree, aims - to
make the cockpit more comfortable, te give
protection against normal heavy landings and
to reduce tl1e effect of a severe accident. Tl1e
effect of a crash ,on tl1e glider structure is,
discussed, results are given
tests at
Farnboroogh on energy absorbing foam
cushions and suggestions made for improving
the safety of the next generation of gliders.
A~iden' statistics In the 'UK. Dr Kalhleen
Mitchell of SouthGown GC has assessed the
149 BOA accident reporls for 1004/85. In 23
cases where Ihere was severe damage to Ihe
glider, there was 110 Injury to the pilot, which Is
very reassuring. Of the five spinal: injuries, two
wereser'tous. There wer!!11 cases of injlHies to
other parts of the body.
Crash tanding and the glider structure. In a
letter to me il'l AuguS!1985, Davld Gilson of the
Royal ,Aircra,f! Establishment, Farnborough,
wrote: "'n a crash 'landing, the Iresillence of the
cushion is just ()ne element In a complex
assembly of resiliences (both elastic and
plastic) which may include the grourld itself,
the undercarriage wheel or s'kid, local deform·
ation of the fuselage at the impact point and
more general distortion of the fuselage, eg
ovalling, distortion of the seat attachment
point, distortion of Ihe seat structure, deform·
ation of the flesh ollhe buttocks and defOrm·
ation of the intervertebral discs of the spine.
Thus the shock absorbing effect of thin foam
may only provide a fraction of the absorption of
the overall system, therefore adjustments to
the foam cannot make a dramatic difference to
the overall loading on the spine. However,
every little helps, and: it is certainly true fhat
any foam should be firm."
He confirms the advantageous semireclining position of the pilot in a low profile
glider. The pilot benefits 'rom the larger
bearing area produced by his reclined altittJde.
Also, if the contact with the .ground Is mainly
on the main wheel which is 'ree to roll and the
glider is not heaVily nose down, then the direc·
tion of tlhe deceleration (and therefore loading)
will be largely normal !o the luselage. Thus the
component of deceleratiOrl along t:he spine

0'
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and hence the compression loading will be
reduced. However, Wg Cdr David Anton of the
RAF Institute of Aviation Medicine (lAM) has
pointed out that the head and neck then
become vulnerable and a head support is
essential.
Forces on the spine. The strengtH limits of the
healthy human spine in compression are well
defined at 25g with a maximum rate of tise of g
of 300g/sec. These figures apply 10 a pilot usin,g
arl ejection seat. Oavid Anton has discussed
t,hese figures with me. As the forces involved-in
a glider accident are ~nknown" it is not valid 10
assume that the forces on the spine in a pilot
ejection are the same as those incurredlin a
glider crash. The lAM has agreed to crash test
an old glider with an Instrumented dummy in
the cockpit afld accelerometers in the
fuselage. A suitable glider for testing to
destruction is needed.
Support Of the spine. The spine should be fUlly
supported by the parachute or by firm
cushion,s. Some parachutes leave the lower
(lumbar) spine uns'upported and It is suggested
that t,hese parachutes be repacked in a longer
pack.
The late Or Stedtfeld of Germany str.essed In
his reports to osnv lin 1978 and 1981 the
importance of a lumbar support 10 maintain
the shape of the lower spine, allowing, the
natural shock-absorption capacity of the spine
to take effect.
David Gilson describes an American study
in which a 57mm solid lumbar support
produced a 50% tise In the acceleralion required to cause spinal damage to cadavers
tested on an ejection tower. .Jl is not known
whether the same results would be obtained
on live humans.

of The Commandant, Air Marshal P. Howard,
using the decelerator track and the helmet
research laboratory facilities. The experi·
mental' team involved were Wg Cdr David
Anton, Ft Lt lan McKenzie and Higher
Scientific Officer Roger Gilkes.
Decelerator track. The test vehicle runs on a
120ft long track propelled by elastic bungies
and is stOpped by hydraulic tams. An aircraft
seat is mounted on the test -.:ehicle. Strapped
10 the seat is an instrumernted anthropometric
dummy weighing 165lbs. The peak g readings
recorded by an acceleromeler mounted at the
base of the spine were as follows:
1. Bare seat - 35g.
2. Ordinary soft foam Cushion, 6cm ,thick 45g.
3. Sandwich of 1.2cm DLR 90 on 2:5cm DUI 100
energy absorbing, foam cushion - 28g.
4. Cushion Iilled with expanded polystyrene
beads, 2cm thick - 35g. (Note: A low steady
rate of e,hange Of g was obtained with this
cushion. The beads first GOmpact and then
deform. The significance olthis is dilficul1 to
assess.)
The tests had to be carried out within the
limits of the decelerater track which meant tfle
rate of change of g was very high as was the
velocity al impact at 8.1m/sec. The aircraftseat
was rigidly [iTlouRted ol'l a seUd metal structure
so ,there was no "give" as there would have
beeR in It glider crash. However, the figures

Studies In 1945 on the
Imporlanceotkeeplng
the spine erect to
absorb maximum energy
It is interesting that Sir James Martin, of the
Martin·Baker Company, carried out studies in
1945 on the importance of keeping the spine
erect so as to absorb maximum energy, and
also limiting peak acceleration with g coming
on slowly. (There is a fascinating book on
Martin·Baker seats, Engineering for Life by
John Jewell, 1979).
A comfortable lumbar support·pad can be
made from DLR90(Oul)lopillo Low Resilience)
foam ,fastened by a belt around the waist under
the parachute or glued to the 'seat-back if a
paraChute is not worn. A tigidglass·fibre shell
can be constr'ueted for each pilot, held in place
by it velcro strap and worn under the para·
chute. In 1968 the late Or J.G. Fitzgerald of the
lAM devised,p very quick ano simple method of
making a mould for the glass·fibre shell, using
a vacuum applied to a container holding small
polystyrene spheres. Fer source of supply
contact me at Lasham.
Tests on energy absorbing cushions. In
December 1985 and January 1986 two series of
tests were carried out at the 'lAM, by courtesy

~
The anthropometric dummy strapped to an aircraft
seat mounted on the test vehicle of the decelerator
track. A polystyrene granule cushion is being, tested.

clearly show the Increase in g loadingon using
an ordinary soft foam cushion and the
enormous improvement jf an energy absorbing
cushion is used.
Helmet research laboratory. A series of ~
tests were carried out dropping a 5.16kg weight
from various heights onto foam placed on a
metal anvil. The readings from an accelerometer in the weight were displayed-on an oscil·
loscope which was photographed on Polaroid
film. The full test results may be seen at
Lasham. The most important results are as
follows:
The weight was dropped from O.5m onto
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unloaded soft foam 6cm thick. There was little
initial en~rgy absorption. There was a high
peak loading of 480g over one millisec followed
by excessive rebound.
The weight was dropped from a height (If
one metre onto a sandwich of 1.2cm DLR 90
and 2.5crn DLR 100. (A lower test drop was not
carried out because, during the course of the
tests, it was obvious that the material could
easily cope with a .Iower energy drop.) There
was a prolonged plateau of low g {20g) lasting
lour millisecs bUilding up gently to 80g over a
further five mlllisecs. No ,rebound occurred.
AlthQugh these tests are not directly applicable to ttle piloUglider situation, it is clear that
soft foam cushions should no longer be used
but should be replaced by energy absorbing
cushions. A stock of foam Is held at Lasham.
Financial benefit, if any, will go to the Lasham
Trust
several preblems remain with the Dunlopillo
Low Resilience foam. It Is inflammable so jf
used on moter gliders or light aircraU it should
be given a fire-resistant cover. The foam Is
fragile and deteriorates in ultra-violet light so a
cushion cover Should be used. The foam
becomes harder ,in the cold. This is important
as gliding is iA varied climatic conditions and

Lasham Safety Project
Energy.absorbihgloem, for seat cushions
0lR 100 (hard) 1 x18x18 Inches
£18.50
OLA 90 (medium) ~ x 18 x 18 inches
£9.50
finn chipfoam, lor upright back cushions, (not
energy absoItling)
D761 )(18x26 inches
£3.00

Postage and packing

£3.00

All prices include VAT
Cheques should be made payable to:
Luham Gliding Society Ltd.,

~"'m

Airfield,. Anon, Hants. GU34 SSS

If delay in delivery telephone: 0256 83322
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the cockpit is exposed t,o cold at high altitude.
The tests described were, al -room temperature
only.
SAFETY IN THE NEW GENERATION OF
GLIDERS
The following ideas have beerl put forward:
1. The leg~ should be protectedl by a strong
structure In front of Which is an energy
absorbing zone.
2.. Tne legs should be protec,ted from impact
With the lower edge of the instrument panel
(Hugh Ir-tilditch).
3. A nead support should be provided (Oavit'!
Anton).
4. The seat harness should not slip off the
shoulders.
5. " should not be possible to undo the
parachute harness in error when releasing the
seat harness in an emergency (Gr Capt Tony
Barwood, rtd, lAM).
6. An adjustable negative·g strap should be
used to prevent "submarining" down and
forward out of the seat harness in low profile
gliders (Ian Stracrnan).
7. The rear of the cockpit structure should not
project forward, nor should there be any
canopy-locking mechanism Ihat could interfere With a successful emergency exll from the
cockpit (Tony Barwood).
B. The canopy should be high enough, to give
rOQm for a lumbar support to be worn and for
energy absorbing cushions or seat stRicture to
be used.
9. Enough depth, say 6in, should be left ftee of
the glider structure and control runs beneath'
t,he seat to allow f()f: tne installation 01 an
energy absorbing seat structure. This could be
made from metal or plastic honeycomb
material.
10. Energy absorbing material could be placed
between the inner and outer shell o.f the
fuselage structure (David Nunn).
11. The landing wheel should be well damped to
reduce rebound.
12. The fuselage below the pilot should be

strengthened to prevent injury on a heavy
tanding on a rough surface.
13. The front of the canopy should be strengthened to prevent injury by wire fencing.
SUGGESTIONS FOR PRESENT DAY GLIDERS
Upright pilot seating position
1. Smooth out irregularities in the seat
structure.
2. fhe J)aracnute or back,cushions s'hould fully
support Ihe--spine. Back cushions can be made
01 'irmchip loam D76, available ifrom tasham
(see Pete Disdale's article in the June 1985
issue p128). This ·chip 'oam has little energy
absorbing capacity and should ~t be used for
seat cushions.
3. A lumbar spine support-pad or rigid lumbar
support shell should be used.
4. An energy absorbing-seat cushion shou'ld be
used. An efficient cushion is 1.2cm of firm DLR
90 on 2.5cm hard DLR 100. Th is cushion should
be firmly attached to the seat to prevent
possible interference with the movement of the
COrjtrol column. This cushion should not be
glued to the seat, as tile open cell foam
absorbs water. Owing to limited headroom tall
pilots may be unable to use this cushion. Last
~aso!l the K-13 fleet at Lasham was e<luipped
With 2.5cm DLR· 100 seat cushions which felt
hard initially but after a few minutes moulded
to the pilot's shape.
Seml.·reclining pilot seating position
The possibilities are limited~by Ihe headroom
available under the canopy.
1. Use a lumbar spine support-pad or rigid
lumbar support snell.
2. Use an energy absorbing seat cushiol1l. Two
1.2cm layers of firm DL'R 90 will moold well to
the complex seat·pal'l shape ef the glider. This
cush ion is unHkely to slip, forward and even if It
did so Is soft enough not to obstruct the movement of the control column. A 2.5cm DLR 100
cushion was used last year In several-dilferent
solo glidefs by a female pilot and found to be
comfortable. T'his hard cushion will absorb
more energy.
3. A head support should be used.
Summary. Suita'ble design features in the
glider can help the natural shock·absorbing
characteristics of the pilot's body resist the
forces involved in a crash landing.
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Glidervvork
C of A OVERHAULS
and REPAIRS
By L. GLOVER senior Inspector
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Husbands Bosworth Airfield, Near Rugby
Tel. Market Harborough 880375
Lutterworth 57544
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The practical experience of 25 years and
150,000 Launches have gone into the design
and manufacture of this new winch.
Keep your launch costs to a minimumenquire about tile reliable Supacat Winch.
Supacat Ltd.

@
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IQ8231 680379

Holcombe House, Hemyock, Devon EX1S 3PX'
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a complete range of airband radio equipment
'l't710 ha.nd-held tre.nsoelver ( •••••OQ Ino VAT) CAAAPPROVliD, 118 to 136.975 MHz (reoelve
&lid transmit), 108 to 117.976 MHz (NAV BAND receive only), no need tor crystaJs, retatns threlt
frequencies In m<;mory, supplle~ complete With nio&<l. battery, m&1ns eha.rger, hellcal whip &erl&!.
USI sc&nn1ng rscelvltr (.10-.'8 tnc VAT), fr&quency range 110 to 139 MHz, one hundred
memory ehanriels, 12V DC operation (a mains power unit Is ava.1lable tor homlt USlt), an option&!
rechargee-ble nic&<l. ps.ok a.nd soft C8S8 mus the R532 truly porte-ble.
••lJ78 two oha.nnel plUS tune-ble trom 118 to 136 ~Hz (.840.88lnc VAT) a.nd .SISIIx cha.nnel
so&nn1ng (.10S.'11 lne VAT) pocket port&bles, crystaJ controlled, operate on Intern&! dry cell or
nioad battery.
.&bOO. (receiver ""8'.00 mc VAT), frequency ra.ngl 25 to 650 MHz a.nd 800 to 1300 MHz,
narrow be.nd FM, w1(le band:rM a.nd AM (supplled With simple telescopic &er1&! e.nd m&1ns power
supply).
Plee.slt send tor turther det&1lsto:

LOWE ELBC'rRONICS LIMITED

I

.•LI
~;~• •

or; .';";-':'_ ••

!

Chestertleld Roe-d, M:atlock, Derbyshlre DE4 6LE
• • • L_'_L.
Telephone 0629 2817, 2430, 4067,4995 Telex 377482 LOWLEC G
......
.
Shops In Glasgow 041 945 '2626, Darllngton 0325 486121, Cambridge 0223 31 1230, Ce.rd1t! 0222464164, London 01 ~9 3266,
Bournemouth 0202 677750.

t. o.

801. imponer and. distributor ~or AOl\ and 81GNAL equipment

OXYGEN EQUIP,MENT

The Air Apparatus & Valve A.I.R. 24 series oxygen equipment for gliders,
comprising a control head and 680 litre oxygen cylinder, is now available for self
j'nstallation. Wilh all the in-flighl oxygen, controls siluated, in the one position, this control
bead has been developed from the Company's highly successful Domiciliary oxygen unit to
Drug Tariff Specification 01 B.
The 680 litre cylinder is of British manufacture in aluminium to H.O.A.L. 4
specification and is supplied valved and charged to 2000 p.s.i.
The company also supplies oxygen equipment based on 230- and 680-litre
cylinders, and face masks complete with valves and economiser bags.
In the unlikely event of servicing being required, the company operates a 24-hour
tum-' round postal system.

NOW AVAILABLE - SLlMLlNE 630 CYLINDERS

AIR APPARATUS & VALVE LTD

1fA~"tl:Jv~1~f

Unit 1, Blackwater Way, Aldershot, Hants. GU12 4DL
reI: Aldershot (0252) 334581

8hoffmann
TWO SEAT GRP MOTOR GLIDER
LOW INTEFtEST FINANCE
BRITISH C of A
FOLDING WINGS
EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE
THREE POSITION PROPELLER
Contact
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Airmark Aviation Ltd, 48 Crosslands Avenue, Southall, Middx

TeI01-574-1603
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TERRY HURLEY

GREYBEAAD

THE
AIRFIELD

I CAI REVE SE
AIVTHII.

Terry gives a thought to
HusBos as it was before Its
gliding days

The last time Greybeard appeared in S&G was when he wrote
the club news report. His friends love his stories of what he
calls Uthe string and sealing wax days" and have persuaded
him to send us the occasional article spanning his 33 years In
gliding In four count-rles.

A

fter a spell of dry weather the faded grey
lines of the overgrOWrl runways can be seen
from the air lying like old bones beneath the
thin coverlrog of grass, and just to' the east of
the new hangar there 'are hummocks like
neglected graves where the bomb stores used
to stand. You notice these things briefly as you
drift back to the field' to land, then once on the
ground you forget them.
But long before the club came to this airfield
bringing its Bocians, and its Chipmunks, other
men flew from mere In Wellingtons and
Hurricanes. Not that the field has any
dramatic, historic associations - nobody
busted any dams from here or went with a
thousand bombers to raid Cologne. This was
merely an OperatioAa~Conversion Unit, one of
many dispersed through the East Midlands,
where young airmen received the final stages
of their wartime training before being posted to
their tours with Bomber Command. We ~now
now from the sad statistics Ihow few ever
survived those thirty trips.

It's BS calm Bnd green
and pleasant as any other
meadow In England
Former operational fields are not liike ours.
Even today they have a haunted atmosphere
and are silent with that I!.Innatural silence that
rings in your ears atter the shut-down o,f powerful aero engines. AirfieldS like those have as
many ghosts as Culloden or GettysbLjrg. But
our field has no ghosts and ,no history to speak
of, and it's as calm, and 'green, and pleasant
with its wild flowers and flocks of plovers as
any other meadow in England.
Occasionally, during autumn ploughing the
local farmer tlJtnS up a ,few shards of perspex,
or a fragment of aluminium crumped llike an
old chocolate wrapper, and sometimes a
handful of .303 bullets, the copper jackets
green and corroded by forty years in the heavy
dark soil. Around here farmers have been
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W a t have t got to show for all that time on
gliding fields? I've never broken any records
unless It be forbelngconstralned to the two-pew
as the only instructor on those 9QOCI soaring days
- my launches In thousands nearly exceed, my
hours In hundreds and I have little Interest in
belting around closed ,circuits with my flying con-

digging out the debris of wars since Cromwell
brought the king 10 battle just beyond Ihe
crossroads, 'bu,t these few relics are alii tRat
remain of two Wellingtons which cr'Sshed on
tile approach to the airfield during night
training exercises - these and the gap in the
tall line of elms which stand, a mile to the east.
This isn't the stuff of history, however. These
were just incidents, though somebody
probably stil remembers them and always will.
One of our club members has collected a
few souvenirs of the airfield during its, active
years - a list of aircraft types, names of base
commanders, some faded photographs of
smiling young men grouped in hont of blackpainted bombers. You can find similar
photographs ,taken during that period in
almost any country in the world. Only the
aircral! marJ<ings are different.
The club bought this field more than twenty
years ago, glad to have the benefit of the
wartime levelling and draining, tl1e cleared
approaches and the other facilities which the
RAF left behind them. On fine weekends during
the summer people drive out frOm the great
industrial towns of tbe Midlands and line the
toad to watch us fly. They bring their wives,
kids and parents, and make a day of it with
picnics, folding chairs and cameras. A cheerflJl
Italian comes in his van all the way from
'Coventry to sell them ice-cream.
There are ,times, though, when a particular
intentness about one or other of the middleaged men following us so carefully t,hrough his
'binoculars catches my attention, and I wonder
if il'sjust us in ourgliderstflat he's watching or
whether !Rere's something else that only he
can now remember how to see.

trolled by the demands of microteclnology. But I
have:had all those years'Of a wonderful sport with
the most wonderful companions, unsurpassed
views, memorable (to me) 'lights and the odd
exciting moment. I 'have also amassed a 'fair
number of gliding, or gliding associated, stories
and personal experiences with whiCh I rElgularly
bore ab-Initios. Imagine my surprise when it was
suggested that 1should write some of them down
for S&G.

*

*

*

Recently I had a few marvellous days at a club
in Wales and on waving gOOdbye drove out very
cautioUsly along the high tledged road with the
trailer touching both sides. About a mile clown the
winding road 'I roll1ded a sharp turn to find a car
parked in a very short and shallow passing place.
I shouted that 1couldn't pass and would he drive
on in front of me loot he said he had just reversed
as there was someone coming up with a cara-

van.
Doom, 1I thought, switching off arid leaping out.
I told him there wasn't a passing place behind for
ages and anyway it was impossible to reverse
my length around tl'le bends I had just negotiated. He said I would have 10 as the chap
approaching couldn't reverse his caravan to
which I replied that If he couldn't reverse he
shouldn't be on the road. , would go down and
meet him and if need be feverse the caravan for
him.
secure in my knoWledge of years of trailer
reversing, I trotted round the comer with my new
companion in tow, ready to demonstrate my skill,
albeit rather puzzled as to why the van was laking S0long to appear,
On rounding the comer I froze in my tracks.
There was the caravan - Romany type, horse
drawn, led by an old man with an equally ancient
spouse pushing on the rear to help the eVeriOlder
member of the equine race whiCh looked about
ready to expire in harnElS$.
"See," my companion said, "I told you he
couldn't reverse. Now let's see you do it." Me,l'm
just a loud mouthed idiot. I'U draw the proverbial
line over the next hour, suffice it to say that 1now
claim I can reverse almost anything.
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BGA CONFERENCE
These annual junketings, like good wine, get
better with age. The Yor1<shire GC were the
hosts fOf' the BGA Conference at the Old Swan
Hotel, Harrogate from March 1-2 and coming at
the end of a grim winter spell it was a relief to
contemplate the approaching season.
Pilots from Northern Ireland, Aboyne, West
Wales and most parts of England braved various degrees of snow and found this a popular
centre for the non-gliding wives and girlfriends
while they immersed themselves in the full
programme.
This year for the first time the Saturday m0rning offered three wor1<shops - management,
under Jbhn Honand, chairman of the BGA
Development Committee, f1yirJQoperalions,
(launching) chaired by John Gibson and
cross-country under the chainnanship of John
Taylor, BGA Competition and Awards Committee. This generated a lot or discussion, some
interesting talks and a good exchange of Ideas
with Bill Scu., Nikkl C8mpbell, Bob Rodwell,
John Honand, Dave Roberts, Peter Atkin, Peter
Moss, John Charlett-Green, David Clayton,
John Jeffries, Dick Stratton (BGA chief technical officer) and Justin Wills among the speakers. In the afternoon Tom Bradbury spoke on
how to spot the good soaring days followed by
an update on the airspace situation by Chris
NichOlas, chairman of the BGA Airspace
Committee, and Bill ScuR, BGA director of
operations.
Ben Watson, the BGA chainnan, ran the
AGM smoothly and it was gratifying to find the
BGA more than £16000 in the black, giving a
planned fOf' contingency fund.
He presented BGA diplomas to GiI Phillips
(West Wales GC) and Frank Thompson (Burn
GC) fOf' their services to gliding and in particular to their clubs.
The dinner-dance was attended by more
than 200 people with Bill Walker, the MP who
is our spokesman on gliding in the House, and
his wife among the guests. Mike Bird, who
chaired the conference, was in good fonn as
the guests speaker asking everyone to "drink
to the infinite variety of gliding."
The majority of the annual trophies were
presented by David Chaplin, the Yorkshire
GC's chalnnan, though a few were accepted by
club members on behalf of winners. They were
awarded as follows: Seeger cup (longest distance in a two-seater); M. B. Jefferyes and P.
F. McElamey (Essex) fOf' a 429.6km Q'R,
North Weald, M18/A1 in a Silene on July 7;
CIIlifomla In England cup (longest distance
by a female); Hilary Stewart (Lasham Gliding
Society) for a 502.7km Quadrilateral, HusBos,
Lasham, Lutterworth, Chieveley in a Std Cirrus
on July 7; Furlong trophy (for the largest
declared triangle) and the Wakef1e1d trophy
(greatest distance); C. C. Rollings (Booker) for
a nO.5km triangle, Petersfield, Welshpool,
Yor\( in a Jantar lA on May 28; Yolk CUP
(longest Q'R); Robin May (London) for a
545km. Dunstabl~, lhirsk in an ASW·20 on
May 28; Frank Foater trophy (fastest declared
SOOkm); C. Batty (Cotswold) for 51:3km at
74.14km'h from cambridge NF, Nympsfield.
Southam, Aston Down in 80 ASW-2Q on July 7;
Manlo cup (fastest 300km with one or two
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BGA DIPLOMA WINNERS

~
Frank Thompson, left, and GiI Phlllps who were awarded BGA diplomas for their services to glding.
Photo: A Murray Wilson.

TPsy, R. Jones (Avon) fOf' a 306km trianget at
117.14krrVh, Lasham, Birdlip; M1/A508 in a
Nimbus 3 on May 28; De Havllland trophy
(maximum gain of height); M. F, Cuming
(Booker) to 2QOOOft at Aboyne in a pegasus on
October 7; Hex Pilcher trophy (earliest predeclared 500km of the year by a pilot completIng this task for the first time) for a508km
triangle, Bre<:on, Lake Vyrnwey, 'Dunstable in
an ASW-20 on May 28 and thEl Enlgml trophy
(winner of the National Open ladder); T. Stuart
(London); L. du Garde Peach trophy (winner
of the National Club Ladder); Annabel Lucas
(Lasham); Firth Vlckera trophy (second on the
Open Ladder); F. Ji. Sheppard (Booker) and the
Stlngaby trophy (second on the Club ladder),
C. G. Starkey (Surrey & Hanls).
lan Walton, a young Midland GC member
who has Just become a professional painter,
donated a ~autiful picture of an ASW-19 crossing the finishing line which was raffled and
made £175 for the British Tearn fund.
The exhibition was well arranged and varied
with a 00-400 and an L5-6 rigged on the hotel
lawn.
Sunday found Bill Scull frightening the audience again this year with Hazards, a short
sharp shock treatment, foDowed by a talk 00
glider design by Dieter Parr, production manager of RoIIaden-Schneider. In the afternoon
"Black" Jack Harrison spoke about the joys of
Aboyne, beautifully illustrated with slides, and
the conference ended with Mike Bird giving a
vote of thanks to the Yorkshire GC, and ililparticular Mike Benson, their organiser" and to
Ben Watson ,and NikkicC8mpbell for arranging
the programme.

OPEN CLASS NATIONALS
AI Farmer, competition director of the Open
Class Nationals being run by the RAFGSA at
RAF HUllavington (1'1. miles north of the M4
junction 17 on the A429) fmm July 26-August
3, says ,that visitors by road or air will be
welcome.
Access during the day will be via a gate
which leads directly on to the A429, '12 a mile
north of the Lower Stanton St Quintin,
crossroads. Visitingaircrafl will be by PPO
on 06663233 ext 313, with a call on
130.10MHz when approaching the airfield. All
visitors should bfing a logbook or gliding
licence as proof of their interest in gliding.

GLIDING
CERTIFICATES
DIAMOND DISTANCE
No.
1/318

Name
J. P. Gorringe

Club
Booker

1985
28.5

DIAMOND GOAL
No.
211469

Name
G. Terry

211470

W. G. Upton

Club
1986
Newcastle & Teesside
(in Australia)
2.1
Culdrose
(in Australia)
24.'

DIAMOND HEIGHT
No.
31714
3/715

Name
Club
Jane McCoshim Deeside
M. J. Haynes
Deeside

1985
15.12
24.2
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READY FOR THE INTERNATIONAL RALLY

GOLOBADGE
No.
1140

Name
G. Terry

1141
1142

A. W. Cox
W. G Uplon

Club
1986
Newcastle & Teesside
2.1
Enstone Eagles
12.1
Culdrose
24.1

GOlD HEIGHT
Name
R. E. Petliler
JaneNash
M.D.Bowman
R. F. J'ones

A. W. Cox
D.P.Taylor

1986
Club
Blackpool & Fylde
3.1
Enstone Eagles
18.1
Hambletons
18.1
Shropshire
12.1
Enstone Eagles
12'.1
Yorkshire
1,5,12.85

GOlD DISTANCE
Name

Club
1986
Newcastle & Teesside
(in Australia)
2.1
Portsmouth Naval
10.1
(in Australia)
Culdrose
24.1
(in Australia)

G. Terry

R.E. Baker
W.G.Upton

SILVER BADGE
No.
7152
7153

Name
M. S. Smith
M. 1:. Kingston

Club
Bath&Wilts
London

1986
15.6.85
21.3

AIR LEAGUE SCHOLARSHIPS
•you are over 17 and under 22 years on May
311987 and B British citizen resident lin the
UK, yoo ere eligible to apply Iortha Air league
Educational Trust Flying, Scholarships for 1987
which lIive 15 hours flVing Instruction. Application forms are from the ~etary, The Air
League Educationall ntlst, 4 HamiltOfl Place,
London W1 V 000 and must be completed and
rellln$d not later than Septen100r 1 1986.

BGA

ThiS beautiful Stelnadler, photographed by Jar} Tunstall, is OM Of the gliders beIng flown at the
14th International Glider Rally at Lasham from August 2-9. When members of an Austrian club
heard about ehrls Wills' Kranich accident in 1979; they gav.e the Vintage CluG this glider which
is flown by Chris and a syndicate. David Chapman will be the Rally pilot. It was de~/gned by
Erwin Musger after the Second World War as·a development of his 1935 Mg 9, designated tbe
Mg 19, and translated Steinadler means Golden Eagle. It was flown for the first time in 1951 and
Is now based at Booker.

BARRON HILTON CUP
," yOIl have seen the new video "The Quiet
Challenge" you cam't fail to wish that yOIl could
be offered a free flight te> the USA to be the
guest of Barron Hilton at his Nevada rancll for
a week's free gliding ,in one or his aircraft.

That lis the prize 0fI offer to each of the Class
winners 'or the best (handicapped) flight
between March 1 and September 15 which
complies. with the competition rules. If
Interested, then ask the BGA for a copy of the'
regulations.

MAllORDER

In t~ dark.about gliding 'acts anc;l
figures? The best way to throw
some light on your problem is to
look in the BRITISH SOARING
YE~RBOOK. Get the new edition
of the official B.G.A. publication
and vou'llI find all the answers.
Doll" stay in the gloom - order a
copy of the BRITISH SOARING
YEARBOOK now for £3.00 including postage and packing.

Order these items from

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., ,FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE 1 7ZB
or ask us to send you our complete sales list

JuneIJu~
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Telephone 0533 531051
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UKA

.

;1

EIRE

OQOB======-

CANOPIE,S

Brand new
original R.A.F.

*

FLYING
OVERALLS

SOLE AGENTS

SOARING (OXFORD) LlD
0491-37184
* * * * * * * * * * * *

G1098 Motor Glider
OUTSELLS THE REST:
FIND OUT WHY,

** * * * * * * * * * *
Original Luftwaffe Grey
Goatskin flying j.ackets, £126.50
inc, VAT. Beautiful quality.

* * * * * *

MOST
SHAPES
AND SIZES
IN STOCK

* * • *
G102 Single Seat Glider

*
FITTING IF
REQUIRED

*

For details and demonstrations
of the above, contact the SOLE

UK/EIRE AGENTS:

JOHN ADAMS
SOARING (OXFORD) LlD
Lower End,. Ewelme,
Oxon
0491..37184
Telex 83147 Attn Soaring

'

S~~~M

C~~

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

84-91
91-99
99-107
84-91
91-99
99-107
91-99

165-173
165-173
165-173
173-180
173·180
173-180
180-189

!

Size 1 to 4 £24,
Size 5-7 £28, P&P £2

•

BOB REECE, Rematic

I

t' \ il .1. i

GOOD OPTICS

* * * ** * * * * * * *
ALL GROB OWNERS:
WE HAVE SPECIAL
INSURANCE RATES
RING OR WRITE FOR
DETAILS

Bulk purchase of
these superior top
'quarty flying
overalls to buy at , __ .
1/~r~ ofthe
onglOal cost
.,. .,

*

**

By popular demand, a new
production run - ask for details
of this sturdy single seater.

:

:•
;
i:
I:

ALSO A LIMITED AMOUNT
OF USED EX·RAF Z
HARNESS AT £45 carr £3

,.

SchoolHouse
Norton, Nr Worcester
Te'l Worcester
(0905) 821334

M Urban Trading Ltd,

101/3 Brixton Hill,
London, SW2 1AA
Tel: 01·6740121

......................................

Sailplane & Gliding
The magazine can be obtained from most Glid ing Clubs in
Gt. Britain, alternatively send £9.50 postage included for
an annual subscription to the British Gliding Association,
Kimberley House, Vaughan Way, Leicester.
Red leather-cloth binders specially designed to take copies of the
magazine and gold-blocked with the title on the spine are only
available from the B.G.A,
Price £4.25 including post and packing,
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OVERSEAS AGENTS
CANADA
T, R. Beas/ey. Soaring Supplies, PO Box 4851.
St, Laurent. p.a. Canada, H4L 4Z5,
SOUTH AFRICA
Peter Eich, PO Box 82707, Southdale 2135, Johannesburg, Transvaal.
HOLLAND
Aeropress (Ary Ceelen) P Stockmanslaan 53, 5652 RB Eindhoven
USA and all other Countries
Payable In either Sterling £9,50 or US $15 but Intemattonal Money
Orders preferred, direct to the Brlttsh Gliding Assoclatton.
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TOMZE~LLEY

CIVV
REPORT
Some brief extracts from, a
report by Tom Zealley, BGA
delegate, who attended the
Commission International de
Vol a Voile (CIW) meeting in
Paris on March 21-22. Ben
Watson attended as BritiSh
team manager.

Olympics. The ntemationall Olympic Commit·
lee had agreed that three aviation sports should
qualify foI' the 1992 Olympic Games - parachutfig and hang gliding, which Were keen to be
.miffed, and gliding at lOC's own suggestion.
Although CIW had decided &wo years ago that lit
didn't wish to seek admiSSion for gliding, the
ltIainnan, Bill Evans (USA), recommended Iettlg the issue rest to see how things developed.

RuIea. On the recently introduoed three TP lUle

trilistance badges, there were two situatiOns
where interpretation was required:

Motor gll~..., ,Per Weishaupt (DenmarK)
reported as usual', mentioning records, the lJseof
an
motor gliders for scientific research
increasing Interest by manufacturers in both
self-launching and retrieve-only motor gliders.
It was agreed that Photo time! Aeorgraph
"nked equipment (and similar devioes) for flight
verification in gliders and motor glider should be
given a trial. It was stressed that manufacturers
and national aero clubs should pay special attention to corrobOrative evidence and methods of
avoiding tampering with the mechanism.
The meeting also approved a resolution that
self-sustaining gliders should be included within
the definition of a motor glider - at present they
qualify as neither gliclersor motor gliders.

aoo

Club Class. France offered tQ, roo a 1987 'European Club Class competition, the place andltime
to be decided. There was interest in the description of the USA National Sports Class competitions by Berflard Smith. Not only was the glider
speed handicapped but the task was v€ltled
aCcording to the handicap of the glider. (There
was resemblance to the 1985 E>unstabl'e Regionals.)
World Championships. There was considerable discussion arising from a lettet from the
Australians conceming the dangers and potential unfalmess of holding World Championships
in mountainous country. The view was supported
by a Ilumbet of delegates (including the UK) but
there were no specifIC proposals to change the
p1amed arrangements for either Wlener Neustadt, Austria, or Minden, USA.
Wally Wallington, reporting on the plans for
Benalla in 1987, proposed the speed fennula for
race sooring should receive zero points for pilots
achieiving less than 0.7 Of the winner's speed.

Plans were discussed for the
1989 World Championships
at Wlener Neustadt

., the typical case of a predeclar.ed triangl$

where the start and finish were to be the base
ai1IeId, the pilot might decide after comPleting
...., task to remain airbOrne, photograph thelbase
ai1IeId and then fly on and land elsewhere to
achieve a greater dist~. The, meeting agreed
f18t ~ would be reasonable to allow both the'
lr1engle (as BgoaI flight) and the greaterdistance
bin as a dlsta~ flight.
In the second case considered the pilot
declares B remote stan point and a remote finish
point In addition to three TPs and aiso separate
Iran his take-<>ff and landing points. AlthOugh
this represents a total of five predeclared points
the meeting decided that the distance between
hie start point and finish point shoold 'be allowed
mcount for distance.
The meeting again confirmed that the principle
cl the pilot changing his mind about his task
whist airborne should be acceptable for distance

lights.
~ W88

also decided to keep the regUlation

IVqUImg tlat

Heinrich GesaU'"spoke about the plans for the
Championships at Wlener Neustadl In 1989.
Some del~ates were concemed at the age 01
the director (24), the lack of camping facilities on
the airfield 8nd the proposal to hold the preWorlds two years instead of the usual one year
before the Championships. The chairman
'f)fessed Austria strongly to reconsider the last
lpoint.
European Championships. The UK delegate
$uggested we might submit a bid to hOld the
Europeans in' England in 1988. There were no
adverse comments and no .hematlve offers
mentionec:t.
Women's Championships. Bulgaria end Sweden made bids to hold the wCilrTl8n's European
Championships In 1987 and Bulgaria WOll the
vote. A bid for the USSR to 'be the hosts in 1989
was agreed.

World Championships rules be

ftxed and epproved at least eight months prior to
the event
June/July 1986

Glider Cl...... Tl'\ere Was a lengthy and at
times confused discussion en varioUS proposalS

Scandinavlans Introduced
proposals for limitations
to 15 Metre and Standard
Classes
under this heading Including the previously 000sidered HIm Class and the Two-seater Class.
There was a new prQP0S81 fl'()m some of the
Scandinavians to introduce some limitations to
the existing 1srn and Standard Classes (eg no
walerbalast for Standard Class). In the end none
of the proposals for change; were agreed.
Airspace. This sessiOn was opened bY Bemard
Smith (USA) giving the results 'of his investigation into the availability 01 cheaP modem
Navaids. He repol1ed that a wide range of
equipment 'utilising modern micro-chip technology such as a small hand-held VQA was
becoming available at ever decreasing priCes.
Several delegates waxed eloquent about the
benefits to be derivedfrom the hi-tech that was in
prO$p8Cf including the total electronic control of
competitions. It was agreed that Bemard would
continue his worK in this area and would oollect,
collate and Clistribute the information<:oncemed.
The main discussion, (lead at Billlvans suggestion by TSZ) evoked eonsiderable interest, but In
the nature Of the subject there were few specific.
decisions. One concrete result wa~ the .preparation of a list of the names ,and addresses of the
gliding airspace specialists in each member
country. rhis was ,immediately photocopied and
circulated.
Representatives'rom UK, USA, W. Germany
and Switzerland each described the key aspects
of the gliding airspace situatiOn in their country.
(The F'rench delegate declined 10 do SO.)1lle
emphasiS was on the "diplomatiC" approaches
used 10 negotiate with the, National Airspace
Regulatory authorities and the different techniques adopted for "oohabitatior,., betweenglider:s
and commercial and military aircraft.
Other subjects mentioned were the poor use
made of statistics by the authorities aOO the
increasing use of 720 channel radio by gliders.
It was agreed that a simple questionnaire
should be prepared and the results circulated to
all member countries to assist information
exchange. TSZ agreed to do this.

Other Items. Other subjects briefly discusSed
incltJded the 'Barron Hllton cup which is continuIng, the regular report on OSTN affairs, and a
discourse led by Piero Morelll onthe ideal design
'Of low plane. A motion Introduced as AaB to,ban
two-seaters in the Open Class (because of the
unfair advantage of having a second crew
member to share the work-load) was not
adopted because It was feh that it deserved more
careful consideration within delegates own countries before decision.
Bemard Smith reported that the SSA was
Investigating the possibility of a more advanced
badge; possibly a speed requirement or a dis·
tance requirement that was progressively uprated as pllots and gliders advanced. Views were
requested.
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GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS

SAILPLANE
& ENG.
SERVICES LTD.

Repairs and overhauls
carried out
Approved for PZL and Winter
Instruments

C's of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE
STEEL TUBE & WOODEN AIC

Barograph Calibration centre

SKYCRAFT

Write or phone:

M. G. Hutchinson

Services Ltd

WRITE OR PHONE:

'Tan.field'
Shabdan
Nr. Leominster
Herefordshire HR69LX

6 FRENCH'S ROAD
CAMBRIDGE CB4 3LA

KEN BLAKE
BUXTON 4365

TEl: (0223) 315273

SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LTD.
HOLMFIELD RD., BUXTON, DERBYS.

Tel. 056-881-368
(answering machine)

NEW PROPELLERS, OVERHAULS
AND REPAIRS,
FROM THE SPECIALISTS.

o
HOFFMANN

PERRY'S
WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN WIRE AND
FIBRE ROPES/CABLES
Let us try and reduce your running costs
by quoting for your requirements of:

GLIDER TUG and
MOTOR GLIDER
MAINTENANCE
REPAIR and
OVERHAUL

PROPELLER

Towing Wires/Cables
Advise length, size and construction
Ropes
Advise length, size and type

~ ~ @~@ df.@l~~@t2!./li1@

Galvanised and Stainless Steel
Fastenlngs
Thermal Clothing

ASSOCIATES

llD ~

WHEN ONLY

THE BEST WILL DO

GRaB G109B
INSTRUCTION
and HIRE

Your enquiries will be welcome.

Bowker Air
Services Ltd.
Rush Green
Hitchin, Herts.

PERRY CLAMPS LIMITED
90 Church Street, Blrkenhead
Merseyside L41 5EQ
Tel 051-647 5751 Telex 627826
Contact Antony Sedgwick

(0438)

355051

PESCHGES -

ELEClllONlC VARIOMETER AND NAV
COMPUTER SYSTEMS ARE

THE BEST

THE AVIATION BOOKSHOP
HAS
THOUSANDS OF BOOKS
THOUSANDS OF MAGAZINES
in many languages - as well as
THOUSANDS OF PHOTOGRAPHS

-

All on Aviation: WW1, WW2, Civil,
Military, Engineering, Aero Modelling,
Navigation, Pilotage, Helicopters,
Meteorology etc.

THE MOST ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
OFFERS YOU
Excellent eccuracy
Unequeled TE compensation
Excellent response
No Clllibretion or eltitud. erron
Mexlmum durebility
Easy InsteNetlon, only pitot end stetic needed
Optionel dial Le reedout as illustreted

FLETINER-

~

~ pre=~~:ss,

Call in - or send £1 for large
catalogue

~

THE AVIATION BOOKSHOP

~

656 Holloway Road
London N19 3PD
reI: 01-2723630
Access and Visa welcomed
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lliEBEST

-

humidity. and heat

build-up in your trailer.
Contact:

TED LYS

BOBSZULC

54TORBRYAN
INGATESTONE
ESSEX CM4 9HN
TeI: (02n) 352418

46GREAVES AVE
WALSAll
T.I: (0922) 30810

STORCOMM
TWO-WAY RADIO
TR7603 Air Set

TR7804 Vehicle Set

Each set fitted with all four gliding channels
130.4, 130.125, 130.1 and 129.9.
'Volmet' 128.6 optional on channel 4.

* Full

*
*
*
*

power transmitter with excellent
speech quality.
Highly sensitive and selective receiver
works both distant and close range.
Extremely rugged and reliable.
Full back-up service and spares available.
CAA and NATS approved.

All radios supplied absolutely complete with
easy fit connectors and all fittings.
Details information, prices and full Technical
Specifications FREE from

GEORGE STOREY Tel. 0932784422
H.T. Communicltio.... P.O. Box 4

SUNBURY ON T1IAMES. Middl_x. 1W16 7TA
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YOUR LETTERS
AJRAfAN$HIP THE PRIMARY GOAL

A RECORD BREAKER?

Delr Edit>!',

Dear Editor,
I have been associated with gliding (in all
sorts ~paciti$s) since 1960. In this time I
have assisted, In the installation of four septic
tanks. Is this a record?
M. C. USHERWOOO, Huntington, Yorlf.

AJlhough agreeing fervently with Vie Carr
(April Issue, p75) lhat thEl crashery going on in
the fields of the UK iSa disgrace 10 the sport,
for once I disagree 'Profoundly with him about
hla proposed solution that every club should
buy aglas$ twcrseater. It is easy to hear about
III pailfulllnancial oo~s ensuing
Iran such a declsior! in some clubs, but that is
1)01 the point of my letter.
ff pIoIs are not being taught to be competent
., K-l3s they certainly will not be 'in anything
1Ise. The crashery, about 20% of all aoc:idents,
wfU not stoP until airmanship Is' taught as the
prlmllY goal and pilots are expect9d tQ acquire
experience and skill before they earn the
pMege of being allowed to go cross-country.
I we can't do better,. then the litigation ,now
reachi1g back inlo the club of an offending pilot
wtD sort us out eventually.
That vastly experienced piloVwriter, E. G.
Gann, whose words on airmanship should be
required reading, wrote of some pilots that they
leave a stain in the air behind them. If a pilot
has to crash before he oonsiders mending his
ways, one might ask what his club was dOing
about the visible evldenc$ ,in his local flying.
PIlots taught wetlln K- ~ 3scan leam to ny
enyIhlng safely. They can also be ta~ht badly
., glass two--seaters. Or vf~ versa. Attiludes
nfar more important than hardware. Crosscountry ftying Is too often promoted as the sole
of gflding, somelhing that must be done.
<bessions make pilots leave their brains at

am

home.
JOHN GIBSOO, Lytham Sf Mnes. Lancs.

CABLE PARACHUTES VIS·A-VISGLlDERS
Dear Editor,
The very short answer 10 Tony Gee's very
long Ieller (Ihe last issue, p91) is ItO Use a very
long strop made of non-elastic material. Such
an arrangement is Incorporated into tile sixdrum van Gelder winch at Dunstable.
DICK STRAITON, BGA chief teehnlcal officer

SPINS FOR BRONZE Cs?
Dear Editor,
When wlU spins in solo machines be made a
~ll8I1lent for Bronze badges? It would be
I1e logical answer to one of Bill Scull's very
Interesting talks some time back.
~ PATTERSON, Sldmouth, Devon.

III Scull, BOA director of operations,
IIPIIM: My own view - not necessarily that of
III Ntructor1' Committee - is that before a
Plot makes deliberate solo spins he should
hive had adequate dual training. Due to lack of
fIcI1IIIes the dual training may not be satisfacby. Therefore 8016 spins for the Bronze badge
CIMOt be a national requirement.

0'

NEWS FROM ZIMBABWE

I

Dear Editor,
It must be a good, many years since we last
oontributed Iq your excellent magazine, so I
guess a few lines from this part of the world
won't go amiss.
Since Zimbabwe became independent in
1980, gliding in this CQUntry has become
somewhat stagnant. Owing to an extreme shortage of foreign ourrency" nO new aircraft have
been Imported and most of the hOt ships that
were here have gone south together with their
ownersl
However those of us who have decided to
stay put still enjoy our soaring in what can only
be described as almost Ideal ool'lditions the
whole year round. The number of days during
the year when gliding isn't possible due to bad
weather can usually be counted on one hand.
At the moment we only have two active clubs,
Warren Hills (,formerly-Salisbury GC) and our
own club (Midlands).
Our CIUD lleel oonsists ofa Blanik and Dart
15, both 20 years-old, a 27 year-old Skylark 3
and a 38 year-old Goevier. The only glass ship
is a privately owned Diamanl 16.5. We are trying to repair a Swallow that was virtually written
!Off'in 1984. As you can guess It really makes
our mouths water to read about all the lovely
gliders available in the UK. Maybe one day
things may come right again ·but 'until then we
make do with what we have.
We have always stuck to winch launching at
our club and with our two-drum winch driven by
an Oldsrnobile VS Rocket motor we average
some 50 launches a weekend, OUr cable is
12/14 gauge oval wire with a breaking strain of
1400lbs. A join takes only a few minutes using
a copper ferrule with bolh ends wrapped
around.
After lwo fatal accidents involving Blaniks, ,in
1974 and 1984, we have devised what we cOnsider a foolproof oont~ column in the fronl
OOCkpit of our present Blanik. Thisoonsists of a
stout coil spring of 'some 15cm in length and
3.6Om Wide, welded onto the base of the front
cockpit column. The handle part 01 the stick is
then welded onto the top 01 the spring, r.estorIngl the stiCk to its original length. For pupil
training a plastic.tube Is fittedl over the spring
making it quite rigid for normal training, but in
an .emergency - such as the pupil freeZing on
the 'stick - lhe plastic will crack leaving the
Instn:JCtor In full oontrol. When a PI flies from
the front seat a steel sleeve replaces the plastic. We would be happy to pass on any further
infonnation ,on lhis mod to any club operating a
two-seater training aircraft.

In conclusion, we would like to hear from any
ex-members who have Iosllouch over the
years.
HARVEY QUAIL, President of the Midlands
GC, PO Box 725, Gweru, Zimbabwe.

REVIEWS
British Soaring Yearbook 1986-7, edited by
Gordon Camp. Published by the BGA and
available from them at £2.75 plus 25p p&p.
All the information you need to discover
who pushed you out of your thermal or who
has been talking too much on the glider
frequency can be found in the Yearbook.
Apart from a comprehensive list of all
National and International gliding records,
British holders of 1000 and 750km diplomas
and all three Diamonds, it contains National
Ladder rules, BGA speed indices, badge
requirements and information on UK
airspace.
All BGA member clubs are given as well as
a complete list of sailplanes currently
registered with the the BGA togelher with
their registration letters and competition
numbers where applicable.
Well presented with more illustrations than
before, the Yearbook is a very useful addition
to your bookshelf and possibly your map
pocket.
B.H. BAYCE-SMITH

Gliding at Sutton Bank, a guide for new
members and visitors by Harold Dale and
Dick Stoddart, priced at £2.50 plus 50p p&p.
This comprehensive briefing book is
divided into sections and only Ihose
appropriate to your needs and ambitions
need be read at a time.
Part 1 covers the gelling airborne and
down again bit for all the runs with emphasis
wisely placed on whal to expect on the
circuits.
Part 2 is soaring and cross-counlry. With
many miles 01 ridge all the notable areas are
discussed with reference to one of the many
adequate line drawings. The wave section is
longer and possibly of most interest to most
people as wave flying is really what sites like
Sutton Bank are all about.
Finally, Part 3 explains Ihe present state of
all the local airfields.
PETER BAKER
IS THIS A RECORD?
Moseley-Williams of Southdown and
Booker GCS started gilding just before her 70th
birthday, went solo at 72, did her C certificatEl
at 73, her Bronze at 74 and is still flyIng K·8s at
SO. If anyone at your club can beat this please
contact Nikki Campbell at 29 Beech Avenue,
Lane End, Bucks HP14 3GC. Tel 0494 881,166.
~
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CLUB NEWS==========
Copy and photographs for the
August-September IlIue of S&G
should be sent to the Editor, 281
Queen Edlth's Way, Cambridge CB1
4NH, telephone 0223 24n25, to arrive
not later than June 10 and for the
October-November Issue to arrive not
later than August 12.
GILLlAN SRyeE-SMITH
April 9

ANGUS (Arbroath)
We have re-launched our newsletter after six
years. To maximise utilisation of equipment we
have introduced differentia/launching fees for a
trial period - at certain times a winch launch is

SOp.
The season started well in April with many
notable flights including a Silver height for Martin Davis, 4hrs for Ron Smith and Bronze legs
for John Mitchell, Malcolm Minnon and Mar1<
Kinsaven.
Les Horibine and Martin Davis have bought a
K-6cR to join the privately owned Pirat and
Vega.
M.M.K.

AVON (Bidford on Avon)
As I sit here with the hailstones bouncing playfully off the clubhouse roof and the tractor up to
its axles in mud, my thoughts tum to the summer. A Puchacz has been added to our fleet of
Blaniks, K-8s, Pilatus B-4 and Jantar to cope
with our hectic programme of courses and trial
lesson evenings.
Our annual expedition to Feshiebridge in
OCtober is planned. Some places remain for
private owners to take advantage of our
aerotow facilities. So come on down.
D.C.O.
BICESTER (RAFGSA Centre)
The new airfield bus is operational thanks to
Bob Brown and helpers., The soaring season
started well with three 100km triangles on
March 2 and several Bronze legs. Congratulations to Brian Stewart, Tom Gunningham and
Andy Holmes on going solo and to Sean Buckner on his Silver distance.
In December 1963 the RAFGSA took delivery of its first Blanik, flown from Czechoslovakia by Andy Gough, After 22yrs sterling
service the last one departed for the Isle of _
WlQht in February.
C.&G.
BLACK MOUNTAINS (Talgarth)
Now that our appeal against the National Par1<
planners has been won there are no restrictions on the continued expansion of the club.
We can soar even on Bank Holidaysl One
immediate consequence has been to buy a
142

Foumler RF5 motor glider which Is pleasant to

fly and provif\9 very popular.
Congratulations to CFI John Bally on being
selected for thQ UK team at the European
Championships in Mengen and to Tim Hum on
his Bronze C.
We say farewell to Mick Willett who moves
on to a tugging job at Lasham to be replaced
by Dave Bradley.
W.D.M.

BOOK£R (Wycombe Air Park)
Ijj is time to report the enormous success of our
self-insurance scheme. Damaged gliders are
repaired 'in next to no time in our new wor1<shop
and members have been so co-operative in
keeping crashes to a minimum that we're actually buying in wrecks fo;: our stockl
Speculation that Mary Meagher's latest opus
-l'lOW in its third printing - may I~ iiwarded
this year's "Booker" prize for literature is to be
taken lightly; however, sales are being boosted
by 'the practice of usi09 the books as Frisbees
on non-flyable days.
M.F.e.

Mike Bond used some late wave to produce
the club's best effort.
P.W.

COTSWOLD (Aston Down)
We had a very interesting series of winter talkS
which were well attended. COngratulations to
Sue Price on going sob.
We now have use of an Astir CS (except
Sundays) thanks to Mike Gribble, which is proving very popular.
Members past and present attended Emil
Chwistek's funeral- the fact there wasn't even
standing room was testimony to this wonderful
character who will be sadly missed.
LM.B.
EmU Chwlatek

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY (Cambridg9 and
Duxtord)

We finished cross-country flying in late
Novem~r and started again on March 8 with
three flights of over'100km by Richard Baker,
Peter O'Donaldand Sigfrid Neumann.
Congratulations to Richard Baker on completing hiS Go'ld C with a height gain of 120000
at Sutton ,Bank in December, to Hazel Becker
and Andy Kingswood on going 6010 and to
Mar1<Emerson on his 'Bronze C.
Our thanks to the members who helped puild
the glider work$hop which now makes us fully
autonomous at Duxford.
.
The annual dinner was at Jesus College
wheA the trophie$ were awarded. The winners
were Peter O'Donald, Paul O'Donald, IPeter
Baker (two), Steve Cooke, 'David Evans and
Steve Longland.
Obituary - Guy Baker

We were very saddened by the untimely death
of Guy Baker on the airfield recently. He had
been a very keen member for a few years following in the footsteps of two of his sons, Peter
and Richard who started gliding some years
before him. Guy flew Halifax bombers on operations in the RAF during World War 2.
He was a popular member of the club and
we send our sympathy to his wife Lily and three
sons.
B. H. Bryce-Smith

CLEVELANDS (RAF Dishforth)
Without too many good wave days during the
winter, time has been devoted to wor1<shop
activities. The Acro is in fun use and the Chipmunk has been repainted. Even the old Primary has been looked at with a view to restoration.
We hosted the first of the season's Northern
Inter-Club League meetings over Easter. Overriding memories will be of frequent heavy
showers and gliders spread around the vale.

We have lOst Emil; at the tender age of 60 a
heart attack has taken him away. Things will
never be the same again.
If you have (lver been to Aston Down you are
sure to "ave met Emil and indeed he 'WaS
IcnowA at many other ,gilding siteS.too. You
didn't forget him afterwards because he was
one of those characters that you only meet a
few times in your life.
He started gliding asa schoolboy In Poland
but when the invasion came !:le left home and
grew up in the Polish underground movement.
He subsequently escaped to Italy to join the
Free Polish Army and was decorated ai the
battle of Monte Casino.
So to England in 1945 where he married
Jean and settled down to bring up his ,children.
Tales of his kindness and help are legendary
and the circle of' his friends stretches from
Royalty to the odd tramp he brought home to
feed.
He was one of the first mern/)$rs of ·tha Cheltenham GC in 1963, which shortly became !he
Cotswold GC operating from the old Long Newton airfield flying a T-31 . He stayed with it, flying many different types and having shares at
various times in an Oly, a K-8, Pilatus 8-4,
Skylar1< 38, a Jantar and, for many years, a Cirrus. ,Goodness 'knows how many flying hours
he logged because he' didn't profess ta be a
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Cl'oss-oountry pilot and h$ (lId not go In for
Comps; It Is dQubtl\!llf he even kept a log bUt
he would disappear for hours at a time and
only In an unrerat$d oonversation later, would
)00 Ieam of some remote place that he had
been nylng over.
We now have a large hangar in construction;
Eml erected all ttle steel wori< and it is likely to
become a permanent monument at Aston
Down lO remind 'Us of Em and his little dog,
Blue. Two folk that we thought would always be
with us.
J.D.Hollend

COVENTRY (Husbands Bosworth)
Prior lO the season starting, 8 series of Bronze
Clectures were held in t~ clUbhouse on Sunclay mornings. The first 1986 crOSS-<;ountries of
rNiI tOOkm were. on Match 8 by Frank Davies
and Alan Kangurs.
Our courses are proving successful and we,
now have an~'activity" evening every Tuesday
during the summer to InclUde ten-pin bowling,
Ice-skating, swimming, roller-skating, etc.
ASport Vaga ha$ been added ta our club
fteel We are organising an "airfield week" to
encourage members to help improve the surlace of our site.
Our annual soaring course starts on June 28,
the Inter-CIoo League weekend at HlJSBos,
when there will be a disco and barbecue.

DLS.
CRANFIELD (Cranfield Airfield)
Snow prevented flying in Februal'Y but we
llIarIed again on the first weekend in March.
The club Pirat is, now resplendent after reoovering of the fuselage and wingtips.
"Mohsen" AJha-Sehed Mirzabezorg and
fllchard Medlock have gone solo. We are again
offering alrinitio sbor1 courses this 'summer.
P.J.W

CRANWELL (RAFGSA)
Many thanks to Bruce Tapson fOf his years of
dedicated service as CFI and his cootlnued
contrbrtion is much appreCiated. We weloome
Mlck Lee as our new CFt.
Our Motor Falke ,is 'being, refUrbished,. We
have 61 mentlers and the recent newsletter
has stimulated a few "summer flowers" Into
don.
We have a fun flying oompetition in May 10
tjve more Cl"OSS-<;ountry experience. Tony
Mountain. OarrenNeil, Stave ChadwiCk and
Pets Beange have gone solo.

LP.
DARTMOOR (Brentor)
AIan Huxham was elected chairman and Frank
Mares our secretary at the AGM. We now have
our first club single-seater, an Albatross, bringIng our neet up to four. Our first ,course from
Brerrtor is In June,
This spring we are widening our ~unway
which is a mile long and are starting on a second transverse runway. We have the support of
our landlord but have to proceed carefUlly in
81'¥ IlrId use changes as we are well inside the
Dartmoor National Park.
John Bolt. our treasurer, ha$ designed an

June/July 1986

Interesting set of oross shaped hangars into
which our gliders will slide.
F.G.M.

DEESIDE (Aboyne Airfield)
I've been writing these notes since my arrival at
Aboyne five years ago and am now leaving for
Yorkshire. These years will take some beating.
lhe <Hub has gone from strength to strength.
Il've seen the clubhouse built, two club Vegas
purchased, the second runway'ln use.
we've had Competition Enterprise (with
another next year) and successful task weeks.
Huge numbers of visitors oome every autumn
and increasingly at other times. I've averaged
3hr&/launch and done more Gold aO(!; Diamond
heights than I can remember. I've had the thrill
of flying over Ben Nevis, ttle fright of low level
at Rannoch Moor, the knee-knocking thermal
flying in the Cairngorms, the humiliation of an
accident. I even found a wife.
Thank you Aboyne for the most stimulating
flying 01 my life. I'll be back time and time
again.
B{ackjack.
DERBYSHIRE & LANCASHIRE (C8mphill)
The winter weather severely clKtailed flying
with snow drifts so deep it was possible to walk
on to the hangar rQOf. The few who continued
the fattling, now that Trevor ApplebY' has amicably relinqUished his franchise to do more flying and Instructing, are to be congratulated.
We had some fine soaring between the
showers during the club week before Easter
and dUring Easter, although it was frustrating
sitting under a wave cloud with the base too
low to permit launching on Easter Monday.
Our new balloon tyred, double wheeled cable
retrieve tractor seems to be doing less damage
to ttle field but even this outfit Is haVing difficulty getting' sufficient grip on the tundra-like
ground.
'Our social activites Included a superb
Christmas party, annual dinner-dance, a barbecue and an impromptu musical evening at'
Easter.
Mne ,Jennings, Keith Oldbury, Dave Stredder and Stave Calver have gone solo.
C.S.W;
DEVON 8. SOMERSET (North Hill)
Our 50% improved launch rate. mentioned in
the last issue, was due to the trial use of two
winches and fOUr cables for peak demand.
Latest update on the Supercat winch operation
is that pilots can ,now control their launch speed
themselves 'Simply 'Using their elevator:
or so the theory goes. " seems to work. or
perhaps ... I Time will tell.
The weeks either side of Easter gave some
good soaril19 but Easter is ibest described as
!'educational". Strong north-westerlies kept the
west ridge working wilh thermall and low wave
augmentation. Martyn Eisher (K-6E) got his
5hrs.
Chris Miller has his MGPPL but the Motor
Falke has disappeared for its C of A and some
de-Iamination repairs.
The airfield extension proceeds apace:

Club Newt Contrlbufora. First a vel}' big
thank you for keeping our deadlines so
magnificently. Secondly, we hope you
appreciate that this section has to be written extremely concisely in order to contain
it to a reasonable length. Many of you
achelve this admirably, not using unnecesSSI}' words or elaborate sentences -sadly
this isn't a piece for a literary style but is
Just a means of getting across Information
as briefly as possible. However, it would be
helpful" those of you who feel you are
edited severely would give your reports a
vel}' critlcalloak and see if you can cut out
the elaborations.
drains going in and stumps coming out.
Although our Sports Council grant was smaller
than hoped for we are grateful for all support
from whatever source - most of all from our
members.
I.D.K.

EAST SUSSEX (Ringmer)
Dave Felix, Ran Spear and Mike Baker have
their full Cat ratings, being checked out by
John Morris who also brought the BGA Super
Falke in March for some members to get ready
for field landings. John Williamson gave us an
interesting illustrated talk on soaring. Our
thanks to them both.
Hugh Greham is handing over as tug master
to John and Patricla Richardson (both airline
pilots) after many years' valuable service.
As a part of the programme to publicise gliding locally, a general talk on gliding has been
given by Larry Matthews to such groups as
Scouts and Young Farmers.
Will Greenwood, Mike Garbut, Arthur Dearden and Roger Warren have their Bronze Cs.
J.S.
ENSTONE EAGLES (Enstone Airfield)
The two matters of major concem are now
mostly behind us. The Upper Heyford airspace
"letter of agreement" with us has in no way
made our conditions worse and it is hoped the
good behaviour of glider plots will, at the end
of the trial period, show that the restrictions are
unnecessary. In spite of our efforts in raising at
very short notice a substantial capital sum to
purchase the main runway our tender wasn't
the highest. We understand that two other gliding clubs also tendered - if only they had
approached us we may all now be the new
owners! However the new owner - who also
owns the rest of the airfield - wishes to ensure
that we continue flying and to negotiate a long
lease with us.
Flying for the last three months has been
dogged by bad weather forcing the new "introductory course" members to be very patient.
Following our open weekend for "first lesson"
instructional flying there is now a waiting list for
this course.
Pat Blackburn and Jonathan Klngerlee made
a superb job of respraying the club K-6cR. We
have a record number of entries for the Ragionals in August.
R.J.P-B.
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"SOARING"

SPECH~l~ST

The official monthly
joumal of the Soaring
Society cA America.
The only US periodical
devoted entirely to the
sport.

SYSTErT]J~
32 FERNHILL LANE, CAMBERLEY,
SURREY, GU17 9HA
0276 33706/65876
Telex 966676 PMFAB G

£454.25

IC·A2 720cx hand held
5 watts PEP
£454.25
For subscriplion send

$25 US by inter'national
money order or international cashier's cheque
payable to the S,S.A.
at PO Box 66071,
Los Angeles. CA 90066

Gl72A 720cx
panel mount

SOLUTION:
NO PROBLEM, KEEP FLYING ALL
YEAR ROUND WITH THE FUN
ALTERNATIVE

**KIJES**

TR720 720cx hand held

tx/rx

PROBLEMS:
CROSSWINDS TOO STRONG
TODAY?
NOT GLIDING MONDAY TO FRIDAY?

£523.25

VEHICLE RADIOS etc.
Please phone for details

All manner of kites for all sorts of wind <;Onditions.
From 'Codys' and 'Crystals' to 'Marconles' and
'Malays' to 'Stunters' and 'Stratoscoops' ,(Strato8coop?l) to something called a Yakko. Intrigued?
Then phone Ipswich (04731 8324tO anytima for a
free illustrated mall order laaflet, oralmply write to:

~

ElM HOUSE, PAPER MILL lANE, BRAMFORD.
PSWICH, SUFFOlK, ... 40D

Prices include VA T

Make Insurance problems
just plane sailing . . .
CONSULT THE AVIATION INSURANCE SPECIALISTS
FOR A COMPETITIVE QUOTATION CONTACT: JON SALMON

GLIDERS, SAILPLANES,
AND POWERED AIRCRAFT

f~

FACILITIES AT LLOYD'S
Member of B.I.B.A.

LOWNDES LAMBERT
AV,IATION L1M,ITEO
Lowndes lambert House, 53 Eastcheap
London, EC3P 3HL
Tel (01) 283-2000 Telex 8814631

AB-INITIO TO DIAMOND BA'DG,E
Enjoy motor gliding from Enstone in our newly expanded fleet
A Janus CM and a PIK 2QE have joined our two Grob 109s, so now you can: ,learn to
fly ab-initio and collect your SLMGPPL' in the Grobs; convert from Bronze and
Silver Certificates to SLMGPPL; learn basic gliding techniques, field selection and
navigation; develop advanced soaring techniques in the Jalilus CM, and go for
cross-coontry soaring flights and Baclge attempts in the Plj( 20E and the Janus.
Complete beginners are welcome. Courses planned to suit your timetable and
budget. Friendly club atmosphere. Seven days a week operation throughout the
year.
No membership subscription. Tuition by CM-approved instructors. Book flying by
the hour. Pay only for flying. All aircraft available for private hire.
• Self Launching Motor Glider Private Pilot's Licence

Give us 8 ring, or, better still, come to see us:

;
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OXFORDSHIRE SPORTFLYING CLUB. ENSlONE AERODROME, CHURCH ENSTONE. OXFORDSHIRE OX7 4NP

lel: 060 872 208
SAJLPLANE & GUDING

CLUB NEWS

ESSEX (North Weald)
Alan Manson has gone solo and SyMa Tamkin
has her Bronze C. Winter layoffs, Cs of A and
cWlouse deoorations all oompIete, we made
agood early start to the season with soaring
from February onwards.
We weloome the retum of John Mitchell for
his lhird year as course instructor. Regrettably
Ran "yelloN truck" Butke has had to give up
truckaMng tor the courses after many years,
tl be replaced by Charles forsythe, but our
graW thanks to R<>n for all his work.
Guests from our twin elub" LlIdWigshafen, W.
Germany, visited us In April.
Courses started in April and can be booked
'1I019l Gary Giles, on 0245 87446.

p.w.a

ESSEX & SUFFOLK (Whatfield)
GeoII Thurtleretired as chainnan at the AGM
l!Ild we are grateful for his input, particularly
I1e dlficult site negotiations. Paul Rice has
I8ken fNer with the remainder of the committee
&tayilg In office.
PIU Rice also COllected the ladder trophy
lnll1e Jeft Cook memorial trophy for the
!IIIhest handicapped night with the 100km
Trilrlgle trophy going to Peter Wilby, the Mem!ler1' cup to Wally King and the Instructors' cup
tl Peter Cross.
Congratulations to Richard Harris and Steel
Haughtln on becoming full Cats.

R.C.A
HAAfBLETONS (RAF Dishforth)
we did our best to keep flying through the
II10W and n early March were rewarded by
t1elmals IoMowed by some wave.
Our AGM saw the retirement of two very long
servilg committee members, dlairman John
Jone$ and treasurer Mike Crane. Our thanks to
them for many years of unsung effort and best
wishes to the new ehairman, Eric Stephenson.
CM congratulations to Peter Wilson for his
award as best ab-Initio.
N. Easter we joined with Clevelands in hostiv the Northem Inter-Club League, our team
achieving a creditable serond place.
J.P.
IMPERIAL COLLEGE (Lasham Airfield)
(M amuaJ dinner in February maf1(ed the 40th
tmIversary ci our reformation after the war
Md guests Ray Brigden and Bill Tonkyn recalled those early post-war days. John Towill and
Jotrl Chapman scooped the Horseshoe and
I1e Brake Cylinder, our highly valued bogey
prizes.
We have rebuilt the Club Ubelle trailer and
~ it a radical stripy paint job making it ideo!liable from over a mile away.
We have a club "fly in" at Lasham from June
16-20 with a barbecue on June 14 to which
members past and present are welcome. We
81'8 taking our PSW-19 and Club Libelle to
kJ8ta In Northem Italy for six weeks from the
beginning of July.
Melanle Rint went solo only 1234 days after
her 161h birthday.
P.T.H.
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KENT (Challock)
Heavy snow fans meant virtually no flying in
February but lime was spent on servicing
equipment and winches. Unfortunately Easter
weather also stopped any thought of flying.
Our courses start in April with John Harvey
again our senior oourse instructor. We also
welcome Bob Davy as resldenltug pilot for the
season so we can offer aerotowlng seven days

a week.
Our AGM was on April 5 and our annual
open weekend is at the beginning of May.
Congratulations to Richard Brown, Alan Waring, Jim Lambert and Peter Butler on their
Bronze Cs and to IKen Stevens on going solo.
J.W.

LAKES (Wa/ney Airfield)
Pride of place goes to Paul Bassett for his first
solo in the Capstan. Congratulations also to
Keith Butterfield and Neil Braithwalte (IS-28)
who were the first to land out this year - we still
don't know who was PI! Keith has also flown
Diamond height without the weight of a barograph.
M.S.
Obituary - Eric Kenda"

Eric died on February 27 after a long illness
which we all hoped he would overcome. He
joined the club in 1971 and became an experienced pilot, gaining a SilVer C and flying solo in
the Falke belonging to a syndicate he later
joined.
He was highly rated In being able to use
weak thennals but Eric was much more expert
in maintaining the e1ub's machines. He was
extremely hard wooong, frequently passing up
the chance of ftying to finish a job on a glider.
Last year, despite Illness, he wired our new
clubhouse and did major work on both our
two-seaters, spending many hours on the airfield. often alone. He even found time to write
our Club News reports.
Eric also had a long Involvement with the
local SCouts, particularly the Venture Scouts,
but flying and working on gliders were his main
loves. It is impossible to overstate just how
much we owe Eric and how much we are going
to miss him.
Mlchael SaclIer

LASHAM (Lasham Airfield)
C of A wOO( has been proceeding al a furious
pace and again this winter we held regular and
enjoyable dining-In nights.
Derek Piggott has just retumed from a short
lecture tour of the USA whilst Tony Norrie
spent a few days at Benalla, reporting "average" conditions of 11 Id thermals to 9000ft1
Roger Downing, for six years a staff tug pilot
and latterly a senior staff Instructor, has
become a commercial pilot and we wish him a
happy and successful career.
AJ.R.
MIDLAND (Long Mynd)
We have christened the new bungy rope.
There have been some superb ridge soaring
days with the ridge enhancing thennic activity

and thermal soaring possible as far back as
January 25.
At the annual dinner in March awards
included presentations to Tom Jurdison for
best ab-initio and Simon Adlard for the most
promising pilot under 25.
Course bookings are filling nicely with hopes
of breaking last year's record. Congratulations
to Len Dent on passing the 1000hr maf1(.
N.B.

NORTHUMBRIA (Currock Hili)
After a mammoth stint of ten years as CFI,
John Greenwell has retired and Rod Watson
taken over with Ken Holbum as our new DCFI.
Thanks to Brian and Sarah Hindmarsh and
John Dickinson our club magazine ThennaJ has
been re-launched as a quarterly.
John Graham has successfully completed
his instructors' course at Booker. Brian Hindmarsh has a Bronze leg and Alan Cowell has
soloed and won our Easter draw. If Roger Winley had switched on his barograph he would
now have Silver height.
S.M.H.
PEGASUS (RAF Gutersl6h)
We hope to fly our brand new (second) K-13
during our May expedition to Oerlinghausen. It
replaces the K-7 whidl has been sold and is
back in England.
Alan Hams has clocked up 1000hrs and AI
Bum has the dubious distinction of a first field
landing of the year, from the circuitl
Recent farewells include lan Smith, Robbie
Barr, Chris Milton's cer and the Astir trailer.
R.C.S.E.
SHALBOURNE (Rivar Hill Nr. Hungerford)
Our super new ground equipment team, led by
Carol Pike and Robin May, are getting the bugs
out of a lusty twin drum winch - after the old
one has been serviced we will have four
cables. The cold weather delayed Cs of A as
the paint wouldn't dry. Our thanks to JD, the
CFI, who does nearly all the wof1(.
Our aircraft member, Ken Mackley (resident
electronics genius as featured in The Sunday
Telegraph supplement) is happily making a
good retXNery from a serious illness contracted
on a trip to Kuala Lt.mpur to sell his steerable
parachute systems.
We had two well attEll'lCl$d lectures and a
number of brave spirits were encouraged to
nominate their achievements In advance of 1he
season, on payment at the AGM of a £1 fine for
each failure to complete. Naturally the club
doesn't expect to make any money from, this
initiative!
R.S.
SOUTHDOWN (Parham Airfield)
At our AGM in March, Peter Aitkin, our very
efficient secretary for three years, retired. Many
thanks Peter. His place has been taken by
Peter Hursl.
Congratulations to Bob Jeal on his 5hrs and
to Eddie Hahnefeld on a quick completion of
his Bronze C. Dave Connaway and Dave Hatfield have wof1(ed hard to rebuild a Ford Super
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CLUB NEWS

Major tractor with full hydraulics ready for the
grass cutting season.
The monthly courses are well booked and
Dave Clews, Inter-Glub League team manager,
is getting his team ready to defend the trophy
we won in 1985.
R.W.
STAFFORDSHIRE (Morridge)

A good foundation for 1986 was laid last year
with the ordering of our K-13, the building of
our workshops and a healthy maintenance of
membership.

-

BRIAN WEARE

John Graham was confirmed as treasurer at
our AGM and PaulineGoodwln as chairman.
Charles Webb, CFI, was deservedly awarded
the Chairman's cup for long service. Another
feature was the way members voluntarily
committed themselves to make progress on airfield improvements.
The season started well with soaring on most
flying days. After two years' endeavour, Dave
Thorpe is testing the new flying Iretrieve concept and we IOQk forward IQ 80 laUl'lCh days on
a single cable.
Bob Crinean (at North Hill), Nigel Mobley and
Tim Caswell have gone solO, Tim achieving a
Bronze ~ on his very first solo. -Our thanks to
Mesdames Wintle and Oavies who put their
I'lomes at the disposal of members for two
enjoyable social evenings.
MP.

an excellent chairman, and the long serving
Andy Coffee who has been, given llie first
lifelong honorary flying membership for his outstanding contribution over many years.
C.M.
STRUBBY (Strubby Airfield}

At our AGM on March 23 OFI, Jim Aitken,
reported that last year was the best ever for
award attainment and one of the best for flying
time and launch rate.
A powered aircraft group are Inow flying from
the airfield we already share with model aircraft
and go-karts.
Our T-21 is back in action, looking especially
smart after re-covering. Congratulations to Bob
Snowshall on going solo.
LM.T.
SWINDON (Sandhill Farm)

GLIDER WORKS
DUNKESWELL AIRPORT
HONITON, DEVON

STRATFORD ON AVON (Long Marston
Airfield)

As we settle in at Sandhill Farm we are faced
with the seemingly endless saga of planning
applications and delayed meetings of the Planning Committee, as detailed by various other
clubs who have trod this stoney path.
Apologies to East Sussex GC who, in the last
issue, mysteriously became East Essex GC.
Our ranks have been swelled with ten abinltios joining under a block membership
through Allied Dunbar.
John Ashcroft, Les Clarke and Gordon MacDonald have been accepted for the National
Squad Training Scheme.

We have retumed to Long Marston airfield with
a much imprOVed operation having acquired
additional land to increase launching and landing facilities. We have also built a superb winch
which is giving excellent launches at very
reasonable costs.
Our enthusiastic members have initiated a
recruiting drive together with a comprehensive
programme of trial lessons, courses and fund
raising events.
Our recent AGM paid just tribute to retiring
committee members, in particular Peter Candy,

Tels: Luppitt 338 (9-6 pm)
Honlton 41041 (after 6 pm)
MAJOR OR MINOR REPAIRS ON
WOOD, GLASS-FIBRE, OR METAL.
ALSO RESPRAYS GLIDERS AND
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
C of A OVERHAULS

B.GA, CAA., P.FA APPROVALS

P.M.

THE REPAIR SPECIALISTS

NOW IN OUR 25th YEAR

WE REPAIR: GLASS LLOYD'S
APPROVED

.

STEEL -

ALLOY -

WOOD

TUG AIRCRAFT REPAIRS AND RE-COVERS

RAPID
SERVICE

VINTAGE AIRCRAFT REBUILDS
FULLY QUALIFIED STAFF

SHEPLEY LANE, HAWK GREEN, MARPLE, CHESHIRE SK6 7JW Tel. 061·4272488

I

'YOUVE GOT TO HAVE STYLE'I

(PRCP ...... J lUllNGl

Without doubt the most established and experienced glider trailer manufacturers in the UK. The Biggest by being the best for
Quality and Service. Over 160 built to date.
selected for Ministry 01 Defence. RAF. Air Cadets Contract

"42 AMF Trailers at '85 Lasham Comps"

"PROBABLY THE BEST TRAILERS OF ALL TIMEI"

ADD Auto Reverse and GAP, self colour mudguards now standard.
ALSO GAP locking DV Panels, solo towing gear, trestles and our
superb range of fittings to order.

NEWS Our continued development has now proven our new
Bonding Isealing system which means no more loose rivets.
Even less maintenance at no extra cost.

Call In, ring or write for details

MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKS
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CLUB NEWS

WAIKERIE
Australia

TRENT VALLEY (Kirton-in-Undsey)
Following ~ EGM in February, we are hoping
mbuy a site and the oommittee are busy
puISUing this aim.
SadlyI1e K-6 has been pranged reducing
OW fteet of club single-seaters to two.
Congratulations to Wayne Dewict( on going
I0Io. Expeditions have been planned to France
W Abcrine. Our second lIying week has been
c:hqed Md will now start on August 11.

LW.
1WO RIVERS (RAF Laarbruch)
The soaring season started on February 9
when Berry EMiott claimed the first hour of the
~. The high launch rate, early starts and
high performance club fleet should ensure we
hokI OU' position In the RAF statistics league 1I1~ Bicester bettered

our launch total last

year.
WII various eXpeditions to France and

AustrIa this year, as well as competitions in the
UK lWld W. Germany, the club continues to
~ Its pilots wanting to try every type of
gIIcIng. However, we can't understand why
8If)UI8 would want to sit in rain at the Nationals when they could be racing along endless
cIcud streets at 9000ft in the Alps, an Shr drive
tom here.
Cor9'atulations to Dick Hunt on his full Cat,
mRn. who has his assistant rating and to
our new crop of solo and Bronze C pilots.
We welcome Tim Coyle, Mark Desmond,

·Porky" COnyers and Martin Pengally and say

asad farewell to Pete Spevack, Mike and Lyn
Ferguson and Soott Napier.
P.J.S.

VENTUS (5andown Airport, Isle of Wl9ht)
The AGM resulted in the total re-election of the
WIght Mafia. The winch has been completed
ooder Ken's creative control and we have a
second B1anlk, which has allowed us to open
the membership to ab-initJos and a K-6E.
Also those little jobs like refurbishing seats
and tow<:ar etc have been finished, enabling us
mget on with the flying.
AH.B.
WELLAND (Middleton)
The Ias1 six months have proved jUst what hard
work can achieve since we have cleared debts
d amost £1000, prepared ourselves to
become a limited company (saving £300 in
legal ooets) and gained a grant of £2000 and a
Io8n of £1000 from the Sports Council to help
ua buy another two-seater. We are grateful to
ChrIs SImpson, BGA solicitor, for all his help.
Better organised and financed we may be,
but we are stili pitifully short of instructors - if
hn Is anybody out there ...

K.8.

advanced single-seater to operate with our K-B
and also hope to acquire and then dispose of a
series of "interesting" Iow-eost single-seaters
to stimulate interest and provide new "types".
We have just had our bi-annual pilgrimage to
POI1mQak with some 40 members and ten gliders. There was no wave but we soared every
day and Tin Milner and John Holmes achieved
their 5hrs.
0.8.
WYVERN (RAF Upavon)
At our AGM Pete Cook and Eric Smith shared
the Chairman's challenge trophy for their
Diamond distance flights, Sara Deck was presented with Mike's mug for b$st progress sinte
ab-Initio and other awards went to Paul Cook,
Ephy Dambrook and Alan Burch.
Our thanks to John Williamson for another
successful cross-eountry week when we managed 1325km and Pat Farrelly, chairman, and
Bob Preston were checked out for solo
aerotow.
P.AS.
YORKSHIRE (Sutton Bank)
Cliff Banks, Jim Smith and Roy Laing retire
from the Board this year and we thank them for
all their WOf1<.
In spite of the poor 1985 season our financial
position remains relatively healthy and is likely
to Improve as our courses are fully booked due
to the publicity from a TV holiday programme.
At the annual dlnner-dance trOphies were
presented to Dick Stoddart, Mike Carter, Derek
Taylor, Phil Holland and Derek Sutton.
The soaring season started over Easter with
Nick Gaunt completing the flrst declared closed
circuit flight in his newly aoquired -Kestrel.
We weloome visitors, with or without their
own gliders, to sample our wave, thermals and
hill lift.
P.L.

BLACK
MOUNTAINS

_seater competition and other periods of

Intense activity and the electriclty scheme for

ow caravan lite Is near completion.

Holiday course members and visitors welcome at our scenic club.
Courses from £110 to £145 with
accommodation (flying extra). For
details write to Bristol and Glos
Gliding Club, Nympsfield, Stonehouse, Glos Gl10 :nx, or phone

0453 860342.
Open all week April-October

\I
.

'..

,I DGE UNIVERSITY

GLIDING CLUB

CAMBRICCJE

(Morehalle)

DUXFOAC

GLIDING
CLUB
(TALGARTH)
Situated in the Brecon Beacons National Park
amongst the highest mountains in South Wales.
T~lganh has more soa~able days then any other UK
ghding club. Longest ndge routes; wave ,n all wind
directions.
In 1985 the Club average flight duration was 11
hours. Surely the premier location for any seerlng
course. Courses run from mid March to mid October
and inc!ude .holidays, introductory and advenced
mountain flying cross country courses.

wows (PockJlngton)
Anew tollet block Is being built to cope with our

A position is available for an experienced fibreglass (GRP) sailplane Cof A
inspector and repairer. Experience
with fabric and metal useful but not
essential. Flying qualification an
advantage.
Favourable consideration for part time
work would be given to a partner with
suitable office or flying skills.
Apply to the Manager, Walkerle GlidIng Club Inc., P.O. Box 320 W.ikerle.
South Australia 5330. Phone: ISO 6185
412644.
- -

Bookings: Secretary, B.M.G.C.
Lower Penylan. Glasbury-on-Wye
Powys HR3 5NT
Tel: 04974-583/0874-711254

The Name may sound a trifle excJ usive,
but the Cambridge University Gliding
Club is open to everyone.
We winch and aerotow from Duxford
all year, mostly at weekends, and
aerotow only from Cambridge. We run
holiday courses frOm April to September for beginners and solo pilots.
For general
inform.lion writa to

For Course
del.lls write to

The Sec reta ry

Course Secretary
6 Camside
Chesterton, Cambridge
Tel. Cambridge 67589

55 Moorfleld Rd
Duxford
Cambs

Wen al80 on the lookout for a more

_/July 1986
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COTSWOLD GLIDING CLUB

Motor Glider PPLs
and Conversions
and
Holiday Gliding Courses
for Beginners
(£90-£140)
Everyone is welcome at our small friendly club at
Waldersharli Park, near Dover, :Farmhouse Accommodation available. Ring 0304 824888 or 0843 632·34
or write for details to:
The Secretary, 22 Masons Rise.
Broadstairs. Kent CT10 1AZ

HOLIDAY GLIDING COURSES IN
THE PICTURESQU·E AND
FRIENDLY COTSWOLDS WITH
COURSES TAILORED TO SUIT
YOUR NEEDS.
FULL DETAILS FROM:
ALEXANDRA PENTECOST
45 THE QUARRY
CAM. DURSU:Y
GLOUCESTERSHIRE GL11 6JA
Tel: Oursley 45631

Shobdon, Airfield, Nr. Leominster
at

Perranponh, Cornwall
Courses from May to September
Under BGA instructors. Beginners ",,,!cume.
Trevellas Airfield is only one mile from
Perranporth's
golden
sands.
onc
of
Cornwall's favourite family holiday centres.

RUTH B. PHILLlPS
14·14a, KENWYN STREET. TRURO
0872 73892 (day) 087255 2430 (evening)

COME FLY AT
THE BEST

*

• Wave • Thermal' • Ridge
• MinimLlm Air Traffic Rest,rictions
• Hard Surface R\!lnway
.1\11 Aerotow .2 Two Seaterll
• Grob 109B Motor Glider
• Caravan, Camping, Trailer Spaces
• Canteen. Bar, Airfield Facilities
• Full membership from £35
Please Enquire
• Holiday Courses • Visitors Weeks

COVENTRY
GLIDING CLUB

• Beginners welcome
• Food· Accommodation'
Video & TV

• Good launch facilities
• Aero tow Winch
• Good field

Why mess about . Come to the Best
COVENTRY GLIDING CLUB LTD

*

Husbands Bosworth Airfield, LuttelWorth, Leies LE17 6JJ
Tel: (0858) 880429· (0858) 880521
• WE HAVE THE BEST BAR· ANYWHERE. REAL ALES

SOAR YORKSHIRE
For your COURSE!

AUTUMN WAVE SEASON
AS NUMBERS MA Y 8E LIMITED
For more information and details of our
summer oourses write to

HEREFORDSHIRE
GLIDING CLUB
CORNISH GLlmNG CLUB

Visiting pilots and' expeditions welcome
throughout the summer
BOOK EARLY FOR THE

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
DINNET, ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE

T el. 033985 339 or 033985 236

Kenl GUO..G ClUS--.........
Challoek . Ashford . Kent TN254DR
Ring: Challoek (023 374) 274 or 307
Provides gliding holidays for both the
beginner and the more advanced
pilot, including professional
instruction in club gliders and full
accommodation on the airfield.
Provides year-round launching
facilities for its members to go
soaring in either their own or a
club glider.

£160-£200

4 or 5 day holidays courses
March·October
(All inclusive of professional instruction.
accommodation. meals and VAT!

SUnON BANK

For your EXPEDITION!

For your HOLIDAY!

We offer top class accommodation, instruction facilities and opportunities
RIDGE SOARING - 12 miles in suitable conditions
THERMAL SOARING - Club record is 582km from aerotow, 524km from the winch
WAVE SOARING - Club absolute record Is 30 200ft. Club record gain is 29 500ft. Both from the winch
Our rates are amongst the best - £8.50 for aerotows to 2000ft. Visit us and stay in our rully licensed
residential clubhouse. Full catering available in season. Self catering at other times.
COURSES - April to October
Visitors always welCOme

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB, SUTTON BANK, THIRSK
Tel: 0845 (Thirsk) 597237
-
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OVERSEAS NEWS
JIlIt-=4-1

LRIenthal Medal
Dick Georgeson, described as the "father" of
gilding in New Zealand, has been awarded the
FAI Lilienthal Medal for 1985. He has been
IIl'Iol'led in gliding for 36 years, represented his
country in three World Championships, has
gained seven world records and was the first
pilot to be awarded the 10Q0km diploma for an
0iR flight. In fact several of his world records
were awarded after he overcame a blindness
problem which threatened to end his flying

PIG GOTT'::..-._-

Windcones made in Ministryoloefence
Hypalondl>, also in nylon and cambric.
landing Marker Sets In 'bright orange.
National, Advertising Flags and
Banners.
Canvas Covers for all requirements.
Flagstalts supplied and erected in
Steel, Aluminium, Fibreglass and
Tlmbe, - luitatlle for Windcones.
Towing Cable Drogues.

P1GGOTT BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
Slanlord Rivers. NI. Ongar. Essex CM5 9PJ

Tel 0277 363262

career.
He is conSidered to be one of the top
exponents of wave flying in the world. Equally
Important has been the encouragement he has
gl¥en younger people and his contribution to
theadministratlon of the sport in New Zealand.
Dick has always had the backing of his wife
Helen - together they hold two world multlseater records - and Is still an active pilot
chasing records.

PIeue MIld news and exchange copies of
)oumI1. to the Edhor. 281 Queen Edlth'.
Way, CambrtdgeCB1 4NH', England
(CoIIIinued from pI17.)

my legs had given up all hope; funny thing
was that my turns had never been better,
weird thal!
For the last three hours I'd managed to
stay above about 1300ft by frenziedly
circling in anything r,emolely bouyant, and
by my watch five hours was just about up,
creat. Start your descent, nice slow drift to
circuit height ... A quick glance at the
windsock told me that whilst I had been
scratching my "vario" off trying to stay
airborne, the wind had swung back onto
!he ridge - someone's got a weird sense
of humour. Airbrakes out 1000, 900, 800
- OK circuit, wonderful, I'd never used
this circuit before, and what's more the
wind has picked up. A quick plead with
my legs not to Jet me down, or rather to
let me down gently, go for it!
Well, 10 cut a long slory short, I made
it. Stiff but happy I clambered out. It's
funny, but even though I couldn't sit down
for the rest of the week, the 800 metres'
time I clocked to the clubhouse would
have put Steve Cram to shame. Well that
was it, the last two days of the course were
both flyable, but partly due to guilt for
bogging the K-8 and partly due to lack of
enthusiasm for sitting down, especially on
a wooden K-8 seat, I took a supporting
role (mainly the bar). Still I did manage to
get a crack at bungy launching, and
another flight in a real (glass) glider, so I
went home happy, bruised but happy.
Trouble now is that the pressure is
really on - a new page in my logbook,
and no yellow mark. Maybe I can get my
loo!h PI flight, or maybe even the CFI
will let me go cross-country ... such are
the pressures of gliding!
_/JUly 1986

Cotswold Gliders
Prop:

r. Cox

C. 01 A. inspections and QVerhauls to all types
Major or minor repairs in glass, metal and
wood
Kestrel,1..lbeNe alleroo c;!rive rebuilds a
speciality
Wiring and rewiring of complete gilder
electrical systems
Trailers manufactured or repaired

WrIte Of phone
TONYCOX

1. Stanton tw-.rt Ro8d,WIlney, Oxon OX. &lD
0993 74892

- Are you a keen glider pilot
who hates airspace
restrictions, weak, low
thermals, waiting for good
weather etc?
- If you have to answer with
"Yes", you are ready for
Australia where you will find
just the opposite!
- Come to the SPORTAVIA
SOARING CENTRE.
Tocumwal, the Australian
diamond factory.
-

SOUTHCOTT FARM
Holiday accommodation in 200 year-old 'armnousa
wilhin 10 mins walking distance 'rom Devon and
Somerset Gliding Club at Nor'" HII oilers, Sellcontained luxury cottage (sleeps 6 .-.d dairy apar1menl
sleeps 2) or Bed anO Breakfast Set in 7Yz acres 01
meadow and woodland, also trout pond, Open all year.
SOUTHCOTT FARM, SheldOll,

Nr Honlton, Dwon

Tit. 040 484 253

C OF A OVERHAULS
TO ALL TYPES OF SAILPLANES
BY BGA INSPECTOR

First Class gliders inclUding
Open Class Nimbus 2. Well
reputed excellent
organisation with
accommodation, inclUding
swimming pool on site.
Tocumwal has seen many
national and workf records as
well as 1000 km flights.

- Best season from November
to March.
- Write or phone today for
complete information to

JOHN SMOKER
9ANSONWAY
BICESTER, OXON
Tel: Blcester 0869 245422

RESTORATIONS
and repairs to wooden gliders
of all ages a speciality

SSC
P.O. Box 78
Tocumwal, N.S.W. 2714
Australia
Tel. 058/142 063
Telex SPAVIA 554n
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L-sPATZ 55 nner and perachulll £1250 ono. Pye BanIam
radio £90. Pye CambrIdge nIdIo £90. MegnelIc aerial £1 O. OK
Barograph £100. Bourna, Exeter 74345.
SfS.31 "MIlAN" lTlCl40r gilder. V.., economical, 1-'to gallons
ph at 90 mph. Glide ratio; 28:1. Manulaclurerl prototype and
the only one DO the Brilsh Register, £5000 ovno. For further
deIIM1s 01 this unique aIrcralI1AII 0935 28951.

DlTTEl RADIO FSG4OS. 720 channel £470. Georga Coppen
01 947 4870 (eve) or 01 5&f 2863 (day).

Advertisements, with ,remittan\:9, should be .sent
to Cheiron ,Pr,ss Ltd, 7 Amersham Hill, High
Wycombe, Buc;ks. Tel 0494 442423. IRate 35p "
word. Minimum £7.0G. We1:an accept black and
white, photographs at £3.flO extra. Box numbers
£2.40 extra. Replies to box numbers should be,
sent to the same address, the closing date for
classified advertisements for the August/September issue is 4th July.

MOTOR GLIDER SF·258. E1ectrIc 8l8rter. 1640 hili tl. Engine
860 hili. New Engllah C 01 A. Good condition. £7500. Tal 0283
83054.

FOR SALE

ORUNAU SAllY 2A, Gennan buIll post war, basic lnetrumerts, open !Jailer. OIlers 10 A GaI1On, tel 0724 862579.

WOOO£N TRAIlER approx Um long, lUlls moet 150' 17m
gliders, some fIltlnga. £395. TeI F~ till at Ourelay 860251.

ST1) JAHTAR. CamphllL FuI Instnmenls, demand oxygen.

a1umlnfum traM..., one-msn rig, tow out, ground radio, parachute, barograph. £10000. ~5726036.

LlBELLE, BEAUTIFUL oondItJon. never pranged. 750 hili.
Radio, audio, fun panel. 12 months C 01 A. Weg fttted wooden
traJIer. professlonallybulR. OolllestowtroIlayetc. £7500. 04946
6418.

FlAT BACK parachute, excellent oondItJon, canopy nspIaoed
Fob 85. £190. Tel DIck Wo/ll (0803) 521006.

FAlKE HI1 A moIor gilder. New 3 year ColA. Engine overhauled. Economical. Always hangared. Vgc. £6000 lne VAT.
Tal Ooncaster 786360.

NIMBUS 2B w~" Pfeiffer metal/glass-fibre traHer,
wing and tail covers, rigging aids, towing out kit.
No prangs. 21m cup-flatlonals winner 1983.
Offered My Competition equipped or witflou!
Instruments. 320 launches since new. C of A to
Feb 87. Good coclcpft weight range. Superb value
for performanoe. Prioe ()II eppllcatloil. Kernble
(028577)507 or Swindon (0793)23111 .xI 35.

NIMBUS 28. AI rigging aids; most lns1n.rnents; OllYgen
Merlin alumlnllrn trailer. Vgc. Offers Tal F pozersIds 0656 67723 (home) 0536 65552 (work)

~lprnenl;

MINI NIMBUS '4 share (weekday). Booker baeed. Wan equipped. 720 redlo. Available !or compedtlons. £3300 ono. 02407
2974.
lSSOlRE D-77 Iris 1981 ex-demonstr8lor. GRP. luny equipped. closed trailer, parachute, audio vario, C of A Nov 86, Ideal
first ~te plane. £4375 ono. Tal 01 367 3693 !or details.

NIMBUS 28 luRy cornpelltion equipped with all In81rIrnerts
and Id1 InekKllng radio, oxygen, parachute, barograph. eneman towtng-oul aJda and reoantly refurbished trailer. Offer
nearest £16000 secures. Tal MIke Throssell on 0949 20771 x
732 or 0949 42810 _ •.

VEGA SPORT in good condition with recert ColA. CornprehsnaJve panel including Ball ADC; Dltlal 720 channel,
oxygen, barograph. parachuta and excellent melal trailer.
£10500. Tel Kellh Massey at York 0904 707693.

K- 6CR, BUBBLEcanopymod,.lew hrsslnoe fuloverhaulllnd
repair. WIngs ,recovered etc. ,New closed trlliler. Parachute,
barograph. 0llers wound £4000. Tal evenlnge (0484) 29912.

PARACHUTE CANOPY; direction Indicators (£199); Gell cell
battery charger (£12); Audio lor PZl or WInter vano; parachute. Pumell 0252 615365.

WINTER BAROGRAPH £200. As

STl) CIRRUS 11171, good oondItlon, basic Instruments, glass
trailer. Available immediately. 01 349 2408.

ASTlR C5-77. Funy eqUipped complete kll. Low hrs, sole
private ClW<*. Full panel, radio etc. C of A. Offers invlled. Tel
037362438.

CRSM SECONDHAND gliders lor sale or purchase, sae for
details. 9 Knoll RolId, Aeel, Harts Gu13 sPR.
HOBBIES, FULL pno.'.st (Ine books) w~h sae, 9 Knoll Road.
Fleet, Hants,G013 sPR.

NEARLY NEW timber/glass trailer. sull twe>-seater. Also IrvIn
EB69 parachute 1973 repacked by manufllclurers AprIl 86. Tal
0763 89460.

'MITV' slain/ass weak links, !lOO or llOO1b. Aerotow ropes.
WInch chUtes. As11eys Ltd. Goslord SI. Coventry, CVl SOJ.
(0203) 20771.

VEGA FlAPPED/RETRACT 1Srn. New carKlp'l. 2 varlos,
AI H, compass etc. Filled oxygen. Wllh glass trlliler and rigging
aids. 1year'sC 01 A. Supercondition. £12000 ono. Tal 051 709
8039 daytime.

MODELS oF any aircraft mIIde to order. gliders a speclaJlIy.
SAE for leenet and 'quale. MIller Avietion Models, Red Col,
New Street; Glemslord. SUdbufy, Sunolk, C010 7PY, England. Tel 0787 280425.

ASTIR CS In Immaculate condllion and luny lns1n.rnenled.
1976, only 650 hrs. Sold wlth'wllhol.t ASI, Srn vano. VW-3G el
vario with speed command, 6 channel radio, compass. gearwarning. walerb8llast, 12v accu. 00st oover. £8900. J MoIbak
+ 45 6163836 (Denmarl<).

BUNIK. ARST class condition, low hrs. Prefeel Excellert
example 01 this vintage Iype. New Cs of A if required. Also two
winches. Reall8llc oilers Irwlted. Plymouth 77259&'SaJtash
6654.

GLIDER

Stickplns

for lapels, ties, etc.
Also
GLIDER PENDANTS
In get gold at £24 each
In Silver at £10 each

Contact
Phll Phillips
Lasham ,Gliding Society

reI: '025683322
PUBUCATlONS

SlOPE SOARING with • radio lXlfllrl)I model H8P1- Is a
faaclnatlng pasIlme and a typlcaJ pha.. of aeromodalllng.
Reed about this and other aerornoclPlnng Mljecla In
AiIrotrrodfIII" and Radio ConlroI ~ .nd EIectrotIIc8, the
workl's leading magazines published monthly. Model & Allled
Publications Ltd, 13-35 Bridge
Hemel Hempalead.
HeI1s.

SIr""

NEW ZEAlAND: "aiding Kiwi" olftdal GlIding Magazine of
the NZ GIldIng AaaoclatlQn. Printed October and altemate

morthe. wrtte NZ G1idlnll Kiwi, PrIvata 8ag. Teuranga. New
Zealand. £7.00 SterUng for year'a subecr\pllon (1ncIuslve 01
postage).
AUSTRAUAN GLIDING, monthly publication 01 \toe Gilding
Federation 01 Australia Editor AIIan AlIiI. Acomplete ooverege
of Australian Soaring and exclusive features OIlntemel1onal
Interest. Subecriplion. SUr1ace ma. $A18.20, airmel $M2.oo,
payable In Australian currency,or by Intematlonal money order.
Box 1650, GPO, Adelaide, South Australia 5001.

"SOARING" - olllclal monthly joumaI 01 the Soaring Soclety 01
America. The only US periodical devoted entirely kl \toe sport.
For subscr1ption sent $25.00 US by International money order
or Intemallonal cashlers check payable to the $SA at PO Box
66071, Los Angeles, CA 90066.
WANTED
K-la, SHK, Cobra or slmger. Price and partlculars to Wolda
Gliding Club, PockIlnglon, Y04 2NR or lel 07592'3579.

UBELlE OR Vega wanted. C lot Griftlths, offloe 061 226 3773,
home 0704 68626.
ALUMINIUM TRAILER kl sutl Astir CS-77. Could offer sound
timber trailer In part exchange. Till 0780 721609.

Anglia Sailplanes
C of A Inspections and
repairs to all sailplanes
and motor gliders.
Phone or write to:

RF-58 motorglider. EXeler based, 17m twe>-seater. 66hp Umbach, Hoffmann faethering prop, 28:1,720 corn. ADF. Shares
£2000. Tal 0395 274624 or 0392 38176.

TeI: Stradbroke (037984) 306

I

HOLIDAYS

Towbars pprove
by the A.A.
• Britain's top-selling range. fully guaranteed and ClJes
d

ABOYNE, ROYAL DEESIDE, erlOy your gilding, liahlng or

shooting holiday In a relaxed atm06phere. Home cookJng. log
ftres, central heating, electric blankets In all bedrooms. PlII1Ies
01 up to 10 catered lor. Details: Mrs Annour, Aboyne (0339)
2432/2465.
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Price £10000+VAT

Stu Hoy (BGA senior Inspector)
The Briars, Plxey Green, Stradbroke
EYE, Suffolk 1P21 5NH

Cheques payable to:
87 High St, Cradley Heath, West Mldlends 8645HA
Tel: (0384) 635808

May/June 1986. Built 1977. In
good condition despite many
hours and launches. Resprayed
during lastCof A in February 1986.

PlK 20E MOtor Sallplane. 'k share based Warwickshire. £3250.
Tal 01 359 1934.

Supplied in a presentation box. The above
price includes post, packaging and insur·
ance. Please allow a maximum of28days for
delivery.

CRADLEY JEWELLERS

FOR SALE

new. 0405 60102.

Mc£lFISH PARACHlITe liw bag. New lromSllngaby's1974.
Vgc. £150. Tel Copthome SUssex (0342) 712492.

IS-2IIO (11175). 550 launches, 330 hrs. Fun panel. Redlo ATA
72OA, parachute. barograph, oxygen. Trailer and rigging aids.
£6000 ono. 061 427 1582.
•

LASHAM K·13

• More competitive price lhan car makers' own

~;~a~ELLOW PAGES FOR LOCAL

~

~

SPECIALIST FfTTER OR STOCKIST
• ,
",,68 n..: 61623 EUR8AR G

C. Po Winer Ltd. Ches1er 4:1 let: 0244

SAiLPLANE & GLIDING

FLY
THE NORTHERNS

BUCKMINSTER GLIDING ,CLUB
invite you to fly in the

SALTBY REGIONALS

The Northern Regionals
will be held at

2nd-10th August 1986
eont{Jct:

Frank Cox
23 St Marye Road. Blngham
NoU. NG13 8DX. 094937867 (eve.)

•
•
•
•

or

MIke Jordy. 0602821942 (day)

BGA

MAIL ORDER

WHICH WAY ROUND?
"Who in their right mind would fly in UK
airspace without the latest charts fully
lWTlended to show all the relevant restrictions?" asked the CM.
"Notlllider pilots" said we "especially since
the BGA shop now stocks all the up-to-date
air maps."
Topographical air charts of the United
Kingdom available in quarter or half million
scale by maN OI'der at only £6.00 each.

SUTTON BANK
26th July to 3rd August

Silualed on the edge of the picturesque
Yorkshire Wolds within easy reach of Ihe
histori~ City of YORK. lhe Moors and 'he
scenk Yorkshire coas!.

ENliRY FEE £80

Two classes. Entry fee £85
including VAT
Launches at normal Club rates
Normally over-subscribed

EXCELLENT LAONCH FACILITIES Iwinch/Nlolowl.
ON·SITE ACCOMMOOATlONAVAILABLE.
COMFOIITIoBLE CLVBHOUSE. BAil •
Ft I' 1'0l:)R GLIOEII 011 OI:)RS. BRIEFING ROOM.

Write pr live us a rinl -

Why not join us for some enterprising
flying in our Task Week - 23rd to 31st
August 1986. Contact: Jon Hart YGC.

07592 3579

•••••••••••••••
••
•
•
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
•••
•••

Enter now. Details from:

The Secretary
Yorkshire Gliding Club (Pty) Ltd
Sutton Bank, Thirsk
Yorks Y07 2EY
Tel 0845 597237

HEREFORDSHIRE
GLIDING CLUB
Shobdon Airfield, Nr. Leominster

WINCH BASHING?

• • I• • • • • • • • • • • • •

Fly high on our all aerotow
summer holiday courses
John Warbey
reI: (098122) 650
New members always welcome

Order these items from

.La BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
U

SALES DEPT., FREEPOST,
LEICESTER LE 1 7ZB
Telephone 0533 531051
or ask us to send you our complete sales list

QUALITY ALUMINIUM TRAILERS AT ECONOMICAL PRICES!
Custom built, 15 metre ex-stock, or part bunt to your requirements for home completion

TRAILERS ex-stock,
include solar powered ventilators
and auto-reverse
08-1S
For all your trailer requirements and YQUr sailplane repairs and maiAtenance, contact:

David Schofield, Schofleld Aviation, Unit 6e, South Marston Ilndustrial Estate, Swindon, Wiltshire
TeI 07930622300
Remember. we specialise in glider/light aircraft refurbishment.

IJne/JuIy 1986
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LASHAM

MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
THE LONG
MYND

Does your home club operate only at weekends?
At Lasham we ope<ate all week. every week which
means we could provide a useful supplement to your
trailin9. Whether you are not yet sclo and would
benefit from a week's consclidated inslruct.,n. or a
budding cross-country pilot needing scaring or
field-landing trainilg. we have the experlise and
lacijities to help.
Apar1 from our large two-seater fleet and excellent
aerolow and auto tow facilittes. we have a
comprehensive briefing room for lectures or
instructional videolapes il bad wealhe< prevents Ilyng.
On-site accommodation Ior club eXpeditions
available by arrangement.

IS

always

All inclusive
5-day holiday courses.
Professional instructors, modern
two-seaters and a unique winch
launching system give
maximum flying time_
All facilities including centrally
heated, dOUble-glazed
accommodation on site.
Book early for the best weeks.

Absclute beginners are 01 course always welcome we have a large choice of courses and types 01
membership to suit your needs.

Lasham Gliding Society
Nr. Alton, Hants

The Course secretary
Midland Gliding Club
Church Stretton
Shropshire SY66TA
Tel: Lilley (058861)

~

Tel Herrkud (025 683) 322 or 270
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-T=--LONDON GlIDING ClUB

Dunslable Downs, Bedfordshire
Telephone: 0582 63419
Situated at the foot of the Chiltern
hills, and within easy reach of
London and the Midlands by road
(just off the M1). The Club has a
comprehensive fleet of dual and
solo .aircraft, reliable launching
equipment including tug aircraft.
This famous site has plentiful
thermals in summer and hill soaring
with favourable winds throughout
the year. Resident instr,uctors,
catering every day (weekends only
in winter), licensed bar, accommodation and other facilities. Visitors
welcome:
Write for Course brochures or
club membership details to the
Manager, or ring 0582 63419

NORFOLK GLIDING CLUB
Holiday courses from June to september - beginners to Silver C. Book now!
Motor Glider Courses throughout the
year Bronze or Silver C to PPL
(SLMG).
Visiting Aircraft welcome
ideal
cross-country site - cheap aerotows
and temporary membership.
Friendly club - accommodation on site
- licensed bar.
Write to

The Course Secretary, B. L. Owen
64 Chapel Lane
Wymondham, Norfolk NR18 ODN
Tel: Wymondham 605444 Evenings

PORTMOAK
IS THE PLACE

FOR WAVE - UK altitude record made
from here in 1980

MARCHINGTON GLIDING
CLUB
Situated in the Midlands. Offers holiday
courses from April to September 1986.
Good local soaring and cross-country.
Courses to suit your requirements.
Private owners welcome.
Please contact:
Course Secretary
Marchlngton Gliding Club
Marchlngton Airfield, Morton Lane
Marchlngton, Nr Uttoxeter ST14 8lP
Telephone: 0283 222046

FOR RIDGE - our two hills give more
soaring opportunities

FOR THERMALS - they're not bad,
e~her!

Holiday oourses for all levels.
Good acoommodation, catering and bar.
Friendly club atmosphere.
7-day flying wilh winch and aerotow facil~ies.
Motor Falke available.
VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME
SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION
PORTMOAK, SCOTLANDWEll
Nr. KINROSS
Tel. 059-284·543

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

RD Aviation Ltd
Service with Choice
This is only a selection from our extensive stocked range.
VAT is included in prices shown (exports VAT free). Carriage extra
WE OFFER YOU A WIDE CHOICE OF TRANSCEIVERS
HANOHELOS (720 channel handheld/poc:ket sets I
ICOM 1C-A2

/

• 10 ch rnemory
.. Scan
.' Search
• 200 nav ch
.. Rugged
• Many 'extras'
included

,/

.'

,

,£454.25

I

,
*
;g'.". *

HT 830

STS (AV 7600)

TR 720

/

• 3 ch memory
.. Controls on top
of unit
• Can be panel
mounted in,
glider
(cradle £13.80)

.

* memory
10 ch
* Digital

1'ach memory
Scan
• Search
115v charger
supplied
• Warranty
repairs req uire
return to USA

*

*
*

display of
VOR
Search etc.
115vcharger
supplied

£454.25

CM Class 3 Approved

CM Approval of the IC-A2 eXlileeted soon

£356.50

£564.65

FCC Approved but
not CAA Approved

FCC Approved
CAA Approval shortly

PLUS - The Telex AT 920 - which will operate a standard headset - £586.50
ALSO - Handhelds for Rental - £28.75 per week (special rates for longer periods)

PORTABLES (720n60 channel high powered base stations)
"" Approx. 30 hours I!J8r battery charge

* I'ntegrated unit

"" 4-5 watts output

* Can use same radio as glider. thus

* CAA Class 1 transceiver
* Ideal vehicle or club base station
* Can be mains operated

giving you flexibility

GS1.

MOBILES (fixed or vehicle mounted crystallized units)
Refurbished Units

"

PVE REPORTER

Up to 6 channels
"" 5 watts output

tJIl)
. . .

£198.95

PYE WESTMINSTER W15AMN
/o,;~ ."-, '. ,
•.~ le

-0 ..

4II_t

MARCONI RC 666

Am 720A

720fl60 channel

• 57'mm

720fl60 channel

* 4 ch memory

• 10 ch memory
Keyboard

£862.50

£994.75

CM. Glider Approved

-~- £730.25

*

CAA Class 1 Approved

CAA Class 1 Approved

CAA Class 1 Approved

AlR720M

BECKER AR3201

WALTER DITTEL FSG70flOM

720(760 channel
"" ARINC size

.. 5 channel memory
57mm

* 2 models - one with memory
* 57mm

£940.70

£977.50

..

~--~."

720fl60 channel

720 channel

£523.25

'1 -

Am720C

Am720B

AVCOMM GL72A

..

£293.25

£178.25

AIRCRAFT SETS

--

* Up to 10 channels
* 10 watts output

* Up to 6 channels
* 5 watts output

*

£POA

CM Class 1 Approved
PLUS:

CAA Approved

CAA Approved

* The new Becker 57mm VOR. NCNV IN STOCK - £917.50

* 'fhe M456 VOR -

Crystals! - We carry a wide range in stock including
Upper Heyford: The new frequency available soon.
Just one phone caN secures our FREE illustrated price list

still on special offer for a few weeks - £437 (save over (60)

ALSO STOCKED: INSTRUMENTS, PARACHUTES, VARIOMETERS, ENGINE INSTRUMENTS
BAROGHAPHS, HEADSETS, flYING GLOVES, MAPS, RULERS, ETC. ETC.!
Please- add carriage to above prices. An goods supplied under our standard terms of trade. Exports are normally free of VAT

Brochures, Advice & Price Lists - Free!
Dickie Feakes
11 The Poplars
launton, Bicester
Oxon OX6 ODW
Tel: 0869245052

Telex
265871
(Quote MAG 10189)
answerback MONREF
or 83138 Telkay G

John Delafield
Cotswold House
Mill Street
Islip
Oxon OX5 2SY
Tel: Kidlington (08675) 2357

VISA

25 YEARS AGO
.

.

.

WE REPAIRED OUR FIRST GLIDER - PLYWOOD
& FABRIC
1968 WAS OUR FIRST 'GRP·f.USe:LAGE· REp·AIR

YESTERDAY'WE
S·PlICEO',A. CARBON FIBRE·.
.
.
. WING MAINSPAR . .
,

,-

"

ALONG THE WA Y WE HAVE ENDEA VOURED TO MAKE QUALITY,
COMBINED WITH ADVANCING TECHNIQUE OUR AIM IN THE
FIELD OF GLIDER & LIGHT AIRCR T REPAIR

. CAA APPROVAL No. AMR/203

